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FIRST
WJORD
3y Snerry.Kiftg "

* 'After seven
"'."-'

'"and a half hours orver'y

difficult labor,.

I gaveblrih to my sister's

baby, my niece.*-

Three years alter the birth of my daughter,

Sarah, I was about to nave another baby,

.
bulihK.'irYie. it was different. Afl.es seven arid

a half hours of later, bgave birl'h to my

As futuristic as this sounds, it was, in
:

'

fact, the culmination of fa.riy natural, although

unusual, cin urn .;. \c My oiciei ;?

Caroiee. had ahy.stereciom.y when, she was
'.ly^enfytorie. 3ev..-:-; .-*;>": -< when.she ^

001 :
.11. :i '.!, :;' !!.:!

i. .
i .'MS

desperately wanted a chto.But because-' .

Caioleo had no uterus. and no eggs. she

Could not c;

gatherings. and friends" pregnancies

became im n Sine ii ::. : .
,

rhopd in.
.

.
the press He realized that n was poss:b

f

e '

lor Carolee-io hayo a baby iha! was .,. ...:;: .:.!:.,', -.\i i

wililuu ix u.ruer io; ihei:

baby thai

..:;.:;: rm an.

The next- time I. was 'alone with mysisi.e-'

she sa;o 'I have scvvexing to ask. you. .

You don't i ri away •

you say

: aye you Bvci l."K ard el 3L/f- .gate mother
; , , mediately. I

!;..
.

''eyes, Nothing o^so.nad r.o be sak.) wo both.

:
starred weeping. When wo told my
husband. Owen, ail he could say was.

% about)!.'' We. exhaustively r

pro-

-x was the on!v way Caroiee and
child shat was at least

-

in pari genetically reia-od to thorn ooih.

Although we wantog to.- have'; arotboh baby,

an we decided

and 'Ernie's desife'.for a chile.

.-<:
; Ev i

;

i i
fJe e < eve ibis

e'O still be baooy
ready had Ss-sh.-

ore also eons. My husband an.;; i

would not beatalet. i r. i.'Viereourso

while
I was k y;ng :o oo ice! -e -paternity

'

could noi oe n doubt Also, my age was a'

i ict.oi Buhl. could have amni: i

and r ihe tetus hac geoohc cooiems. we
.aii'agreec thai fecuid' terminate 'he

1

:
ins cine ital 'ilitygy

Caretoo a rro .Ernies marriage (solid) and
What we .would 'tell other people including

: our daughter- (the truth). When Caroiee

and.Cofarrnedcu' parents, they were very

pie .
; i

-: !'i
i

3::-. r.ari a.:. ioi Affifici it i isen"iinationjs-

foi oaiffe''' she said.

We found an inieri iy pen srm tl

yellow pages and -made an appoinunon; \c<

ihePexidav He mo; ; ,'i ..
\

.
.
<:<

:c
:.c i

. s; plain-: o hov oins.er't
'

it without spilling the sperm, and sent us on
ii w. . ;,..:..:!

. that's

. i. :;.., ho; ii

..........
I

simple. L'rrve /jcu*. i ac ns soei

the cervical cap ahd men hand It io Caroiee,

who would carry it to me .(We would,joke
'

that Caroiee was he iirsi'to carry the baby'/

I
.would simply insert I

,' if. my i
i.y,

i
i i

Ahef a few' months, i shil wasnt pregnan:.

iv.v m.;. , I
.. .:! -i

my doctor put .me. on Cjomid, a feruhy ds.ic.

in' order.to regulafo thorn. The next month
I' became pregnan!- all four oi us were
ecstatic; Caroiee and L;r.:o Td have iheii

baby, sito'.my life would goi bacx io

normal. At 15 weeks : had a routine progalai

.

:..!( ii, !!: .::;.. „ ould Mno n:

hi vi .

i.
.' ;enr lore sonogra-:

:u. :! ,!.::
, i. ..

.
>-..: jad

to.ha.yc
:

a'D& C We were ali devastated.

A-aiii :
.

u

"famiiy project.
1

'.We were, however, able '

to convince her'fnatwe should Keep trying,

.since now we knew- that a pregnancy
was possible.!.' :i '..'(

i lonth.s, but
.!. -. ! : i. I

:

Florida. Monthly thps Iran Figrlda hi

Bo: ! ,
'. .:!:

i .

! /,

ui

m-or
I

I

.',;.:
i

'::.:

th d bu s art .'
i
> „ n »

u
i

I

our ias ; chance. We heard vie fetal oea;t

. :: I !(ll ;!..: .;:.:. ii

and played il over the phone lor Cao-.yee

andtrnio. At 17 wee-ks I
had a'uu.oeei Jesis

:ri I i i< .. I.
. .

' :!
5he irn

: aw he- baby en 'h. logs

When the anin^o results came n ipree

V :! .'.'
i
,:; ..: ne

VVedeoioed 'oa; when fne babv was
due. we would be in Boston Our 'ertiiiiy

doclor would. i our ob: .
.

,iv
'

'dlkr- iroin

.what-: had had witk my daugirer Sarah, wno
was rjorn ,, ! i"i . e; . n

per. ThiStii . .nlvwasn ,u :l and
present for the birth but so were Caroiee

Ernie i'tii liiv un i. . : ! i.-iu.
I .vhio

;s oidgashioneri. came r io: iue cord

cui'ing ; Ailorseven and a null molts ol

very ditlicul ador, I gave hu . sislor':

,' 'U :..!
I
' ii U.

I.:' '.!! rm i
;

i ;r!.oiTio ou- I said.

1 Ian & d ;
>

. i :
vi i: ;

ii .

; ,n-,e '.' lh.

umbiilcal core. I. gave her to her morher
Caroiee. Ernie cut Ine cord. T here wash 1

a

gryoyo in tncroom...

forui our I
irni-y prc-ji ot na been a

success, w ii; :: v ..'.
i
! r :

i
.:

vve warn inlerf :e couples io rza ikai

his is a rea: (and inexpeusive) option

lor them #/.ihey riave a kjvirxj ihe; id or ieiatlve

a irni to bi a : .

:, moh <
: i

("jowovei oi su'io. n :

I; should bo done tor jovo, noi moi'Oy.

Krisibn is nov o;ji heakhy
and beautiful.

I
love her as a niece. She wui

grr>w up knowing ihou; h. : oeptir.ri -
: i

,
. i

.'. : grryws

older, her parenls wiyfiil m 'he details.

By b

o: suriogo'es. What was irr;i-inkaoio

^.:... :!!. v i
,. ..!,: ... DO

hre'h- ,-„;,;.;;/;
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Imagine wrapping your fingers will" gauze.

blocking your ears wilh colton, wearing
layers of sunglasses on your eyes. No

one would choose to live permanently with

such sensory barriers. But twentieth-

century humans routinely barrage the most
ancient of senses—smell—with deodor-
ants, air fresheners, filters, pads, oils,

and incense. The effeefs of this bombard-
ment may be more profound than anyone
dreamed. Today research is reestablishing

the sense of smell as one of the prime

determinants ol psychological mood,
biological rhythms, and even choice of mate.

In "Scentimental Journeys" (page 48),

senior editor Pamela Weintraub examines
the ongoing eftorls to undersiand ihe

neurophysiological function of odors and
how they regulate the body and influence the

mind. As a result of such research,

pioneers in the field of aroma therapy, for

instance, will revolutionize the home and
workplace with scenls that arouse us, relax

us, and ease us into sleep. And pharma-
cologists will create drugs that hitch a ride

on molecules of odors, reaching specified'

targets in Ihe brain. Their formulas, they say,

will one day cure such maladies as
amnesia and Alzheimer's disease.

This month, Omni readers will also be
able to participate in this fascinating

research. By responding io "Test Your

Scentsability" (page 50), you'll help investi-

gators better understand the intricacies

of olfaction, while sampling the most thera-

peutic odors of the century to come:

to OMNI

Weinlraub. who often suffers from allergies

to floral scents, initially dreaded the idea
of investigating olfactory laboratories.

"I envisioned people taking me through

rooms congested with de-par imenl-sfore

perlumes," she says. "But instead.
I
was

struck by the wafting aromas of chocolate,

fresh baked dough, and licorice, all

created infhe lab."

Olfactory researchers have found that

we all produce odorprints as distinctive as

fingerprints. But psychoendocrinologist

John Money also believes we each possess

a lovemap, a personal imprint of what
sexually attracts us to another. And in this

month's Interview (page 78), Omni staff

writer Kathleen Sie/n asks Money to discuss

his concept of the Ihree-dimensional map
of the human sexual brain. Etched during

childhood, the contours of our sexual

identify determine what we look for in our
intimale relationships. And thwarted sex

play, Money believes, can damage natural

development, creating new elements

—

such as shoe fetishes, cross-dressing, or

even asphyxiation—that distort love.

"Money savors the i'on c aspects of

human behavior," Stein says. "He relishes

probing beneath superficial layers of the

persona and analyzing significant patterns.

But that never seems to diminish his delight

in observing Ihe way people act."

Personal interactions are also the topic of

the Mind column, in "Friends" (page 26),

journalist Paul Bagne describes how one
couple buys hour-long friendship sessions

for S9.99. According to some experts, their

project offers insights into the current

and future state of friendship,

Humans aren't ihe only organisms wiih a
need for bono ng. according to "Shared

Desfinies" (page 62). With text by Robert
Masello, this pictor a exposes such unlikely

couplings as Ihe clown fish and the sea
anemone, and the mutually supportive

relationship of algae and fungus.

This month's fiction explores love scenar-

ios, too. In "Snake Eyes" (page 44), by

Tom Maddox, a former soldier wrestles with

behavior precipitated by his hardwired

nervous system. His involvement with an

equally evolved woman releases involuntary

passions that may destroy him. "It's

somewhat of an evolutionary tale," Maddox
says, "As the human race develops and
changes, the way we love and lust will also

have to alter."

In "Permafrost" (page 54), Roger Zetazny
focuses on love and hate and paradoxical

relationships among men, women, deities,

and machines. A once-successful entre-

preneur returns to a frozen world tended by

a vigilant computer and manipulated by a
vengeful goddess. A traditional story with a

nontraditional structure, it contains varia-

tions on several of his previous stories,

including "Half Jack" (June 1979).

And in part two of "Sarah Runs Ihe

Weasel" (page 70), by Walter Jon Williams,

a young prostitute carries out a terrifying

assignment for the off-world controllers of a

deteriorated Earth.DO
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Misperception

I object strenuously to Dr. Howard Jones's
description o( a child with Down's syndrome
as "a burden ... to the family and society

as a whoie" [First Word. December 1985],

As a professional working in the field

of mental retardation,
I can tell you that this

statement is an inaccurate view of (he

abilities oi handicapnou persons. Many of

them not only want to work but are also

competitively employed. Handicapped
persons pay [axes li.<e cvcyone else.

Many more can—and will—be employed
in the future.

Dr. Jones's stalement is a fairly typical

example of the general public's belief

in "protecting" the handicapped from work,
thus forcing them into a position where
they must accept public assistance to meet
their needs.

Too many people prejudge others based
on I.Q., appearance, arc! otysical disabili-

ties. We will have made phenomenal
progress when this is no longer so.

Marilyn McManus
Columbia. SC

Mummies and Daddies
Do I detect a bias in anthropologist Marvin
Allison's explanation of why the ancient
Chinchorros of Chile mummified the women
and children of deceased males ["New
World Mummies," Life. January 1986]?
Allison says thai "in all primitive societies

the family unit was vital" and that by
mummilying his family a man "ensured his

own well-being" in the afterlife.

Many primitive societies are matrilineai,

goddess worshipping, and consider their

females to have extraordinary powers. It is

quite possible that the Chinchorros were
actually honoring women in their burial

rites. Not all primiiive societies are patrilineal,

as our own "advanced" culture is.

J. Boyd
New York

Fan Male
Dr. Jeremy Cherfas, author of "No More
Men" [The Body, December 1985], must be
paranoid. The nerve of him, believing that

males could become obsolete just because
women may someday clone themselves!

This view denies women their sexuality.

Women don't interact with men solely for

reproductive purposes (and vice versa. I

hope). Women also enjoy being with men on
an intellectual basis. No laboratory proce-
dure can replace that.

If
I
have any choice about my future

method of reproduction, I'd certainly choose
an intelligent, sensitive man over a cold,

sterile lest tube. I believe that my sisters feel

the sa r "e way.

Tanya Keren Houseman
Sacramento, CA

The Y Spot

The existence ot an antidepressant drug
alleged to cause orgasm in conjunction witn

yawning raises many possinhfes j'*a,-v r-;

and Orgasm," Continuum, December
1985], I! the chemical that triggers this side
effect were isolated and rr.acic available

in pill form, society could be altered forever.

Considerthe ramificalions: People
would simply pop the pill in those settings

guaranteed to make them yawn.
Record stores would be unable to keep

Mantovani albums in stock. Muzak would
be banned in the interest of public decency.
The rating system for movies would need
major changes. Adult theaters would feature

Dinah Shore film festivals. There would
be a resurgence in Henny Youngman's
career, Country singer Slim Whitman
couldn't hire enough oodygusrds. English
professors would be in demand, as people
fio'CKC-o to study Chaucer.

Most important ot all, divorce rates would
plummet. The new wisdom would be "a

stale marriage is a stable marriage, " We will

celebrate our national malaise when boring-

becomes beautiful.

James R. Jusl

Meridian, ID

Correction

Thanks to the many readers who caught
the error in the January Space column
("Last Flights"). The mission cited was
supposed to have been Apollo 1, not Apollo

13. The reference is correct in James
and Alcestis Oberg's book. Pioneering
Space; Living on the Next Frontier. Irom
which the column was taken.OO



DIALOGUE

FDRunn
Advances in saence and technology in the

twenty-first century may grcnttv etier ihe

way we live. Bui certain constants .a-.'.';'

remain, iove liana erne/among !!;<:- o Love
has sustained civitt/aiio: and se: us 'oiovci

apart from other terms of life. What role,

wilt this powerful force play in Hie future'7

Grim '.',-;;, asked the iciirw: i-;j experts

to offer Iheir views on the subject of love in

the twenty-iiis! century.

Love 2000
There are two scenarios. Trie first is the

destruction o" civilization, with little pockets
of sur vivors start ng again on a long

journey to learn of love, just as the monks
in the Dark Agos wrofe poetry to love.

I prefer, howevc tnc looming scenario.

In it Ihere will be a renaissance based
on human values rather than -he mad drive

to-make money. Because we have devel-

oped consciousness and can never revert

to sheer animalism, we must make for

ourselves—with tho guidance of the poets
and Ihe artists—a new valuation of human
love, based upon beauty.

.
The beauty I speak of is not some

cosmetic Hollywood concept. It is the basis

of our sense of values. Beauty will be
seen as harmony of thinking, which is why
beauly hasalways been the lather of

truth. Beauty is also harmonious action,

which is why beauty has also been called

the mother of goodness. Out of this will

come a new valuation of lile and of love.

Love will be based upon compassion, a
sense of sympa:hv with al other peoples.

Freud once remarked that Christianity and
Puritanism were necessary for the vitality

of love: they raised love out of the animal

stage and made it applicable to God,
to nature, as well as to the sexes. The new
values will take into consideration this

insight, and we will realize that love and
fidelity are related.

Love will become, I hope and believe, a-

closer union of philia, which is compassion.
and eras, which is sexual love, and agape;
or love that is completely devoted to the

good of the loved one.

If these predictions sound too optimistic,.

I remind myself thai the first scenario

—

our destruction— is breathing down our

16 OMNI

necks. This <s acided moivarion tor us to

insist on the constructive development
of values, of which beauty is central

Rollo May
Roilo May is ihe author of Love and Will.

His tales! book is My Quest for Beauly.

published by Saybrook.

Love Energy

We calculate trave ; to othc stars in terms
of light-years. This :s because nothing

travels faster lhan light in our realm of

knowledge. There is a suspicion. howi;ve'

that our minds travel even faster. The fact

-that two people could know each other's

thoughts m diifercnl places at one time—
what does that mean? The lact that one
knows the other's thought even before the

other recognizes Ihe thought—what does
that mean? Does our mind travel through
time as well? One day, very soon, we
will lind out more about our mind power

—

not as a private property but as a mutual

energy resource. It will be a matter of time,

then, to find out what love really means.
Love is an energy that brings two elements
together. Through love, we will learn to

dispense with distance between one world

and the olher, one universe and the other.

Through love we will become what we love.

We will share the universe. We willbe the

universe. Through love we will grow.

Yoko Ono

Love Lessons

I cannot help but smile when I think of love

in the twonty-lirst century. I am too much
of an optimist to predict that it won't have
changed mueh. We will still have the doubt-
ers, those who will ignore it, those who will

take it for granted, and those who
will continue to abuse it and use it for their

own devious desires.

The very human need to love and be
loved and all the conflicts that often arise

from such needs have been documented
from the beginning of civilization. Mis-

guided love was responsible for Medea
murdering her children, Lear losing his wits,

and it continues to cause saints to be
ridiculed and assassinated. This occurs in

spite ot the fact that we have had the

guidance of superb teachers: Lao-tzu,

Buddha, and Jesus of Nazareth.

For instance. Corinthians supplied us,.

over 1.500 years ago. with a clear, practical,

and workable definition of love. Though
We have given lip service to its value over

Ihe years, we have in fact seemingly all

but ignored it. We continue to spend vast

amounts of money, time, and research

on tinding new. more devastating methods
or kHirg "one another, and pitifully few

dollars, energy, and commitment toward

bef.e' L.r dors landing the subtle dynamics
of loving one another.

Perhaps the mindless madness that

abounds in our present time will finally force

us 'o see mat lovrg ourselves and others

may be a viable soli.. ton to personal and
world problems. If this occurs in the twenty-

first century, we. will have harnessed the

most powerful and limitless energy available

tor peace. |oy. and growth.

LeoBuscag ia

Love and Sexuality

The biological roots of human love are the

need to reproduce and the prolonged
bond between parent and infant. The
relationship between love, sex, and repro-

duction is determined oy society, and

—

in times of change— it may undergo
profound alterations.

Although we are living in an era of

exceptional sexual toleration and freedom,
there are signs that a ride o: repression

may be gathering strength. We will need to

struggle to hold on to the positive gains

of the twentieth century's sexual revolution:

sex education, the idea that sex is a life-

enhancing force that should be nurtured and
cherished, and the rights ot the individual

to choose his/her sexual life-style.

Medical technology will have a tremen-
dous effect on our sexual future. Drugs
will enhance desire, eliminate the problems
associated with menopause, and perhaps
be instrumental in ending the abortion

controversy. II such trends as step-parenting

and the use of new birth technologies

continue, marriage may eventually become
separated from reproduction.

Lorna Sarrel

Codirector. Yale Sex Counseling Service

New Haven, CTDQ



:holar wars

By Peter Garrison

The Reagan administration's

Strategic Defense initiative (SOI)

will be a windfall of funding for

research scienNsis. Rut despite SDI

Innovative Science and Technology direclor

James lonson's breezy confidence thai

"people go where the bucks are." a lolof

them may be turning the money down.

A pledge to neither solicit nor accept SDI
research money has t" <•

r m^'-v -

university phys cs arc LOiu.j.jler-science

departments since June of last year. Physi-

cists al Cornell and at the University of

Illinois created the pledge in reaction to an
efiort by the Pentagon to influence

Congress and ;he public by In ng uo
academic support behind the program.

The pledge states thai the proposed
y is l;al ist.c-~ ssile shield alias star wars

—

can't be built. Attempting to build it will

only exacerbate the nuclear arms' race, Ihe

pledge argues, and jeopardize existing

arms-control agreements, while compro-
mising academic freedom, and blurring the

distinction between cass red and nonclas-

sified research. By December it had been
signed by more than 2,400 scientists,

including a majority of research and teach-

ing faculty members, at the nation's top

23 university physics departments.

"They were trying to get universities to

act as lobbyists icr.ro program." says
Lisbeth Gronlund, a Cornell solid-state

physicist who played a part in launching

the pledge. ""In reality, a lot oi academic
pcopie are against 1. Laymen tend to

imagine thai anything s possible with

technology. But scientists can clearly see
that ballist c rn ss'io defense isn't."

Signers and nonsigners of the pledge
can't be neatly split along t-adilionai liberal/

conservative lines. "The signers dp include

a lot of people who are already concerned
with arms control." admits University of

Illinois physics professor John Kogul. "But

it's broader based than that. There's a

very widespread rec.ing Ihai Ihe SDI is a
waste ol money t s going to be a Sergea'r:

York gun on a colossal scale, " he adds.
alluding to a weapons system that didn't

work after more ".nar S2 billion had been
spent on it.

Physicist Mike Chanowitz, who has .been-

instrumental r crc.ilal no :he pledge at the

University o! Gi
:

i ita at Berkeley, says
that most scientists would not object to SDI-

type research at some level, but that the

scale <.' re a nm r .'r-ricns commitment to

SDI is reckless "It's bad lor the country's

ecoro" .. -ii ,: --"Mi: no :- *• Chanowitz
argues. "It's going to squeeze out more
productive research. We. can't balance the

budget, we're slipping in technological

competition with Japan and Europe, and
now they wanl to squander our scarce

Chanowitz concedes that for many of the

-signers of the pledge it's more a matter of

principle lhan of practical choice: They
are not likely candidates for SDI-related

funding m the first place. But some ef

his colleagues at Berkeley have been willing

to give up more than a signature.

One is Forrest Mozer. who once proposed

a research project to SDI but on reflection

decided not to accept [unding. "When
an old colored lady wouldn't move to the

back of a bus," says the fifty five-year-

old Mozer, "I thought, How foolish! That won't

change anything. And when my wife went

on peace marches during the Vietnam War,

I thought, How foolish. But things did

change. This is my 'foolish' gesture."

Another veteran Berkeley Physics profes-

sor, Charles Schwartz, recently announced
Id consent to teach only a

small r ng

side

SDI: "A lot of academic people are against

closing our eyes to ho lac! -.hat we're really

just training people for the arms race."

Many of Mozer's and Schwartz's
colleagues share their opinions but not

ihei' idealism Nuclear-engineering

specialist Lawrence Ruby saw the pledge
but did not sign it. Ruby figures that if

money is allocated by Congress, his work

—

on ion-beam devices, popularly known
as "ray guns"—might well get some of it.

But, he adds, "We've had this type ol

research lor fifteen or twenly years, and
the technical results don't justify Ihe money
being spent. If I were in Congress,

I would
have voted against it."

Universities take from one third to more
than two thirds of researcn grants for general

overhead. For schools like MIT, a sixth of

whose total income comes from the

Department of Defense, SDI money is

undoubtedly :emot no. especially because
research money fro:"

1" such sources as
Ihe Natona; Science Foundation is

dwindling. But MIT president Paul Gray
emphasizes that while MIT accepts SDI
research lunds, it doesn't necessarily

endorse the program. A massive boycolt of

SDI by MIT researchers, however, isn't

likely. Only about 30 percent of Ihe school's

physics teachers have signed the pledge.

SDI director lonson refuses to comment
on the pledge. Last November, however,

Lieutenant Colonel Lee De Lorme, a Penta-
gon spokesman, did assert, "So far, it

[Ihe boycott] hasn't had any noticeable

effect" on the sia'-wars P'ogram. Even so,

physicists like Schwartz ccntinue to seek
support for the promise. Says Schwartz, "SDI

is the cap of a whole pile of indications

that we're gearing up for a nuclear war. It's

an .rsane sruaxin.'DO



CUTE BQTS .

BREAMTHRDUEH5
By Steve Fox

I

am siiting in my office surrounded by Ihe

dimmed eyes and quiescent gears of a

dozen or so personal robots. I clap my
hands and one springs into action, rolling

forward until it bumps into a wall and backs

up. I push a button on a small hand-held

transmitter and another begins to play

music from a cassette tape; a third blinks

its eyes and trundles toward me, lis arm
outstretched. A co-worker walks by, "Cute,"

she says. "Very cute." I nod. "It's the

Cuteness Wars," I explain.

The Cuteness Wars are being waged by

a new breed of relatively inexpensive toy

robots. They range in price from $25 to $500,

which may seem a bil steep for somelhing

that is essentially a toy, even a cute one,

The average persona! robot is a plastic

machine with a trunk, wheels, and human-
like arms, eyes, and mouth. Its chief ability

is locomotion. Most of these robots can roll

or walk in any direciion. Some even swim.

Others can move their arms, play cassette

tapes and videogames, and teach you
rudiments of computer programming. All

evoke oohs and ahs. None do windows.
Leading the field of manufacturers that

are competing for the toy robot market

is the Tomy Corporation. From their tiny,

peripatetic Dingbot, to the Omnibot
(nicknamed Wilbur by the Omni staff), to

the top-of-the-line Omnibol 2000, all Tomy's

robots look human. Omnibot 2000. for

example, is a he, according to the instruction

booklet. Described as a toy, this $500
contraption can travel on just about any flat

surface, project your voice through a

remote speaker, and play and record on its

onboard cassette machine. Sporting eyes

that blink, a head that turns, a mobile

arm with a three-fingered hand, and a wrist

-that can rotate 360°. it's a natural butler.

Perhaps best suited to high-tech soirees, il

has a'motorized tray that moves cups into

its rubberized fingers so it can pour and
dispense drinks. The robot even has two
speeds so you can downshifl when
performing delicate operations, like posi-

tioning its hand to pick up a wine glass.

What else can the Omnibot do? Well, the

manulacturer notes that the robot's function

is "limited only by the user's imagination,"

words likely to become as stale as user

friendly. In case the creative well runs dry,

do jus! about everything, but laundry.

however, the manual does offer a few

suggestions. Our favorite: teaching your

pet parrot to talk.

For those without parrots, the Elami Jr.

(less than £200) may suffice. Designed

primarily as a learning toy for children, this

red and white i replug on wheels is a

talented little machine that should keep
kids fascinated while introducing them to

elementary programming techniques.

By pushing various buttons on its chest,

you can program barni's synthesized—and
sometimes difficult-to-understand—voice

to "speak" up to 206 words. Its greatest

charm, however, is noi its vocabulary but

its delivery. Its liquid-cryslal-display mouth

—

when not wearing a sleepy, happy, angry.

or surprised expression—moves as it

speaks. It can even tell you it loves you,

wilh a heart-tugging lisp. This is a kid's toy

with personality.

The ambitious could even program the

Elami to speak to the Hearoid, a robot

that responds to vocal commands. The blue-

and-whiie Hearoid. with its bubble head,

squat body, and flat, cup-holder hands,

manages to look both endearing and futur-

istic. It can walk (actually roll) about,

bearing goodies on its tray, and its cassette

player can record and play tapes. It even
has a digital clock with a built-in timer,

which means the Hearoid can function as

an alarm clock— for a mere $230. The
real kicker, however, is its voice-activated

controls. You can program it to react to

a phrase—say, "heel" or "Scotch, James"

—

and the Hearoid will meander toward you,

blinking its eyes and mouth or serenading

you with music prerecorded on its

cassette. The manufacturer says that a

vacuum cleaner with a special infrared

sensor is in the offing, promising to transform

the Hearoid info a "janitroid." Now if

someone could just invent a laundrytroid. . .

.

Another machine in the humanoid tradi-

tion is the E.T look-alike Video Robot,

the "star player" in Nintendo's heavily

advertised, $150 Entertainment System. It

hooks up to an arcade-style videogame
machine, and its "eyes" sense light patterns

from your TV, thereby following the action

on the screen during game play. You can
direct the robot to move spinning gyro-

CONTINUEDONPAGE113



UNDERSEA HABITAT

EXPLDRMTIDfUS
By Tim Sandler

I ^% | e're standing on a shaky dock

i

|

i
' 1 1 I al the edge of a mangrovewU lagoon in Key Largo. Florida,

when we hear of a hurricane raging 300
miles north of Puerto Rioo. The radio

announcer warns fhat Ihe slorm is moving

quickly toward us; he advises slocking

up on candles, water, and canned goods.

We have already taken precautions, but

not because of the storm. We are about to

dive 25 feet beneath Ihe agoon's surface

to a' small steel bathysphere, an undersea

habitat where we will spend the night.

Air, waler, and electricity will oe o oed
into the habitat through a 250-foot umbilical

cord connected to an onshore support

van. Although operation director Jim

Duquesnel lells us not to worry, the prospect

.of a hurricane breaking our 'feline makes
us uneasy. Duquesnel cracks a slight

smile, briefly iterates eme'cency proce-

dures, and tells us that we will be evacuated

if necessary.

He jumps into the water and submerges.
My partner and I follow. As we descend,
we breathe through 150-foot hoses (hat are

rooted te the habitat, keep us from getting

lost, and provide us with air. The habilal, an
18-by-8-foot steel cylinder, is blanketed'

with sea plants, barnacles, and coral.

Its support base holds the cylinder high

enough above rro lagoon's I oor lo fit a five-

foot acrylic observation bubble on its

belly Next.to Ihe bubble is an entrance

hatch. One by one we enter into Ihe habitat's

wet room, hang up our gear, and towel

ourselves dry. Starkly equipped with three

bunks, a labia sink, mcrowave oven,

refrigerator, portable toilet, and shower
nozzle, the chamber barely has room
lor three people.

The habitat is the brainchild of Ian Koblick,

a former Navy aquanaut and president of

Marine Resources Development foundation,

l
'"!(': ncifjidii organization that operates

the habitat and its aquanaul-marine ecology
training programs. Engineered and built

in 1970 by U.S. Maval Acaciomy midshipmen,

the habitat was designed as an underwater

lab for studies-in the Chesapeake Bay.

But according to koblick, the Navy never
"

used the habitat and kept it in dry dock
for more than ten years before donating it

?.A OMNI

to Kobiick's cornoany n 1983. 1 wanted io

use. it to educate the public " he explains.

"I thought lhat living in the habitat for twenty-

four hours would be a chance for anyone
lo literally be at home with Ihe environment,

lo understand how complex and Iragile

Ihe ocean is, and to realize thai its resources

must be ulilized and protected."

The habitat has been in its current location

long enough for t.sh to become accus-

tomed lo it. Several snappers and grunls

loiter outside Ihe hatch. Duquesnel guesses
their intentions and obliges them with

chunks of bread and cheese. While the fish

"dart toward the food, we monitor the slorm

on a VHF weather channel and eat lunch.

Aflcr Duquesnel briefs us on our first dive,

we clear our plans wilh the surface dive

operator, attach ihe hoses to our hips, and
wilh mouthpieces in place, take off.

Outside, we og water temoerature

—

average 81 °F—and visibility—average 30
feet. Duquesnel Ihen leads us on a lour

of the lagoon. On Ihe eastern edge are wire

window screens charged with low-voltage

electricity. The calcium ihal the current

extracts from :he wa:o; terms a thick,

Underwater vac.p.iicns. ;
f!C vsf s;op

plasterlike buildup. Duquesnel writes on his

board something about the numeral-accre-

tion project. We con:in.,e wos -

. past rusted

cars and discarded toilets and a small.

turquoise field of sea grass.

We later learn that scientists from Duke
University used the habitat to conduct
the firsl in a senes of reseaxh experiments

to test an artificial gill. They expect the

gill to extract oxygen direel y Torn seawater

and eventually elimir.a:e the need for a
diver's cumbersome air tank. Living in

Kobiick's habitat allowed continuous obser-

vation of the amounl of oxygen drawn
from the water and of the accumulation of

debris in the gill.

After exploring ihe area, we follow a

school of blue-striped grunts back to the

habitat for dinner. Night falls quickly under-

water. The foggy lagoon turns a rich black.

Tiny silversides and anchovies glint past Ihe

observation port looking like fireflies in

Ihe ouiside spotlight.

Later Duquesnel leads us on a night dive

through the dark lagoon. He streaks

through the water, his body a ghostly, pale

blue. Then he stops and waves his hand
in front of his mask, creating a fluorescent

meteor shower. He has agitated the

phosphorous plankton and set off a chemi-

cal reaction called bioluminescence. After

more than an hour of experimenling with

bloluminsscer-ce and searching for Ihe

lagoon's nocturnal life, we are lired. Though
the bunks are narrow and the air warm,
sleep comes easily in the habilal.

The next morning as we drink coflee. we
listen to Ihe weather channel and hear

that the storm has veered northwest

overnight and is headed away from us.

Later we make our final dive, this time

without Duquesnel. The once strange lagoon

seems familiar now. Koblick was right;

After only one night we had become part of

another world.

In his office on Ihe Marine Resources

compound, Koo ick discloses his plans for

a large undersea -esort hotel called Jules'

Habitat, after author Jules Verne. The
project has been troubled with investment

setbacks, but Koblick remains unshaken.

"I can hold my breath." he says confidently,

"longer lhan anyone you know."DQ



FRIENDS

nniruD
By Paul Bagne

I of their apartment, tl was ten minutes alter

nine, a little late for our appointment. As I

waited, I held their compelling want ad
in my hand. It read in part: our lives are

W S9 99

FOR AN HOUR OF FRIENDSHIP.

Terri opened the door. "Good friends

should be prompt." were her first words. She
was wearing a black bodysuit and a

peasant skirl. Her shoulders were ringed

with multicolored, ruffles of a shiny fabric, A
black-lace choker encircled her throat,

and protruding from one breast was what

looked like a red bedspring. Dave was
lurking in the background. His hair had a

distinctive orange hue. Pinned to his brown
flannel shirt was a ten-dollar bill.

"My, how pretty you both look,"
I
re-

marked, as instructed in the ad.

"How about tea?" Terri asked.

"How lovely," I replied.

They ushered me into the kitchen, where
an enormous silver tea set sat on the

kitchen -table. Terri put a teaspoon of brown
sugar into my cup and poured in what
fumed out to be cold water (she had
lorgotten to heat the water),

I was here to participate in an art proiect

designed by Dave and Terri, Iwo self-

described "minor conceptual artists." They
had placed an ad in the San Francisco

Bay Guardian, saying "Please Tell Us How
Pretty We Look" and offering to buy an
hour of someone's ''icrdshp lor up to $9.99.

Although conceived as art. their project,

say some experts, is a comment on the

present and future state of friendship.

During my visi! Terri explained Ihe project

to me, "We are deadly serious about this,"

she said. "We don't want to be your friend.

We want you to be our friend. We are not

interested in your problems; This is not

a give-and-take relationship. It's strictly a

'

take relationship. We wanl the benefits

of friendship but none of the burdens. ThatS

why we're willing to pay."

Many had responded to their ad. I was
the first they had invited. My visit was
to last an hour, and the fee I would be paid

would depend on the qualify of my advice
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and my empathy I was expec:ed to admire

them constantly and to laugh at their pkes
For the remainder of the hour Tc-r laiked

intimately abouf her troubles Like a good
friend,

I listened.

To Eugene Kennedy, novelist and profes-

sor of psychology at Loyola University,

the friendship project has a value that goes
beyond arl. Psychologists rinc sociologists

have been studying Iriercship. and no!

always with insightful results, "Calling

friendship interpersonal relationship or

primary bonding or any of those crazy terms

doesn t help much," he says. "I have
nothing against people doing these studies.

There are many ways to come upon the

truth, and I think the eyes of poets and

artists are much keener."

He characterizes the proiect as a

"prophetic cry—a glimpse of the despera-

tion that many people feel and one that

deserves attention oecause ariists tell us

about Ihe future
'

it dep : crs whaf he

describes as a hunger lor relationships"

that will sweep across the country.

Kennedy bencves that a lack of intimacy

or irue friendship is a national problem. It

Tern and Dave ,'9'.;
l.'S !rj;w pretty we look."

is a by-product of our culture's preoccupa-
tion with Ihe self and its emphasis on
rnatGuali'.i'n and super! c:ai qualities.

You don't need a psychologist to know
that friendship is one of life's essentials, he

says. "If you ask people what they are

really looking for. the answer turns out to be
those kinds of things that true friendship

gives you: someone making room for you in

his or her life, understanding and accepting

you. We all need this to be healthy."

I remember my friend Dave saying, "You

pay for everything else. Besides, this is

more reliable."

A few years ago the California mental

health department invested £1.3 million in a

"Fnends Are Good Medicme" media
campaign t :o c c : ions they could be

happier and healthier if they went out and
found friends. A belated second message.
"Friends Don't Come for Free." acknowl-

edged that people would have to give

something to get the promised rewards.

To assess the cost ol friendship. Claude

Fischer, prolessor ol sociology at the

University of California a! Berkeley, studied

"social networks'" in 50 neighborhoods.

His survey suggests that what he calls

material conditions determine one's capacity

to develop relationships. "Education

provides skills and contacts that people

use to build networks," he explains, "Money
makes it possible to entertain, to travel, to

telephone, to exchange gifts, and to provide

ohers with aid."

Teni continued with her monologue,

telling me about herself—about what

happened to her boyfriend, the best lover

she'd ever known. "He ran off to Mississippi."

I told her how- sorry I was.

She told me how her mother "hates" her

lor some oi the '.hungs sne nas done, like

the time she and Dave go: arrested for one
art project—mail nc nuiran ieces to banks

in San Francisco. (It was all very antiseptic

ana seated in glass vials, she said.)

I
was growing weary but was trying hard

to. listen, Finally Ihe oven timer buzzed,

signaling the end of the hour. "My, how time

has flown," I said on cue. As I prepared
to leave, Terri handed me a check for

the full $9.99. On the memo line she had
w^tten. rcR friendship.DO



BIG BRAINS: CHEAP

ARTIFICIAL
irUTELLIEERJCE
By Joel Davis

Using off-the-shell parts from

commonly available microcompu-
ters, some California researchers

have built severs genera- ons of inexpensive

machines that rival supercomputers.

The designers' strategy is to harness

components Irom dozens ol small

computers together to work in parallel, like

a huge team ot electronic horses. The
new machines have already attacked

problems in astrophysicsand modeled the

rich tapestry of a nerve-cell network.

Computer sc enlist Charles Seitz and
three colleagues built tne "irst primitive

"concurrent computer' during the Christmas

break in 1981. When it worked, Seitz began
thinking about a larger version. He found

an ally in Caltech physicist Geoffrey Fox.

who had been hoping to find a way to

do physics computations on such a

machine. Together tney bu it a computer
that consisted essentially of 64 IBM PCs
hooked up in parallel. This Mark I version

of the Cosmic Cube—also called the

HyperCube or simply the Cube—performed
nearly as fast as the. vaunted Cray 1 super-

computer and cos; a Taction ol the price.

The CuPe worked by breaking each
problem down into 64 discrete segments.
The separate components worked simulta-

neously, each on one segment, exchang-
ing information to solve each particular

piece of the problem. The result: a very fast

computer for a relatively smal price.

The first generation Cube had 64 "nodes,"

each an IBM PC-type circuit board with

Intel 8086 and 8087 microprocessor chips.

Each node had a memory capacity of

127 kilobytes, for an impressive total of 8

megabytes—the equivalent of 8 million

alphanu'*"r-!r c characters

There were drawbacks, ot course. The
earliest versions of the Cube were not

meant to be anything more than "wind-

tunnel models" of future concurrent

computers. So the internal wiring was
pretty complex since each node had to be
connected to several others. Then there

was the matter of programming. No one had
ever written software for such a machine.
"I had a great plus on my side, though,"

says Fox, "Graduate itudorls don't like to

A ftecuptivcly sirnpie idea. .V; yoke s'
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use other people's programs I they can
write their own. So I made a virtue out

of necessity and put them to work devising

software to run on a concurrent computer."
The results gratified Fox and Seitz, The

Cube successij "y solved modems in

astrophysics, cosmology, two-dimensional

moiling geophysics, and computer
algebra. It's been used as a highly efficient

database machine, in image processing,

graphics, anc cornpj'or-aided design,

In 1983 NASAs Jet Propulsion Laboratory

got involved with the Cube, By 1985 the-

Caltech/JPL team had built some second-
generation Cubes. Where the first version

was "only" equal to eight VAX 11/780

mainframe computers and one tenth of a
Cray 1 supercomputer, the biggest Mark II

Cube had a performance eaual to 25
VAX 11/780's. The Mark II Cubes are already

performing in the range of the Cray 1

supercomputer.

Fox and a team of technicians under
Carl Kukkonen, director of JPL's Advanced
Microelectronics Program, are now putting

the finishing touches on the Mark III Cube.
The first two prototypes were finished in

February 1986: a full-scale Mark III will.be

ready by February 1987. It will surpass
the Cray 1 in performance, running up to

15 times as fast, or the equivalent of the

Cray XMP top-of-the-line supercomputer,
Inevitably, such success has drawn

interest from some heavyweights in the

computer industry, anc the Cube has gone
commercial. The Intel Corporation, for

one, is producing their iPSC family of

concurrent computers in three models,
They've sold more than 20 of them in less

than a year. At least two other companies are

selling Cubes under license from Caltech:

NCube in Beaverton, Oregon, and Arnetek in

Arcadia, California.

The rapidly growing movement to market
the Cube came as a surprise to Chuck
Seitz. "We didn't expect this to happen until

the. late Eighties," he says. Bui the three

companies that have already jumped into

the Cube business will soon be joined

by at least three more. That's pretty good
for a device originally cobbled together

from off-the-shelf parts.DO



By Jeff Hecht

\et:

Finding Halley'':-, Cornet from my
home 10 miles west oi Boston was
no easy task. Armed with 10x50

binoculars and special cornel charts from
Sky & Telescope magazine, I scanned
the western sky until I spoiled it, low over
a neighbor's house. Then I invited my
daughters to come out and look at what
had terrified millions over the millennia

My eleven-year-old peered through the

binoculars, found the comet and headed
back inside. Her reaction: "It's boring."

I am sure sine was not alone. Those
scanning suburban skies on December or

January evenings found nolhing like the

dramatic photos taken the last lime the

comet came by, showing its tail stretching

miles across the sky. Halley's hype raised

expectations thai could not be met by
the view from metropolitan areas.

As
I watched it approach in early

December, my o noculars showed only a
dim patch of light, barely visible against the

background of the night sky. The view on
New Year's nigh: was a ittle brighter, but
even then my irst impressior was that I was
seeing ao oul :of-focus star. Without the

binoculars my eyes wouldn't have found it.

There are several reasons lor what
could be called

I he great d.sappointment.

One. is that we happen to be living in the

wrong era. In 1910 Halley passed within 14

million miles of the earth and gave us an
excellent side view of its 100-million-mile tail.

This year the comet will come no closer

than 39 million miles, and the tail will be at

a poor angle for viewing.

Even those who manage to hang on long

enough to get another chance 76 years
from now won't have a much better view,

according to comet expert and Sky &
Telescope columnist John Borlle. We won't
gel a good view ol the comet until around-

2137, when Halley will pass 8 million miles

from the earlh.

'But the real villain is light pollution. Stray

lighl Irom street lamps, auto headlights,

buildings, signs, and other sources have
created what Bortlo calls a "perpetual

twilight." And because comets are diffuse,

not bright points of light like stars, they
are loss easily in this twilight.

Lighl pollution is not a new problem, but

it has gotlen much worse since Halley's

Halley's Come 1 r,a<-
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1910 visit, when a woman named Mary
Proctor was able to watch it Irom atop the

Times building in midtown Manhattan. Mow
anything but a full moon would scarcely
be visible from downtown New York City.

Astronomers everywhere have been fighting

.
what is sometimes a losing battle with the
problem. For example lighl pollution around
the Mount Wilson ohservaio-y near Los
Angeles is so bad astronomers shut down
its 100-inch telescope last year.

Other effects of light pollution are subtler

but farther reaching. Before electric lights

and urbanization, a rich view of the night sky
was part of everyone's life. Today, if they
look at the night sky at all, urban and
suburban dwellers see only the brightest

stars. As a result, people are much less

familiar with the sky. says Stephen Edberg.
an astronomer at Caltech's Jet Propulsion

Laboratory.

This month offers the last chance to see
Halley. The comet's tail is to reach its full

length of up to 100 million miles after it

passes closest to the sun. Unfortunately,

the best place to view it is from the Southern
Hemisphere. Those of us in the Northern
Hemisphere have a limited view.

Anyone who is serious about seeing the

comet ought to go 20 to 30 miles from
city lights, Edberg suggests. The best time
to look is early, around 3 a.m The trick is

to find a viewing spot with dark sky and a
clear view of the soulhoas'e-'n horizon,

where ttie comet's tail will be pointing up. It

will appear above the southern horizon
until about April 5. After that it will dip

below the horizon and return to the skies in

late April, when a sky watcher will most
likely need binoculars to see it.

Is the comet boring? As an isolated

celestial event, perhaps. But even if Halley

did not live up to the media hype, it has
brought a new generation outside to look at

the sky. As just one example, when my
eight-year-old daughter came outside on
New Year's night, she was enraptured
by what she saw through my binoculars.

But it was not the comet that held her
attention. She was fascinated by the

Pleiades and the Great Nebula in Orion.

When I went inside to warm up, she was still

exploring thesky.DO
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KNOW ALL ABOUT YOU
fe on't worry, your secret is safe with me. But I feel I have

pto tell you that your doctor, your psychiatrist, your an-

ialyst, your psychologist showed me certain confiden-

tial information about you.

Of course, he had every reason to believe that you and I have

never met and that I would not use this material to compromise

you in any way. Still, I am a reporter for a national magazine, and

those records were personal in the extreme. I feel strangely be-

holden to you.

The first time it happened, i was investigating psychological tests

for The New York Times. The head of an agency that administered

certain personality inventories and depression scales invited me
to his facility to learn how the tests are given and the results eval-

uated. He had picked three individuals' records as examples for

me to look at,

'As you can see," he said proudly, "the names have been blocked

out io protect the identity of our clients." But the thin coat of white

correction fluid painted over your name didn't hide it at all. I could

read it as clearly as any other words on the page. I'm sure he

could, too. I'm sorry now that I didn't confront him boldly on his

cavalier disregard for your privacy. All I did was use my small

power to deny him and his company the newspaper mention he

so badly wanted.

Not long after that, I had occasion to see videotapes of your

analytic sessions. I was writing an article for The New York Times

Magazine about a new form of psychotherapy that used a televi-

sion camera as a partner in the treatment. Videotapes allowed the

therapist to review each analytical hour with unprecedented pre-

cision and gave the patients the opportunity to look back at them-

selves as they were when therapy began. In the course of my
research on the technique, a group of American and Canadian
analysts gave me a private viewing of real-life episodes from these

ultimate soap operas. Some ol the tapes had been produced with

you sitting in relative darkness or with your back to the camera so

your face was unrecognizable, but most were starkly revealing,

making me a de facto voyeur at your violent outbursts, tears, and
shameful memories unleashed in psychotherapy,

I swear to you, though, that these doctors really did try to protect

you. They showed me a still photo of you to make sure I didn't

know whoyou were. They made me sign an agreement promising

that 1 would not discuss your case with my friends or colle

and that I would not write about any of the New York patients in

the 77mes—no matter how disguised my account might be. You

had given your permission, whether or not you remember, for them

to use your tapes for "educational purposes." And that's what my
article was to be—public education. Anyway, I didn't tell anyone

about you, and as you know, I didn't write about you. either.

The worst breach of faith I've ever been party to came while I

was covering electroshock therapy for Omni. I can still picture you

so clearly—thin, wide-eyed, trying to smile, strapped on that

stretcher bed, waiting for your shock treatment to begin—when
your psychiatrist introduced me to you as a new medical student

on the service. I was thirty-six years old and six months pregnant

at the time. Did you really believe him? I suspect you were too full

of your own concerns to care who I was. I suspect he knew that,

too. So why did he have to lie to you?

Look, I've done a lot of things I'm not proud of. But as a journalist,

I've never lied face to lace about who I am or what I'm doing when
I'm on an assignment. Even when I

worked for two weeks as a

volunteer in the "hopeless" ward at a state mental institution, every

patient—including the ones who had undergone failed loboto-

mies, or who hadn't spoken to anyone in years, or who were so

haunted by their own schizophrenic visions that they barely ac-

knowledged my presence—and every patient's family was told

that I was a reporter and that I would be writing about my experi-

ences at the psychiatric center, Many of those unfortunates were

wards of the state. You were a paying patient in a private hospital.

Isn't it interesting that their sensibilities were more respected than

your own?
Tape recorders and video cameras pry their way into many sac-

rosanct areas today. Often, there are good reasons for opening

secret files to public scrutiny but not with wanton disregard for the

person whose name is on that file.

As I said, you don't have to worry about my disclosing your

identity, I really do respect your privacy. I just wish, for your sake,

that you didn't have to rely on my integrity.—DAVA SOBEL

Dava Sobel, currently a contributing editor for Omni, was formerly a staff

reporter for The New York Times, where she covered psychology and
psychiatry.
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KILLER PRAIRIE DOGS

Prairie dogs customarily

greet one another with a kiss,

but they may not be as

sociable as they seem. A
University of Maryland re-

searcher has found that half

of all prairie dog iitters in

a South Dakota colony are

partly or wholly eliminated by
infanticide.

What's more, most killers

are nursing mothers who
kill, and often eat, close rela-

tives, including grandchil-

dren, half-siblings, nieces,

and nephews. Only one other

mammal is known to regu-

larly kill offspring of close kin:

Homo sapiens.

John Hoogland, writing in

the journal Science, pro-

posed two hypotheses for

the infanticide. The killers may
benefit from the extra food

—

Hoogland has evidence
that killers may be more likely

to successfully wean a litter

than'nonkillers are. Or killers,

may be eliminating future

competitors of their own
offspring, since females re-
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main in the coterie—or family

group—of their birth.

"Nonkin are essentially

unavailable" as victims,

Hoogland says, because
prairie dogs defend their co-

terie territories against out-

siders. During his 13-year

study, he has detected only

three cases of cross-coterie

infanticide.

In other mammals infanti-

cide typically occurs when a
bachelor male invades a

group, evicts the resident

breeding male, and kills all

unwearied offspring of that

male. This has the effect

of causing nursing females to

return to breeding condition,

enabling the invading male to

quickly sire his own

Male prairie dogs some-
times kill pups, but they

do so far less often than fe-

males do. Infanticidal males

won't get early access to

lemales because prairie dogs
breed seasonally and do
not return to breeding condi-

tion after losing a litter.

Female killers pay a high

price for their behavior,

Hoogland says. While ma-
rauding, many lose their own
litters.—Billy Goodman

HALLEY'5 HURT
FEELINGS

Charles Wesley Orton has

a ready explanation for

Hal ley's Comet being only

dimly visible in the Northern

Hemisphere. "The problem,"

he says, "is public apathy.

Everyone knows that the

comet is supposed to be just

a big, dirty snowball. They're

not about to think that its

appearance portends either

doom or good fortune, it's

no wonder the comet isn't

going to put on its best

performance. We've hurt its

feelings.

"We've got to do something

to let Halley's Comet know
we still love and respect

it. Otherwise, it might go to

another solar system where It

feels appreciated and never

come back. Comets have

feelings, too, you know."

So Orton formed the Com-
mittee to Combat Comet
Apathy, informally known as

ComComComa, which
distributes and sells "Official

Halley's Comet Sponsor-
ships" at £5 apiece to raise

public awareness of the

problem. Sponsors' kits in-

clude bumper stickers, a

pamphlet of comet trivia, a
certificate, and a variety

of seals.

"It worked for the LA.
Olympics and the Statue of

Liberty, so why wouldn't

it work for Halley's Comet?"
Orton wonders. ComCom-
Coma's sponsorship program
is concentrating on individu-

als rather than big corpora-

I tions because, the whimsical

j
writer explains, "It seemed

i that if you were a company
with thirty thousand dollars or

so in loose change, you
could be an official anything

for the L.A. Olympics, but

as an individual all you could

do was buy a ticket. Halley's

Comet is for everyone, Any-
one who sends five dollars

to us at ComComComa can
be an official Halley's Comet
sponsor."

Unperturbed by the fact

that the organization's mem-
bership is minuscule—just

Orton and his wife and
the neighbor's Chihuahua—
the Carlsbad, California,

resident has planned just one
i official sponsor's event. "At
1 two am. the morning of April

j

twelfth, when the comet

;
will be closest to Earth, all the

i
official sponsors will go out-

side with flashlights, point
'. them at the comet, and

in Morse code flash the mes-
sage, WE CARE'"

—George Nobbe



GENETIC STUTTERING

Some 2 million people in

this country suffer from

stuttering. Psychologists have

advanced countless expla-

nations, from repressed

losiiiity, to unresolved con-

flicts, to "learning" the habit

from a stuttering parent. Now
a Yale University researcher

says the ailment may be
no more psychological lhan

having blue or brown eyes.

In the largest sfudy of

is kind, geneticist Kenneth

K. Kidd spenl more than

a decade surveying hun-

dreds of stutterers and their

'amilies. He found, for exam-
pte, that stuttering appears

up to five times more fre-

quently in males than females.

A parent who has stuttered

has a vastly greater chance of

having a child with the afflic-

tion than parents who did

not. But stuttering children

don't learn" from their par-

ents. Most stuttering parents

overcame their affliction

oefore they had children.

The evidence makes a

strong statistical case that

stuttering is. genetically linked.

That does not mean there

is a "stuttering gene." Rather,

says Kidd, a group of genes

may somehow affect the

vocal cords, making them
susceptible to becoming
tense or uncoordinated. A
person with that predisposi-

tion may spontaneously

stutter or have the affliction

triggered by experiences

in his youth. Kidd adds that

stuttering generally clears

itself up by adolescence.

All this suggests that psy-

chotherapy may not be the

best treatment for stuttering.

Curing stuttering, Kidd

says, may someday be a

simple matter of retraining the

muscles that coordinate

speech.—Douglas Starr

"Anyone who is practically

acquainted with scientific

work is aware that those who
refuse to go beyond fact

rarely get as far as fact.

"

—Thomas Henry Huxley

cent studies with rats have

shown that substance P

pools in the joints most sus-

ceptible to arthritis and
that injecting substance P

into an inflamed joint measur-

ably aggravates the pain

and tissue destruction there.

Block the action of sub-

slance R therefore, and you

should reduce the inflamma-

tion and joint deterioration

caused by arthritis. This

is precisely what Traumatolo-

gist Jon Levine and his

colleagues at the University

of California at San Francisco

hope to do.

Their work with rats has

provided the first direct

evidence that the nervous

system—via substance P

—

bears on rheumatoid arthritis,

which is generally consid-

ered a disease o! the immune
system.

"We've long suspected
that the nervous system

plays an important role,"

Levine said in an interview,

"because arthritis flare-

"Should you ask me my
comprehension of a starlight

night, awe were my only

reply."

—Emily Dickinson

SUBSTANCE P
AND ARTHRITIS

A secret number of rheu-

matoid arthritis sufferers

in California are trying out a

new treatment for joint pain

that may resolve a long-

standing mystery about the

disease itself.

The treatment involves

substance R one of the

body's'own neurotransmit-

ters—chemical messengers
in the nervous system. Re-

ups are frequently triggered

by stress." He also noted

that arlhritics who suffer a

stroke on one side of the

body experience milder ar-

thritis on that side, presum-

ably because the injured

nerves there no longer affect

the joints.

Current treatments for

intractable arthritis include

injections of gold salts and
administration of antimalarial

drugs, which work—when
they work at all—for reasons

no one really understands.

The anti-substance P ap-

proach, though still unproven,

is based on a clear-cut

hypothesis.

Levine would make no

comment on the clinical trials

he is now conducting except

to say they are in progress

and that preliminary results

should be published soon in

a professional journal. A
promising outcome could

affect some 7 million Ameri-

cans who suffer from the

Dava Sob el
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WHITE HOUSE MENTAL
CASES

Most mentally ill people

who attempt to break in-

to the White House or who
show up at the White House
gate demanding immediate
entry to the inner sanctum
pose no threat to the Presi-

dent, suggests a National

Institute of Mental Health

(NIMH) study.

NIMH researchers David

Shore and Richard Filson

reviewed the case histories

of 328 mentally ill people
(most of them white male
schizophrenics) treated at the

National Institute of Mental

Health after they had tried to

enter the White House or

another government place.

"Very often these people
have some pretty bizarre

information that they feel the

President will wantto hear,"

Shore, a psychiatrist, says, "or

they want to collect a million-

dollar reward they think the

President has for them."

Although 22 percent of the

328 people studied did make
threats against the President

or other prominent political

figures, none of them ever

acted on their threats. But 35
were subsequently arrested

for violent crimes: one after

shooting and killing a Secret

Service agent; another after

assaulting a woman she
mistakenly thought to be the

First Lady.

"What we want to do next,"

Shore says, "is determine

which psychiatric symptoms
of these mentally ill people
might have predicted their

future violence.

'As a psychiatrist, I'm

concerned that anyone might

be harmed by a patient.

"

— Eric "

"You can't force the pace in

science."

—Sir Fred Hoyle

"Doubt is the vestibule which
all mustpass before they

can enter into the temple of

truth."

—Charles Colton

WOODPECKERS
VERSUSSNAKES

's Okefe-

nokee swamp, a red rat

snake slithers up a decaying
pine tree. Nearing its prey

it encounters an unexpected

ooze of thick resin barring

its path. The toxic substance

causes the snake to let go
and plummet 40 feet to

the ground. Its prey, the en-

dangered red-cockaded

woodpecker, watches un-
harmed: Its unique defense
against a deadly predator

has succeeded again.

The red-cockaded wood-
pecker and other unusual

inhabitants of the Okefenokee
are captured in Realm of

the Alligator, a new National

, Geographic special, under-

]
written by the Chevron
Corporation. The special airs

on public television April 16.

Unlike other species of
: woodpeckers, the red-

j
cockaded woodpecker re-

!
quires a living pine tree.

usually 60 years or older, for

! its nesting or roosting hole

and its defense strategy, The
bird seeks pine trees that

have "red heart," a fungal in-

fection that softens a tree's

heartwood and makes it

easier to excavate.

After digging a cavity 1or

its nest, the woodpecker
scales off the bark and chis-

els holes into the sapwood
around the entrance. This

allows the thick, sticky sap to

ooze out, protecting the

nest from snakes.

Wildlife biologist John
Paling is the producer of

Realm of the Alligator. "No
one knows why this sub-
stance repels snakes," he
says, "We do know that

the chemicals [in the sub-

stance] burn the snake
on contact " Paling adds that

the combination of the red

heart fungus and the pinesap

may produce the

substance's caustic quality.

The red-cockaded wood-
pecker is the only member
of its family in North America,

with the exception of the ivory

bill, that is officially on the

endangered species list. A
black and white cloaked

bird nearly 7.5 inches long,

the red-cockaded has few
natural predators, its obstacle

to survival is loss of habitat.

The mature pine wood that

the woodpeckers live in

often dies from the red heart

fungus or is the target of

commercial foresters. "Mod-
ern forestry practices simply

do not condone the preser-

vation of decaying sixty-year-

old trees," biologist Paling

explains. The Okefenokee is

one of the few remaining

national wildlife refuges for

the endangered red-cock-

aded woodpecker. "The
birds would not exist if not for

this swamp," Paling says.

—Lisa Werner



MYSTERY RAYS

Particle physics has been

zapped by a new and myste-

ojs kind of cosmic ray.

Ordinary cosmic rays, fan-

-asscally energetic particles

rat are constantly bombard-
-g our atmosphere, are a

xg-standing puzzle them-

selves. Their source is un-

oown. Because the particles

a'e charged, their paths

are bent every which way by

re galactic magnetic field.

~
. :~e time they arrive here,

~e. appear to be coming
-:~

ai directions equally, The

mystery of the new rays is

-5'. scientists know exactly

A-e'e they're coming from.

The fays were discovered
-. ..-oerground detectors
- .'. d different locations set

_c ~z 00k for proton decays.

H« ;e;ectors are located
- zceo tunnels, where
--: =ann shields them from
: ; ' =V cosmic rays. But

;
- - = exotic and very power-

_ - — of radiation is pene-
-•= "c :ne earth and leaving

straight-line trails in the

detectors, which point back

to Cygnus X-3, a star about

40,000 light-years away.

Since the new rays all

come from one direction, they

are not being affected by

the magnetic field. That

means the particle compos-
ing them must be electrically

neutral, not charged like

the components of other

cosmic rays. The particle

must also be long-lived, since

it travels 40,000 light-years,

and musf be able to shoot

through our atmosphere

without interacting with mole-

cules in the air.

There are no known parti-

cles with the right properties.

Physicists, consequently,

have been looking at hypo-

thetical particles for an

explanation, particles that

ought to exist according to

various theories but that

have never been observed

They don't seem to fit the

bill either. Researchers

Maurice V. Barnhill, T K.

Gaisser, Todor Stanev, and
Francis Halzen considered,

and wound up eliminating, the

possibility that the rays

consist of chunks of strange

quarks or of photinos

—

particles predicted by super-

symmetry theories.

Physicists want more data

on the rays. Meanwhile,

they've got anomaly fever. "It

looks like there might be
some new particle physics

involved in it," Barnhill ex-

plains happily, "and it looks

like we're looking at a cosmic-

ray source for the first time."

—Leah Wallach

The Coca-Cola douche is not recommended by most family-plan-

ning experts. Even so. Diet Coke proved very effective at killing sperm.

"Most history is just gossip

that has grown old gracefully."

—Sydney J. Harris

COCA-COLA AND
BIRTH CONTROL

Harvard Medical School

researchers have confirmed

what many teenagers and

women of Third World coun-

tries have long believed

true: Coca-Cola, in test tubes

at least, kills sperm.

Following the introduction

of the new Coca-Cola last

year, members of Harvard's

obstetrics and gynecology

department decided to check

out what effect any new
ingredients might have on
the widely held belief that

Coke, as an effective contra-

ceptive, is it. Though some
women have reportedly

douched with the soft drink,

the researchers could find

no laboratory studies deter-

mining the effect of Coca-
Cola on sperm, So they

conducted their own experi-

ment, comparing the effects

of Classic Coke, New Coke,

caffeine-free New Coke,

and Diet Coke on sperm from

a healthy, fertile donor. Using

a saline solution as the

control, the researchers im-

mersed the sperm in the var-

ious beverages for one minute

and then measured sperm
movement. They found that

Diet Coke had the strongest

effect, and Classic Coke
had five times the spermicidal

effect of New Coke.

Coke's effect on sperm
has been attributed to the

acidic pH of the drinks, but

since the pH levels of all

four versions of Coke are

about the same, the team
reasons that it's Coca-Cola's

secret formula and its vary-

ing proportions in the different

drinks that may be a cofactor

in Coke's ability to kill sperm.

Despite the results, Dr.

Sharee Umpierre, one of the

doctors on the test team,

cautions against using Coke
as a method of birth control.

People reportedly use Coca-
Cola as a spermicide after

intercourse, which would

be too late: Sperm enter the

female reproductive tract

very fast, and Dr. Umpierre

doubts that the Coke could

be administered in time.

Still, she admits, "it was a

one-afternoon experiment.

We've never done the clinical

trials."—FrancescaLunzer
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When your favorite TV character is felled by chest pains, leukemia,

or breast cancer, do you suiter sympathetic symptoms?

TV HYPOCHONDRIACS

Some TV viewers are such

hypochondriacs that they

actually imagine they're

developing the very same
illnesses that ailing TV char-

acters have, and they even

develop the same symptoms.
This revelation comes

from psychiatrist Moshe To-

rem of Akron General Medical

Center in Ohio.

"In the past ten years," Dr.

Torem says, "I have seen
this condition in several dozen
patients.

"These are highly suggest-

ible people," he adds, "they

become very involved in

the television show, to the

point lhat they are actually

living in it, and they so

strongly identify with the

characters that they vicari-

ously experience their happi-

ness and suffer their pain."

For instance, one patient,

alter a battery of medical

tests showed her to be in the

pinkot physical health,

nevertheless complained of

chest pains and insisted

that she had a bad heart, just
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(ike the character on a soap
opera. Another patient, a

fan of a prime-time hospital

drama in which one of the

characters had breast cancer,

believed she had the same
condition, despite a clean bill

of health from doctors. And
a third, complaining of gen-
eral weakness and loss of

appetite, falsely believed he
had leukemia, like a charac-

ter on a soap.

The only effective treatment

tor these TV-watching hypo-

chondriacs, Torem says,

is psychotherapy. But "it

would be wrong to imply that

the reason these people

have problems is because of

TV shows," he says. "In an

earlier time they would have
developed their symptoms
from reading a book."

—Eric Mishara

"Statistics can be used to

support anything^—especially

statisticians.
"

—Franklin P Jones

"infinity is just time on an ego
trip.

"

—Lily Tomlin

THE SCIENCE
Of BELCHING

If you're over thirty-five and
constantly endure the social

disgrace of belching at

precisely the most inelegant

moment, take heart. To

most you may simply appear

to be a boor, but to nutrition-

ists who understand involun-

tary belchers, you are proba-

bly just suffering from a

deficiency of hydrochloric

acid, or HCI.

This acid is produced in

the stomach routinely enough
by most people. In others,

however, the stomach ceases
to produce sufficient amounts
of HCI to accommodate
their digestive systems.

Lacking the acid, air normally

consumed in digestion is

trapped in their stomachs
and, the human body being

what it is. demands that if

somehow escape. So they

belch.

So says Jeffrey Weber,

director of the American
Chiropractic Association's

Council on Nutrition, only he
puts it a lot more technically:

"The oxyntic glandular mu-
cosa atrophies" for lack

of the normally produced
acid. His is an elaborate

explanation for a common
problem that few horrified

hostesses could be expected

to either understand or

appreciate. Protein foods,

claims nutritionist Weber, are

a particular problem for

HCI-deficient belchers.

There is a relatively inex-

pensive way out of this prob-

lem. Weber suggests taking

Betaine HCI supplements,

which are available without

prescription at most drug-

stores as well as health

food emporiums.

There are caveats, he

notes. Chronic involuntary

belching could also result

from such structural problems

as hiatus hernias or spinal

abnormalities that cause back
pains, generally between
the shoulder blades. Both

have been associated with

involuntary belching after

meals. Ulcer patients should

also consult their physicians

before they try Betaine

suppiements.

—George Nobbe

"/ really do believe that the

most optimistic thing about
the human race is its relative

stupidity. There would be
little hope [for us] if the

human race was as bright as

it thinks it is and still got
itself into so much trouble."

—Edward de Bono

"There are three great things

in the world: There is religion,

there is science, and there

is gossip.

"

—Robert Frost
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Boorish belching may be
caused by a lack of HCI.



More Ihan 40 years ago
the New Mexico desert

became the cradle of the

world's first atomic bomb. To-

day that same desert is the

setting for a new batch of

explosions, the Shockwaves
of which are reverberating

not through the world of

politics and warfare but

through the hushed hallways

of the world of fine arts.

Sculptor Evelyn Rosenberg

ol Albuquerque, New Mex-
ico, is using high explosives

to melt and fuse metals

into a controlled series of

exotic shapes. Working

on an active firing range ("it's

sort of frightening," she says;

"the mortar guns are always

going off all around me"), she

first places the metals

—

usually brass and steel— in

molds made of Hydrostone, a

sort of Space Age plaster

ol Paris. She then "fires" the

molds with a high-powered

plastic explosive, hiding

all the while behind a nearby

concrete bunker on the

grounds of the frighteningly

named Terminal Effects

Research Analysis (TERA)

center,

Initially the problem was
simply getting the process

under control. "Everything we
did at first." she says ruefully,

"either came out in a big

wad or would blow fifty feet

in the air and go bouncing

down the mountain." But

practice eventually made
perfect, so much so that the

New Mexico Institute of Min-

ing and Technology, to

which TERA is attached,

commissioned Rosenberg to

decorate one of its new
buildings with an enormous
fused-metal mural. The 4-foot

by 21-foot oeuvre—a glitter-

ing, two-inch-deep bas
relief that depicts such an-

cient beasts as trilobites and
pterodactyls side by side

with their modern relatives

—

is now in place, "i must
admit," she says, "I'm sur-

prised at how well it all came
out."— Bill Lawren

"Art is lies that tell the truth.

"

—Pablo Picasso

ICE-CUBE BOATS

At first glance what Freder-

ick Wang would appear to

have invented is merely a set

of intriguing toy boats and
cars, eight-inch demonstra-

tion models powered by

an ice cube through which

passes a strand of nitinol

wire, composed principally of

titanium and nickel.

But hold on. It seems that

nitinol reads forcefully to

temperature changes of 35

to 40°C. The alloy has a
"memory effect" that compels

the wire to seek lis original

shape. As it contracts, the

wire acts as a chain-belt

drive, thus turning a toy boat's

propeller shaft.

What Wang's toys do is

demonstrate an effective way
to convert low-grade thermal

energy into low-cost me-
chanical energy. "What we're

dealing with here is fractions

of horsepower," says Wang,
who works for Innovative

Technology International, Inc.,

in Beltsville, Maryland.

He is amused that the

most interest expressed so

far has come from toy com-
panies and California swim-

ming-pool owners interested

in a cheap way to circulate

the water in their pools.

On a grand scale, the pat-

ented nitinol wire could

conceivably be used to gen-

erate low-cost power for

such gigantic industrial ap-

plications as discarded

industrial fluids, solar and
geothermal heat projects, re-

leased heat from combustion

engines, boilers and electri-

cal equipment, or even
computer equipment.

Nitinol works on the princi-

! pie that above a certain

j

temperature, the alloy is stiff;

I

at lower temperatures it is

i soft. When heated to above

;
its transition temperature,

;
nitinol will always seek to re-

I tain its original shape. In

i
doing so, the alloy can exert

! as much as 50.000 to 60,000

i
pounds per square inch of

i force, equivalent to the

i pressure of 25 subcompact
:
cars stacked on a quarter,

I

Wang describes the process

I as a "tugging effect" that

]
could eventually be used to

|

power giant turbines and

|
not just toy boats. (See next

i

month's Games column
I for more Information on ni-

|
tinol.)—George Nobbe

"The only limit to our

realization ol tomorrow will

be our doubts of today.

"

—Franklin D. Roosevelt

"I always wished I could do
something with my hands.

Never could." —Joe Louis
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REDHEADS

Three years ago, in an

effort to combat a perceived

media hostility toward the

country's estimated 12 million

redheads, Stephen Douglas

of Laguna Beach, California,

founded an organization

known as Redheads Interna-

tional. He has since emerged
as one of the most militant

defenders of the oft-slan-

dered redheaded American.

Nothing in particular

tipped him over. He was just

tired of the worn-out old

jokes and the sometimes not-

too-subtle put-downs. "Peo-

ple used to say to me, You're

really good-looking, for a

redhead,' " recalls the nor-

mally placid Douglas, who
doesn't see red easily. "Now
just what is that supposed
to mean?" he asks.

His organization now has

15,000 members, each of

whom pays annual dues of

$18, which entitles them,

among other things, to a sub-

scription to The Redheader,

an often acerbic quarterly

dedicated to improving

the lot of its subscribers.

It is Douglas's contention

that society does not select

redheads to be among its

elite. He claims there are not

enough redheads on televi-

sion, in motion pictures, or in

modeling, The magazine
recently singled out modeling

agency boss Eileen Ford

for its "Dead Rose Award" tor

saying that red hair doesn't

sell. Her remark earned

her the award, according to

Douglas, on the basis of

its "crassness and stupidity."

The quarterly relies heavily

on some fairly arcane trivia

in its efforts to defend the
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native American redhead.

For instance, a recent issue

noted that while redheads

make up 6 percent of the

country's population, they

represent only 1 percent of its

prison population. It also

reported that Scotland has

the highest percentage of

redheads in its population

—

14 percent.

The publication from time

to time runs a list of famous
redheads in history. In case
you're curious, it's headed by
Erik the Red, followed in no
particular order by Frederick

Barbarossa, William the

Conqueror, John Paul Jones,

ChristopherColumbus,

Vincent van Gogh, Antonio

Vivaldi, Emily Dickinson,

Sarah Bernhardt, and Leo-

nardo da Vinci.

—George Nobbe

—David Lloyd George

"Each man kills the thing he
loves.

"

—Oscar Wilde

SCtENCE-WFION
QUIZNa 11

Science -fiction stories

usually deal with the future,

but sometimes the tuture has
a way of sneaking up and
becoming the present—or
even the past. Many science-

fiction writers have found

their stories made obsolete

by the relentless march
of knowledge.

Given below are a number
of gadgets and ideas from
five science-fiction stories.

Can you tell which gadgets or

ideas are obsolete and
what kind of modern technol-

ogy has replaced them?
Answers are given at the end
of this quiz.

1. In E.E. "Doc" Smith's vast

tales of interstellar adventure,

people zip through the gal-

axy in ships powered by

inertialess drives, and they

communicate with powerful

electronic equipment that

often overheats.

2. Another Smith, George 0.,

wrote in his "Venus Equilat-

eral" stories about engineers

who, while living in space
stations between Venus and
Earth, solved math problems

with something called a

"slipstick."

3. In the movie The Transat-

lantic Tunnel, Richard Dix

flies to his girlfriend's New
York penthouse apartment in

an autogyro.

4. John Carter of Barsoom,
according to Edgar Rice

Burroughs, shoots a rifle that

fires radium bullets that

explode when exposed to

sunlight.

5. In Alan Nourse's story

"Brightside Crossing," a team
of astronauts tra>

the plains and hills of the

planet Mercury on the side

that always faces the sun.

—Ben Bow
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Scene from the movie The Transatlantic Tunnel: The tunnel is still

science fiction, but the autogyro has fallen prey to progress.



FICTION

He took his chances

when they wired him, and now the

dice have come up

Dark meat in the can

—

brown, oily, and flecked

with mucus—gave off a

repellent, fishy smell, and
the taste of it rose in his

throat, putrid and bitter,

like something from a

dead man's stomach.

George Jordan sal on the

kitchen floor and vom-

ited, then pushed himself

away from the shining

pool, which looked very

much like what remained

in the can.

He thought. Wo, this

won't do; ! have wires in

my head, and they make
me eat cat food. The
snake likes cat food.

He needed help but

knew there was little point

in calling the Air Force.

He'd tried them, and there

was no way they were

going to admit responsi-

bility for the monster in his

head. What George
called the snake, the Air

Force called Effective

Human Interface Tech-

nology and didn't want to

hear about any postdis-

charge problems with it.

They had their own prob-

lems with congressional

commi ttees investigating

"the conduct of the war in

Thailand,"

He lay lor a while with

his cheek on the cold lin-

oleum, got up and rinsed

his mouth in the sink, then

stuck his head under the

faucet and ran cold water

over it, thinking. Call the

goddamned multicomp,

SNAKE

EYES
BY TOM MADDOX

then call SenTrax and say,

"Is it true you can do
something about this in-

cubus that wants to take

possession ot my soul?"

And if they ask you,

"What's your problem?"

you say. "Cat food," and
maybe they'll say, "Hell, it

just wants to take pos-

session of your lunch.

"

chair ered in

brown corduroy stood in

the middle of the barren

living room, a white tele-

phone on the floor be-

side it, a television flat

against the opposite
wall—that was the whole

thing, what might have

been home, if it weren't for

the snake.

He picked up the

phone, called up the di-

rectory on iis screen, and
keyed telecom sentrax.

The Orlando Holiday

Inn stood next to the air-

port terminal, where tour-

ists flowed in eager for the

delights of Disney World.

But for me, George
thought, there are no
cute, smiling ducks and
rodents. Here as every-

where, it's Snake City.

From the window ol his

motel room, he watched

gray sheets of rain cas-

cade across the pave-

ment. He had been wail-

ing two days for a launch.

At Canaveral a shuttle sat

on its pad, and when the

weather cleared, a heli-

copter would pick him up
and drop him there, a

package for delivery to

SenTrax, Inc., at Athena

Station, over thirty thou-

sand kilometers above
the equator.

Behind him, under the

laser light of a Blaupunkt

holostage, people a foot

high chattered about the

war in Thailand and how
lucky the United Slates

had been to escape an-

other Vietnam.

Lucky? Maybe. . .he

had been wired up and
ready for combat train-

ing, already accustomed
to the form-fitting con-

tours in the rear couch ol

the black, liber-bodied

General Dynamics A-230.

The A-230 flew on the

deadly edge of instabil-

ity, every control surlace

monitored -by its own
bank of microcomputers,

all hooked into the

snakebrain flight-and-fire

assistant with the twin

black miloprene cables

running from either side

PAINTING BY CARLOS REVILLA



of his esophagus—getting off, oh yes, when
the cables snapped home, and the airframe

resonated through his nerves, his body
singing with that identity, that power.

Then Congress pulled the plug on the war,

the Air Force pulled the plug on George, and

when his discharge came, there he was, left

with technological blue balls and this hard-

ware in his head that had since taken on a

life of its own.

Lightning walked across the purpled sky,

ripping it, crazing it into a giant, upturned

bowl of shattered glass. Another foot-high

man on the holostage said the tropical storm

would pass in the next two hours.

Hamilton Innis was tall and heavy—six four

and about two hundred and lifty pounds.
Wearing a powder-blue jumpsuit with sen-

trax in red letters down its left breast, and
soft black slippers, he floated in a brightly lit

white corridor, held gingerly to a wall by one
of the jumpsuit's Velcro patches. A view-

screen above the airlock entry showed the

shuttle fitting its nose into the docking tube.

He waited for it to mate to the airlock hatches

and send in the newest candidate.

This one was six months out of the service

and slowly losing what the Air Force doctors

had made of his mind. Former tech sergeant

George Jordan—two years' community col-

lege in Oakland, California, followed by en-

listment in the Air Force, aircrew training, the

EHIT program. According to the profile Aleph

had put together from Air Force records and
the National Data Bank, a man with slightly

above-average aptitudes and intelligence, a

distinctly above-average taste for the bi-

zarre—thus his volunteering for EHIT and
combat. In his file pictures, he looked non-

descript— five ten, a hundred and seventy-

six pounds, brown hair and eyes, neither

handsome nor ugly. But it was an old picture

and could not show the snake and the fear

that came with it. You don't know it, buddy,

Innis thought, but you ain't seen nothing yet.

The man came tumbling through the

hatch, more or less helpless in free fall, but

Innis could see him figuring it out, willing the

muscles to quit struggling, quit trying to cope
with a gravity that simply wasn't there. "What
the hell do I do now?" George Jordan asked,

hanging in midair, one arm holding on to the

hatch coaming,

"Relax. I'll get you." Innis pushed off and
swooped across, grabbing the man as he
passed, taking them both to the opposite wall

and kicking to carom them outward.

Innis gave George a few hours of futile

attempts at sleep—enough time for the

bright, gliding phosphenes caused by the

high g's of the trip up to disappear from his

vision. George spent most of the time rolling

around in his bunk, listening to the wheeze
of the air-conditioning and creaks of the ro-

lating station.

Then Innis knocked on his compartment
door and said, through the door speaker,

"Come on, fella. Time to meet the doctor."'

They walked through an older part of the

station, where there were brown clots of fos-
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silized gum on the green plastic flooring,

scuff marks on the walls, along with faint im-

prints of insignia and company names—icog
was'repeated several times in ghost letter-

ing. Innis told George it meant the now de-

funct International Construction Orbital

Group, the original builders and controllers

'

of Athena. Innis stopped George in front of

a door that read interface grour "Goon in,"

he said. "I'll be around a little later.".

Pictures of cranes drawn with delicate

white strokes on a tan silk background hung
along one pale cream wall. Curved parti-

tions in translucent foam, glowing with the

soft lights placed behind them, marked a

central area, then undulated away, forming

a corridor that led into darkness. George was
sitting on a chocolate sling couch; Charley

Hughes lying back in a chrome and brown
leatherette chair, his feet on the dark veneer

table in front of him, a half inch of ash hang-

ing from his cigarette end.

Hughes was not the usual M.D. clone. He
was a thin figure in a worn gray obi, his black

^Ashe
nuzzled her neck, tried to

lick the drop of

blood off her breast, explored

her teeth with his

tongue, it seemed as if cables

ran between them,

snapped beneath theirjaws3

hair pulled back from sharp features into a

waist-length ponytail, his face taut and a lit-

tle wild-eyed.

"Tell me about the snake," Hughes said.

"What do you want to know? It's an im-

planted mikey-mike nexus
—

"

"Yes, I know that. It's unimportant. Tell me
about your experience." Ash dropped off the

cigarette onto the brown mat tloor covering.

"Tell me why you're here."

"Okay, I had been out of the Air Force for

a month or so, had a place close to Wash-
ington, in Silver Spring. I thought I'd try to

get some airline work, but 1 was in no real

hurry because I had about six months of

postdischarge bennies coming, and I

thought I'd take it easy for a while.

'At first there was just this nonspecific

weirdness. I felt distant, disconnected, but

what the hell? Living in the USA, you know?
Anyway, I was just sitting around one eve-

ning, I was gonna watch a little holo-v, drink

a few beers. Oh man, this is hard to explain.

I felt reai funny— like maybe I was having, I

don't know, a heart attack or a stroke. The
words on the holo didn't make any sense,

and it was like I was seeing everything un-

derwater. Then I was in the kitchen pulling

things out of the refrigerator—lunch meat,

raw eggs, butter, beer, all kinds of crap.
I just

stood there and slammed it all down.
Cracked the eggs and sucked them right

out of the shell, ate the butter in big chunks,

all the bologna, drank all the beer—one, two,

three, just like that."

George's eyes were closed as he thought

back and felt the fear that had come only

afterward, rising again. "I couldn't tell whether

/ was doing all this. . .do you understand

what I'm saying? I mean, that was me sitting

there, but at the same time, it was like some-
body else was at home."

"The snake. Its presence poses certain , .

.

problems. How did you confront them?"

"Hoped it wouldn't happen again, but it

did, and this time I went to Walter Reed and
said, 'Hey folks, I'm having these episodes.'

They pulled my records, did a physi-

cal. . .but, hell, before I was discharged. I

had the full workup. Anyway, they said it was
a psychiatric problem, so they sent me to

see a shrink. It was around then that your

guys got in touch with me. The shrink was
doing no goddamn good—you ever eat any

cat food, man?—so about a month later I

called them back."

"Having first refused SenTrax's."

"Why should I want to work for a multi-

comp? Christ, I just got out of the Air Force.

To hell with that. Guess the snake changed
my mind."

"Yes. We must get a complete physical

picture—a superCAT scan, cerebral chem-
istry, and electrical activity profiles. Then we
can consider alternatives. Also, there is a
party tonight in cafeteria four— you may ask

your room computer for directions. You can
meet some of your colleagues there."

After George had been led down the wall-

foam corridor by a medical technician,

Charley Hughes sat chain-smoking Gau-
ioises and watching with clinical detach-

ment the shaking of his hands. It was odd
that they did not shake in the operating room,

though it didn't matter in this case—Air Force

surgeons had already carved on George.

George . . . who needed a little luck now
because he was one of the statistically insig-

nificant few for whom EHIT was a ticket to a

special madness, the kind Aleph was inter-

ested in. There had been Paul Coen and
Lizzie Heinz, both picked out of the SenTrax

personnel files using a psychological profile

cooked up by Aleph, both given EHIT im-

plants by him, Charley Hughes. Paul Coen
had stepped into an airlock and blown him-

self into vacuum.
No wonder his hands shook—talk about

the cutting edge of high technology all you

want, but someone's got to hold the knife.

At the armored heart of Athena Station sat

a nest of concentric spheres. The inmost

sphere measured five meters in diameter,

was filled with inert liquid fluorocarbon, and
contained a black plastic two-meter cube
that sprouted Ih'ok black cables from every

surface. Inside the cube was a fluid series

of hologrammatic waveforms, fluctuating

from nanosecond to nanosecond in a play
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SCEN^MENTAL TURNED
BY PAMELA WEINTRAUB

Smells have the power to arouse our

deepest memories, our most primitive drives

PAINTING BY WOLFGANG HUTTER
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showed that salmon could navigate in re-

sponse to odors created in the laboratory.

Fittingly, the memories and intuition thai

led Hasler to his discovery are intrinsic fea-

tures of his passionate interest—the sense
of smell. In the last few years, scientists in

fields as diverse as brain physiology and
evolution have shown that scent igniles our

deepest memories and drives. (To test your

response to scent, please fill out our ques-

tionnaire, page 50, before continuing.)

Back in the days of the hunter-gatherers,

new research suggests, our ancestors used
olfaction not only to detect poisons but also

lo choose their mates. And this selection by

smell was genetically preordained. Scien-

tists have found that we all produce odor-

prints as distinctive as fingerprints, and they

believe they have traced these auras to a

particular set of genes. They have also

mapped nerve pathways from the nose to

the limbic brain, the roiling center of mem-
ory, lust, and rage. And most startling of all,

they have shown that humans produce
odorous messengers called pheromones, just

as animals do, to prime each other for sex.

Spurred by these findings, scientists have

begun to manipulate behavior through the

sense of smell. At Yale and Duke, research-

ers are studying the impact of specific odors

on physiological measures from brain waves
and blood pressure to pulse. The result; the

science of aroma therapy, which promises

to revolutionize the workplace and home. In

the not-too-distant future, office-ventilation

systems might emit aromas lhat stimulate

workers yet help them lo relax. Scent ma-
chines as elaborate as stereo systems might

churn vapors through the home, acting as

aphrodisiacs and alarm clocks. And for those

on the road, a scratch card like the one pre-

sented in this issue might provide an array

of odors to fit conditions from anxiety and
claustrophobia io migraine.

As scientists unravel the mysteries of the

olfactory 'code, moreover, they'll engineer

scents that act like drugs. One day, they say,

such drugs will travel through olfactory neu-

rons to Ihe source of neurosis, psychosis,

and disease in the brain. Among the ills such
drugs might cure are schizophrenia, Alz-

heimer's disease, and depression.

According lo psychologist William Cain of

Yale, the twenty-first century will be the era

of scent. "We'll gain tremendous under-

standing of the basic, neurophysiological

ways in which odors regulate the body and
influence the mind," he explains. 'And after

we've mapped the hidden pathways of ol-

factory nerves, we'll be able to influence be-

havior, modulate mood, and alleviate pain."

Before Cain's vision can be realized, sci-

entists must understand how the sense of

smell works. We have been studying sme]f

for centuries, but only recently have the

pieces slarted falling into place.

Back in the first century B.C., the Roman
poet-philosopher Lucretius suggested that

molecules of different jubilances entered,

tiny holes deep within the nose. Each hole

had a different shape, so depending on the

shape of the molecule, we might smell garlic,
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musk, or rose. In the centuries following Lu-

cretius, scientists determined that nerves
(raveled from the olfactory epithelium—

a

small patch in each nasal cavity—to the ol-

factory bulbs in the brain. And in 1956 famed
neurophysiologist David Ottoson attached

an electrode to the epithelium, delivered a

puff of odor, and measured an electrical re-

sponse in thousands of cells. Sensory stim-

ulation, he knew, had occurred.

Still, the sense of smell remained largely

inscrutable. Scientists understood other

senses. Vision, for instance, occurred when
receptors known as rods and cones de-

tected primary colors, each corresponding

to a different wavelength of light. But as late

as the Sixties, the sense of smell was as

mysterious as it had been to Lucretius.

Into this welter of confusion jumped a

young researcher named Robert Geste-

land. A former engineer interested in the

neural basis of thought, Gesteland had re-

cently joined MIT's experimental epistemol-

ogy lab. There he got his hands on potent

tmSmeil could

be the wellspring of social

behavior. Both

altruism and mate selection

can be traced

to individual odorprints

generated

by a sequence of genes.^

new tools—tiny electrodes that could meas-
ure the current produced not by thousands
of cells but by just one. Now il might be pos-

sible, he told himself, to determine how spe-

cific odors affected individual cells.

But Gesteland's first findings were dis-

turbing. "We exposed Irog olfactory tissue

to various odors but found-no (wo cells alike.

We certainly couldn't find classes of cells that

were, say, specialists in flowers or citrus fruits.

Our experiments kept getting more elabo-

rate, but we couldn't find categories. With-

out categories;-we couldn't build a theory."

Then, in 1971, a Florida Stale University

biologist named Pasquale Graziadei and
some colleagues began to examine olfac-

tory cells. "Some nerve cells were undergo-
ing a phenomenal regeneration," Graziadei

now' says, "and they all seemed to vary in

age—some were young, some middle-
aged, and some very old."

. This fact gave Gesteland and other neu-

rophysiologists the clue they needed to be-

gin lo build an olfactory code. Gesteland had
been measuring the current across just any
random nerve cell. But by 1982 he had
learned that young cells responded to myr-

iad random odors, while old cells didn't work

at all. Only mature cells were actually re-

sponding to specific odors and delivering

meaningful messages io the brain.

By the early Eighties, patterns had begun
to emerge. "We're finding a statistical order-

liness in the system," Gesteland explains. "If

a cell responds to banana, say, we can pre-

dict that it is likely to respond to perhaps five

other odors seventy percent of the time. Each
olfactory receptor cell responds to a num-
ber of different odors. But computer analy-

sis can sort the odors and cells into groups."

Each odor seems to stimulate the nerve cells

in a unique pattern within the nose.

These patterns, evidence indicates, have

had a pivotal role in the evolution of man.
According to Graziadei's latest experi-

ments, Ihe development of the nose pre-

ceded that of the brain. Graziadei removed
one eye from a group of frog embryos and
inserted a third rasal cavity -n its place. The
adult frogs ended up having not just two
brain hemispheres but also a third hemi-

spherelike bulge. At another point Graziadei

removed one of the two nasal cavities from

frog embryos. The resulting adults had one
normal brain hemisphere and one that was
severely reduced.

"It looks as if the forebrain literally devel-

ops under the influence of the nose," Gra-

ziadei says. "For instance, human babies

born with anencephaly—a disorder in which

the brain is missing—also lack a nose. With-

out the nose, the brain might suffer severely

in its development."

Our emotions might be truncated as well.

In the simplest organ sms
:
explains Howard

Ehrlichrnan of the City University of New York,

smell often provides a primary motivation for

Ihe basic behaviors of approach and avoid-

ance. And the suggestion is that olfaction

might also trigger powerful approach/avoid-

ance responses—the foundation of emo-
tion— in the human realm.

To test Ihe hypothesis that emotions and
smell are fundamentally related, Ehrlichrnan

set out to see whether odor could induce

positive or negative memories in the lab. He
isolated subjects in a bare, darkish room with

just an Edward Hopper print hanging on the

wall; then he wafted mildly pleasant and un-

pleasant odors into the air. In preliminary tests

he found that people exposed to the pleas-

ant scent of almond tend to remember
pleasant events such as making new friends

or a day out on the town. Those smelling

unpleasant odors, including pyridine (like a

urinal) and butyric acid (reminiscent of vomit)

tended to recall such unhappy situations as

a job at a fast-food joint or periods of pain.

"The suggestion." Lhrlich^-an says, "is that

the experience of odor and the experience

of emotion are in some basic, physiological

way the same. Molecules of odor seem to

be stimulating the same brain centers that

signal the drives toward or away, which un-

derlie almost all human emotion."

Bui the drives leading to approach and
avoidance may be ji ist !.he lip cf the olfactory

iceberg. Some biologists say that the sense
of smell is the wellspring of social behavior,

.

too. These researchers contend that two
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The goddess dreams, and her

nightmares of tormented love disrupt a frozen world

PERMAFROST
BY ROGER ZELAZNY

h upon the western

1

slope of Mount Kilimanjaro

is the dried and frozen

carcass of a leopard. An
author is always necessary to

explain what it was doing there

because stiff leopards don't

talk much.

THE MAN. The music seems to

come and go with a will of

its own, At least turning the knob

on the bedside unit has no

effect on its presence or absence.

A half-familiar, alien tune,

troubling in a way, The phone
rings, and he answers it. There is

no one there. Again.

Four limes during the past half

hour, while grooming himself,

dressing and rehearsing his

arguments, he has received non-

calls. When he checked with

the desk he was Sold there were

no calls. But that damned clerk-

thing had to be malfunctioning

—

like everything else in this place.

The wind, already heavy, rises,

hurling particles of ice against She

building with a sound like

multitudes of tiny claws scralching.

The whining of steel shutters

sliding into place startles him. Bui

worst ol all, in his reflex

glance at the nearest window, it

seems he has seen a face.

Impossible of course. This is

the third door. A trick of light upon

hard-driven flakes; Nerves.

Yes. He has been nervous

since their arrival this morning.

Before Shen, even , , ,

He pushes past Dorothy's stuff

upon the countertop, locates a

small package among his own
articles. He unwraps a flat red

rectangle about the size of his

thumbnail. He rolls up his sleeve

and slaps she patch against

the inside of his left elbow.

The tranquilizer discharges

immediately inlo his bloodstream.

He takes several deep breaths,

then peels off the patch and
drops it into the disposal unit. He
rolls his sleeve down, reaches

for his jacket.

The music rises in volume, as if

competing with Ihe blast of the

wind, the rattle of the icy flakes.

Across the room the videoscreen

comes on of its own accord.

The face. The same face. Just

lor an instant. He is certain. And
then channelless static, wavy lines.

Snow. He chuckles.

All right, play it that way, nerves,

he thinks. You've every reason.

But Ihe Irank's corning to get you

now. Better have your fun quick.

You're about to be shut down.

PAINTING BY FRIEDRICH HECHELMANN



The videoscreen culs into a porn show.

Smiling, the woman mounts the man. . .

.

The picture switches to a- voiceless com-
mentator on something or other.

He will survive. He is a survivor. He, Paul

Plaige, has done risky things before and has

always made it through. It is just that having

Dorothy along creates a kind ot deja vu that

he finds unsettling. No matter.

She is waiting for him in the bar. Let her

wait. A few drinks will make her easier to

persuade—unless they make her bitchy.

Thai sometimes happens, too. Either way,

he has to talk her out of the thing.

Silence. The wind stops. The scratching

ceases. The music is gone.

The whirring. The window screens dilate

upon the empty city.

Silence, under totally overcast skies.

Mountains of ice ringing the place. Nothing

moving. Even the video has gone dead.

He recoils at the sudden flash from a pe-

ripheral unit far to his left across the city, the
laser beam hits a key point on the glacier,

and its face falls away.

Moments later he hears the hollow, boom-
ing sound of the crashing ice. A powdery
storm has risen like surf at the ice mount's

foot. He smiles at the power, the timing, the

display. Andrew Aldon. . .always on the job,

dueling with the elements, stalemating na-

ture herself, immortal guardian of Playpoint.

At least Aldon never malfunctions.

The silence comes again. As he watches

the risen snows settle he feels the tranquil-

izer beginning to work. It will be good not to

have to worry about money again. The past

two years have taken a lot out of him. Seeing

all of his investments fail in the Big Wash-

out—that was when his nerves had first be-

gun to act up. He has grown softer than he

was a century ago—a young, rawboned
soldier of fortune then, out to make his bun-

dle and enjoy it. And he had. Now he has to

do it again, though this time will be easier

—

except for Dorothy.

He thinks of her. A century younger than

himself, still in her twenties, sometimes reck-

less, used to all of the good things in life.

There is something vulnerable about Doro-

thy, times when she lapses into such a strong

dependence that he feels oddly moved.
Other times,- it just irritates the hell out of him.

Perhaps this is the closest he can come to

love now, an occasional ambivalent re-

sponse to being needed. But of course she

is loaded. That breeds a certain measure of

necessary courtesy. Until he can make his

own bundle again, anyway. But none of these

things are the reason he has to keep her

from accompanying him on his journey, it

goes beyond love or money. It is survival.

The laser flashes again, this time to the

right. He waits for the crash,

THE STATUE. It is not a pretty pose. She
lies frosted in an ice cave, looking like one
of Rodin's less comfortable figures, partly

propped on her left side, right elbow raised

above her head; hand hanging near her face,,

shoulders against the wall, left leg com-
pletely buried.

She has on a gray parka, the hood slipped
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back to reveal i wilted sirai ids of dark blond

hair; and she wears blue Irousers; there is a

black .boot on the one foot that is visible.

She is coated with' ice, and within the

much-refracted light of the cave what can

be seen of her features is nol unpleasant but

not strikingly attractive either. She looks to

be in her twenties.

There are a number of fracture lines within

the cave's walls and floor. Overhead, -count-

less icicles hang like stalactites, sparkling

jewellike in the much-bounced light. The
grotto has a stepped slope to it with the

statue at its higher end, giving to the place

a vaguely shrinelike appearance.

On those occasions when the cloud cover

is broken at sundown a reddish light is cast

about her figure.

She has actually moved in the course of a

century—a few inches, from a general shift-

ing of the ice. Tricks of the light make her

seem to move more frequently, however.

The entire tableau might give the impres-

sion that this is merely a pathetic woman who

4S/ie has

actually moved in the course

of a century—
a few inches, from a general

' shifting of the

ice. But the tricks of the

light make her

seem to move more frequently.^1

had been trapped and frozen to death here,

rather than the statue of the living goddess
in the place where it all began.

THE WOMAN. She sits in the bar beside

a window. The patio outside is gray and an-

gular and drifted with snow; the flowerbeds

are filled with dead plants— stiff, flattened,

and frozen. She does not mind the view. Far

from it. Winter is a season of death and cold,

and she likes being reminded of it. She en-

joys the prospect of pitting herself against

its frigid and very visible fangs. A faint flash

of light passes over the patio, followed by a

distant roaring sound. She sips her drink and
licks her lips and listens to the soft music

that fills the air.

She is alone. The bartender and all of the

other help here are of the mechanical vari-

ety; If anyone other than Paul were to walk

in, she would probably scream. They are the

only people in the hotel during this long off-

season. Except for the sleepers, they are the

only people in all of-Playpoint.

And Paul ... He will be along soon to take

her to the dining room. There they can sum-
mon holo-ghosls to people the other tables,

if they wish. She does not wish. She likes

being alone with Paul at a time like this, on

the eve of a great adventure.

He will tell her his plans over coffee, and
perhaps even this atternoon they might ob-

tain the necessary equipment to begin the

exploration for that which would put him on

his feet again financially, return to him his

self-respect. It will of course be dangerous
and very rewarding. "She finishes her drink,

rises, and crosses io The bar for another.

And Paul . . . She had really caught a fall-

ing star, a swashbuckler on the way down,

a man with a glamorous past just balanced

on the brink of ruin. The teetering had al-

ready begun when they had met two years

before, which had made it even more excit-

ing. Of course, he needed a woman like her

to lean upon at such a lime. It wasn't just her

money. She could never believe the things

her late parents had said about him. No, he

does care for her. He is strangely vulnerable

and dependent.
She wants to turn him back into the man

he once must have been, and then of course

that man will need her, too. The thing he had
been—that is what she needs most of all

—

a man who can reach up and bat the moon
away. He must have been like that long ago.

She lastes her second drink.

The son of a bitch had better hurry, though.

She is getting hungry.

THE CITY Playpoint is located on the world

known as Balfrost, atop a high peninsula that

slopes down to a now-frozen sea. Playpoint

contains all of the facilities for an adult play-

ground, and it is one of the more popular

resorts in this sector of the galaxy from late

spring through early autumn—approxi-
mately fifty Earth years. Then winter comes
on like a period of glaciation, and everybody
goes away for half a century—or half a year,

depending on how one regards such mat-

ters. During this time Playpoint is given into

the care of its automated defense and main-

tenance routine. This is a self-repairing sys-

tem, directed toward cleaning, plowing,

thawing, melting, warming everything in

need ol such care, as well as directly com-
bating the encroaching ice and snow. And
all of these functions are done under the su-

pervision of a well-protected central com-
puter that also studies the weather and cli-

mate patterns, anticipating as well as

reacting.

This system has worked successfully for

many centuries, oeivernc Playpoint over to

spring and pleasure in reasonably good
condition at the end of each long winter.

There are mountains behind Playpoint,

water for ice, depending on the season) on

three sides, weather and navigation satel-

lites high above, in a bunker beneath the

administration building is a pair of sleep-

ers—generally a man and a woman—who
awaken once every year or so to physically

inspect the maintenance system's opera-

tions and to deal with any special situations

that might have arisen. An alarm may arouse

them for emergencies at any time. They are

well paid, and over the years they have
proven worth the investment. The central

computer has ar iis Disposal explosives and
lasers as well as a great variety of robots.



Usually it keeps a little ahead of the game.
and it seldom falls behind tor long.

At the moment, things are about even be-

cause the weather has been particularly

nasty recently.

ZzzzV. Another block of ice has become a

puddle.

ZzzzV. The puddle has been evaporaied.

The molecules climb toward a place where
Ihey can get together.and return as snow.

The glaciers shuffle their feet,, edge for-

ward. Zzzzt! Their gain has become a loss.

Andrew Aldon knows exactly what he is

doing.

CONVERSATIONS. The waiter, needing
lubrication, rolls ofl after having served them,

passing through a pa i ol swinging doors.

She giggles. "Wobbly," she says.

"Old World charm," he agrees, trying and
failing to catch her eye as he smiles.

"You have everything worked out?" she
asks after they have begun eating.

"Sort of," he says, smiling again.

"Is that a yes or a no?"

"Both. I need more information.
I
want to

go and check things over first. Then I can
figure the best course of action."

"I note your use of the singular pronoun,"

she says stead ly, meeting his gaze at last.

His smile freezes and fades.

"I was referring to only a little preliminary

scouting," he says softly.

"No," she says. "We. Even for a little pre-

liminary scouting."

He sighs and sets down his fork.

"This will have very little to do with any-

thing to come later," he begins. "Things have

changed a lot. I'll have to locate a new route.

Thus will just be dull work and no fun."

"I didn't come along for fun," she replies.

"We were going to share everything, re-

member? That includes boredom, danger,

and anything else. That was the under-

standing when
I agreed to pay our way."

"I'd a feeling it would come to that." he

says, after a moment.
"Come to it? It's always been there. That

was our agreement."

He raises his goblet and sips the wine.

"Of course. I'm not trying to rewrite his-

tory. It's just that things would go faster if I

could do some of the initial looking around
myself. I can move more quickly alone."

"What's the hurry?" she says. 'A few days
ihis way or that. I'm in pretty good shape. I

won'1 slow you down all that much."
"I'd the impression you didn't particularly

like it here. I just wanted to hurry things up
so we could get the hell out."

"That's very considerate," she says, be-

ginning to eat again. "But that's my problem,

isn't it?" She looks up at him. "Unless there's

some other reason you don't want me along?"

He drops his gaze quickly, picks up his

fork. "Don't be silly."

She smiles. "Then that's settled. I'll go with

you this afternoon to look for the trail."

- .The. music slops, to be succeeded by a

sound as of the clearing of a throat. Then,

"Excuse me for what may seem like eaves-

dropping," comes a deep, masculine voice.

"It is actually only a part ot a simple monitor-

ing function I keep in effect
—

"

Aldon!" Paul exclaims.

'At your service, Mr. Plaige, more or less.

I choose to make my presence known only

because I
did indeed ovcrvicar you, and the

matter of your safety overrides the good
manners that would otherwise dictate reti-

cence. I've been receiving reports that in-

dicate we could be hit by some extremely

bad weather this afternoon. So if you were
planning an extended sojourn outside I

would recommend you postpone it."

"Oh," Dorothy says.

"Thanks," Paul says.

"I shall now absent myself Fnjoy your meal

and your stay."

The music returns.

'Aldon?" Paul asks.

There is no reply,

"Looks as if we do it tomorrow or later."

"Yes," Paul agrees, and he is smiling his

lirst relaxed smile of the day. And thinking

fast.

THE WORLD. Life on Balfrost proceeds in

peculiar cycles. There are greal migrations

of animal life and quasi-animal life to the

equatorial regsns during the long winter. Life

in the depths of the seas goes on. And the

permafrost vibrates with its own style of life.

The permafrost. Throughout the winter and
on through the spring the permafrost lives at

its peak. It is laced with mycelia—twining,

probing, touching, knotting themselves into

ganglia, reaching out to infiltrate other sys-

tems. It girds the globe, vibrating like a col-

lective unconscous throuylioul the winter.

In the spring it sends up stalks that develop

gray, flowerlike appendages for a lew days.

These blooms then collapse to reveal dark

pods that subsequently burst with small,

popping sounds, releasing clouds ol spar-

kling spores that the winds bear just about
everywhere. These are extremely hardy, like

the mycelia they will one day become.
The heat of summer finally works its way

down into the permafrost, and the strands

doze their way into a long period of quies-

cence. When the cold returns they are

roused, spores send forth newfilaments that

repair old damages, create new synapses.
A current begins to flow. The life of summer
is like a fading dream. For eons this had been
the way of Ihings upon Balfrost, within Bal-

frost. Then the goddess decreed otherwise.

Winter's queen spread her hands, and there

came a change.

THE SLEEPERS. Paul makes his way
through swirling Hakes to the administration

building. It has been a simpler matter than

he had anticipated, persuading Dorothy to

use the sleep-induction unit to be well rested

for the morrow. He had pretended to use the

other unit himself, resisting its blandish-

ments until he was certain she was asieep

and he could slip off undetected.

He lets hirnsef into the vaulllike building,

takes all of the old familiar turns, makes his

way down a low ramp. The room is unlocked
and a bit chilly, but he begins to perspire

when he enters. The two cold lockers are in



operation. He checks their monitoring sys-

tems and sees that everything is in order.

All right, go! Borrow the equipment now.

They won't be using it.

He hesitates.

He draws nearer and looks down through

the view plates at the faces of the sleepers.

No resemblance, thank God. He realizes then

that he is trembling. He backs away, turns,

and flees toward the storage area.

Later, in a yellow snows I ider, carrying

special equipment, he heads inland.

As he drives, the snow ceases falling and
the winds die down. He smiles. The snows
sparkle before him, and landmarks do not

seem all that unfamiliar. Good omens, at last.

Then something crosses his path, turns,

halts, and faces him.

ANDREW ALDON. Andrew Aldon, once a

man of considerable integrity and resource,

had on his deathbed opted for continued

existence as a computer program, the en-

chanted loom of his mind shuttling and
weaving therealter as central processing's

judgmental program in the great guardian

computerplex at Playpoint. And there he

functions as a program of considerable in-

. tegrily and resource. He maintains the city,

and he fights the elements. He does not

merely respond to pressures, but he antici-

pates structural and functional needs; he

generally outguesses the weather. Like the

professional soldier he once had been, he

keeps himself in a slate of constant alert

—

not really difficult considering the resources

available to him. He is seldom wrong, al-

ways competent, and sometimes brilliant.

Occasionally he resents his fleshless state.

Occasionally he feels lonely.

This afternoon he is puzzled by the sud-

den veering off of the storm he had antici-

pated and by the spell of clement weather
that has followed this meteorological quirk.

His mathematics were elegant, but the

weather was not. It seems peculiar that this

should come at a time of so many other little

irregularities, such as unusual ice adjust-

ments, equipment glitches, and the peculiar

behavior of machinery in the one occupied

room of the hotel—a room troublesomely

tenanted by a non grata ghost from the past.

So he watches for a time. He is ready to

intervene when Paul enters the administra-

tion building and goes to the bunkers. But
Paul does nothing that might bring harm to

the sleepers. His curiosity is dominant when
Paul draws equipment. He continues to

watch. This is because in his judgment, Paul

bears watching.

Aldon decides to act only when he de-

tects a development that runs counter to

anything in his experience. He sends one of

his mobile units to intercept Paul as the man
heads out of town. It catches up with him at

a bending of the way and slides into his path

with one appendage upraised.

"Stop!" Aldon calls through the speaker.

Paul brakes his vehicle and sits for a mo-
ment regarding'the machine.

Then he smiles faintly. "I assume you have
good reason for interfering with a guest's

freedom of movement."
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"Your safety takes precedence."

"I am perfectly safe."

'At )he moment."
"What do you mean?"
"This weather pattern has suddenly be-

come more than a little unusual. You seem
to occupy a drifting island of calm while a

storm rages about you."

"So I'll take advantage of it now and face

the consequences later, il need be."-

"It is your choice. I wanted it to be an in-

formed one, however."

'All right. You've informed me. Now get out

of my way."

"In a moment. You departed under rather

unusual circumstances the last time you were

here— in breach of your contract."

"Check your legal bank if you've got one.

That statute's run for prosecuting me on that."

"There are some things on which there is

no statute of limitations."

"What do you mean by that? I turned in a

report on what happened that day."

"One which—conveniently—could not be

4He hesitates.

He draws nearer and looks

down through the

view plates at the sleepers.

He realizes then

that he's trembling. He backs

away, turns, and
flees toward the storage area3

verified. You were arguing that day. ..."

"We always argued. That's just the way we
were. If you have something to say about it,

say iL"

"No, I have nothing more to say about it.

My only intention is to caution you
—

"

"Okay, I'm cautioned."

"To caution you in more ways than the ob-

vious."

"I don't understand."
"1 am not certain that things are the same

here now as when you left last winter."

"Everything.changes."

"Yes, but that is not what I mean. There is

something peculiar about this place now. The
past is no longer a good guide for the pres-

ent. More and more anomalies keep crop-

ping up. Sometimes it feels as if the world is

testing me or playing games with me."

"You're getting paranoid, Aldon. You've

been in that box too long. Maybe it's time to

.terminate."

"Yqu son of a bitch, I'm trying to tell you
something. I've run a lot of figures on this,

and all this shitstarted shortly after you left.

The human part of me still has hunches, and
I've a feeling there's a connection, li you know
all about this and can cope with it, fine. If

you don't, I think you should watch out Bet-

ter yet, turn around and go home."

"I can't."

"Even if there is something out there,

something that is making it easy for you^

—

for the moment?"
"What are you trying to say?"

"I am reminded of the old Gaia hypothe-

sis—Lovelock, twentieth century. . .

."

"Planetary intelligence. I've heard of it.

Never met one, though."

"Are you certain? I sometimes feel I'm

confronting one."

"What if something is out there and it wants

you— is leading you on like a will-o'-the-

wisp?"

"it would be my problem, not yours."

"I can protect you against it. Go back to

Playpoint."

"No thanks. I will survive."

"What of Dorothy?"

"What of her?"

"You would leave her alone when she might

need you?"

"Let me worry about that."

"Your last woman didn't fare too well,"

"Damn it! Get out of my way, or I'll run you

down!" •

The robot withdraws from the trail. Through

its sensors Aldon watches Paul drive away.

Very well, he decides. We know where we
stand, Paul. And you haven'! changed. Thai

makes it easier.

Aldon further focuses his divided atten-

tion, To Dorothy now. Clad in heated gar-

ments. Walking. Approaching the building

from which she had seen Paul emerge on

his vehicle. She had hailed and cursed him,

but the winds had carried her words away.

She, too, had only feigned sleep. After a suit-

able time, then, she sought to follow. Aldon

watches her stumble once and wants to

reach out to assist her, but there is no mobile

unit handy. He routes one toward the area

against future accidents.

"Damn him!" she mutters as she passes
along the street, ribbons of snow rising and
twisting away before her.

"Where are you going, Dorothy?" Aldon
asks over a nearby PA speaker.

She halts and turns. "Who—?"

"Andrew Aldon," he replies. "I have been
observing your progress."

"Why?" she asks.

"Your safety concerns me."

"That storm you mentioned earlier?"

"Partly."

"I'm a big girl.
I can take care of myself.

What do you mean partly?"

"You move in dangerous company."
"Paul? How so?"

"He once took a woman into that same
wild area he is heading for now. She did not

come back."

"He told me all about that. There was an

accident."

"And no witnesses."

"What are you trying to say?"

"It is suspicious. That is all."

She begins moving again, toward the ad-

ministrative building. Aldon switches to an-

other speaker, within its entrance.
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FICTION

Brotherly love meant taking

on the filthiest work to buy a desperate escape

off Earth, into the orbitals

SARAH RUNS THE
WEASEL
BY WALTER JON WILLIAMS

Las; month., in the first part o!

"Sarah Runs the Weasel, " Sara/7, a

petty criminal on a gritty, run-down

Earth, is offered a.job she can't re-

fuse—to make someone fall in love

with her Mysterious sources are

funding the job. If she succeeds,
she'll earn enough to get hersell

and her brother off Earth and onto

one of the rich colonies that, have
taken overeconomic primacy from

their mother planet.

"The Princess is about eighty

years old," Cunningham says. The
hologram he gives Sarah is of a

pale blond girl who looks about

tweniy, dressed in a kind of ruffled

blouse that exposes her rounded
shoulders, the hollows of her cla-

vicles. She has Daud's blue eyes,

and freckles above her breasls.

"We think he was originally from

Russia," Cunningham says, "but

the Korolev Bureau has always

been secretive, and we don't have
a complete list.of their senior staff

and designers. When he rated the

new body he asked lo be a woman.
He's important enough so that they

gave it to him, buttheygavehima
demotion—they rotate out all their

old people to make way lor the new.

She's doing courier duty now."

Not unusual. Sarah thinks. These
days you can gel pornography
read straight into the brain, plenty

of chances to sample whatever
pleasures you like and then, if rich

enough, get yourself a new body
to suit your tastes. But the technol-

ogy of personality transfer was im-

perfect. Sometimes bits got left

behind—memories, abilities, traits

that might be useful. A succession

of bodies could mean successive

senility. If you got a new body and
weren't so power lu I you couldn't be
moved, you were often demoted
until you could prove yourself

"What's her new name7
"

"She'll tell you. Lei's just call her

Princess for now." Sarah shrugs

PAINTING BY DIMACCHIO



"Princess has exhibited some character-

istic behaviors since she's started her new
job," Cunningham says. "When she's on the

ground she likes to go slumming. Find her-

self a working girl—sometimes a dirlgirl,

most often a girljock—and take her home for

a night or two. She wants a pet but a dan-

gerous one. Not too clean. A little rough. Not

too removed trom the street. But civilized

enough to know how to please."

"That's me?" Sarah asks. "Her new pet?"

"We've researched you. You were a li-

censed prostitute- for five years. And rated

highly by your employers."

"Five and a half. And not with girls."

"He's a man, really. An old man. Why
should it be hard for you?"

Sarah looks at the blond, freckled girl in

the hologram, trying to find the old Russian

in those eyes. No different from all the other

old men. Not really. Power they want, over

their own flesh and another's. Pay not so

much for sex but for power over sex, over

the thing that threatens to control them. And
so they take their passion and use it to con-

trol others. She understood control all right.

She looks up at Cunningham. "Did they

give you a new body as well?" she asks.

"Guaranteed inconspicuous? Or did you

have Firebud make you over so that you had
no style at all?"

He gazes at her steadily, the same calm

gaze. "I can't say," he answers.

"How long have you worked for them?"
she asks. "You were a mudboy once—you

don't have the look that they do. What did

they promise you? A new body when you
get old? And if you die here in the mud, a

nice funeral with the corporate anthem sung

over your body?"
"Something like that," he agrees.

"Got you heart and soul, have they?"

"That's how they want it." Dryly, accept-

ing. He knows the price of his ticket.

- "Control," she says. "You understand that.

You are owned by people who worship con-

trol, and so you control yourself well. Do you

go slumming in your- off-hours, like Prin-

cess? To the clubs, to the houses? Are you

one of my old customers?" She gazes into

his expressionless eyes. "You could be," she

says, "I never remembered faces."

'As it happens, I'm not," he says, "I never

saw you before I was given this assign-

ment." He is beginning to look a little out of

patience. Sarah grins.

"Don't worry," she says. "I'll do your own-
ers proud,"

"I'm sure you will," he says. "They won't

have it any other way."

IN THE ZONE/YES
In the taxi outside the Aujourd'Oui Sarah

takes her inhaler from her belt, puts it to her

nose, and triggers it. There is a hiss of corn^

pressed gas. Sarah throws her head back,

feeling her nerves go warm and then cold,

the hair on her forearms prickling. She feels

at once abnormally sensitive and abnor-

mally hard, as if her skin is made of razor>

blades that can feel every mote of dust. She
needs the bite of the drug, that extra -piece

of conviction, She pays the driver and steps
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out of the cab. Music throbs from the doors

of the club, in sync to the Times Square neon

above her expanded vision.

PRINCESS MOVING PRINCESS MOVING

Sarah blinks as she steps into the dark-

ness of the club, feeling the drug impelling

her limbs to motion, and she rides the drug

like a jock on the flaming Roman candle of

a booster, climbing for the edge of the sky

and still in control.

. . . PRINCESS ARRIVING AUJOURD'OUI

REPEAT AUJOURD'OUI

AM SWITCHING POLICE TRANSMISSIONS

GOOD HUNTING—CUNNINGHAM
And then Princess steps into the club, and

Sarah's motion freezes. Princess is sur-

rounded by dirtboy muscle, but she stands

out clearly in the dark—there is an aura about

her, a glow. A soft radiance that speaks of

luxury, soft and carefree joys, freedom even

from gravity. Sarah feels her body tingle,

flares of nerve-warmth at her fingertips.

Sarah gives a soft, private laugh, as if her

triumph were already a fact, and walks long-

•The injector

hums, and the needle slides

into her arm on

a cool spray of anesthetic.

A veil slides

between her and her pain, and
she takes a

ragged breath, then stands.^

legged across the darkened bar as Firebud

has taught her, swinging her broad shoul-

ders in counterpoint to her hips, insinuant

animal style. She gives a grin to the muscle

and holds her hands palms out to show them

she carries no weapons, and then Princess

stands before her.

She is a good four inches shorter, and
Sarah looks down at her, hands cocked on
her hips, challenging. Princess's soft, blond

hair is worn long, ringlets playing with her

cheeks, her ears. Her eyes are circled with

vast blooms of purple and yellow makeup,
to look like bruises, making public the secret

wish of a translucent white face that has
never known pain. Her mouth is a deep vi-

olet rosebud, another laceration. She is

wearing a creamy something that matches
her blue, innocent eyes. Sarah cocks her

head back and. laughs low, baring her teeth.

"Dance with me, Princess," she says to

the wide cornflower of her eyes. "I am your
wildest dreams."

PRACTICE CREATES PERFECTION

PERFECTION CREATES POWER
POWER CONQUERS LAW

LAW CREATES HEAVEN
A HELPFUL REMINDER FROM TOSHIBA

Nicole has a cigarette in the corner of her

mouth and wears a jacket of cracked brown
leather. She has dark blond hair that reaches

down her back in tawny strands and long,

deep-gray eyes that look up at Sarah with-

out a flicker.

"You can't hesitate for a second, Sarah,"

Cunningham says. "Princess will know it and
know there's something wrong. Nicole is here

for that. You are to practice with her."

Sarah looks at Nicole for a moment of sur-

prise. Anger bubbles in her whitely, coolly,

like flares on the night horizon. "I suppose
you plan to watch, Cunningham," she says.

He nods. "Yes," he says. "With Firebud.

You seemed uncertain at first about making

love to a woman."
"Make a vid record, perhaps?" Sarah asks.

"Give me postgame critique7" She curls her

lip. "Is that your particular pleasure, Cun-

ningham?" she demands. "Does watching

this kind of vid keep your demons away?"

"We'll destroy the vids together, if you like.

Afterward." Cunningham says.

Sarah shakes 'not heads owly "I don't think

so, Cunningham," she says. "I'll be ready on

the night, but I'm not now, and I'm not going

to be. Not for you, not for your cameras,"

'Just dance with me, then." Nicole's words
come a little too abruptly, and Sarah won-

ders what she has been promised, how she

has been made vulnerable to them. When
she speaks, her voice gives her away; it is

so much younger than her pose. 'Just dance
a little," she says. "It'll be all right."

Sarah turns her gaze from Cunningham
to Nicole and back, then nods. "Will a few

dances satisfy you, Cunningham?" she asks.

"Or do we end the program now?"

His jaw muscles tighten, and for a mo-
ment Sarah thinks the business is done, that

it's over. Then he nods, still facing her.

"Yes," he says. "If it has to be that way."

"That's how it has to be," she says. There

is a moment of silence, and then Cun-

ningham walks to the sound deck and
presses a switch. Music buffets the walls.

Nicole gives a nervous smile, wanting to

please, not knowing who is her ticket to

whatever it is she needs. Sarah steps for-

ward and takes the girl's hands in her own.

ON THE CREST
Deep in her zone, Sarah shakes her head

to clear the sweat from her eyes and feels

the drug biting her veins. Princess has been
her partner all night. She leaps and spins,

and Princess watches with glearhing eyes,

admiring. She feels like the crane on her

back, arms stretching out to fly on pinions of

purest silver. Sarah changes zones, and
Princess follows, letting her give a name to

their motion, their liquid pattern.

She is bringing Princess in closer until, like

a wave, she can fall upon her from her crest

of foaming white.

Sarah steps to her and catches her about

the waist, and they spin like skaters on the

edge of sharpened blades.

'Am I the danger that you want?" she asks.

The blue eyes give an answer. / know you,

old man, Sarah thinks in triumph, and bends
her head to devour the violet lips, The eyes



of Princess widen, held in Sarah's gaze. Her

lips taste of salt, and blood.

TAMPA'S TOTALS OVERNITE, AS OF EIGHT THIS

MORNING. TWELVE FOUND DEAD - LUCKY
WINNERS COLLECT AT ODDS OF FIVE TO THREE

Cunningham's car hisses through the night

on speed-blurred wheels. Holograms slide

past the windows in neon array. "It'll be best

if you go alone to the club," Cunningham
says. "Princess may send some of her peo-

ple ahead, and you don't want to be seen
with anyone."

Sarah nods to show she's listening. Earlier

this afternoon she'd collected the second
paymenl of chloramphenildorphin, and her

mind was occupied chiefly with ways of put-

ting it on the street.

"Sarah." Cunningham says, and reaches

into a pocket "I wanl you to have this. Just

in case." His hand comes up with a small

aerosol bottle.

"Yes?" she asks. She sprays it on the back
of her hand, touches it. sniffs.

"Silicon lubricant," he says. "The scent is

right and should last for hours. Use il in the

washroom if you find that you aren't really

. . attracted to her."

Sarah caps the bottle and holds it out to

iim. "! don't plan for it to go that far,"

'Dust in case." he says. "We don't know
vhat may happen when you go behind her

wails."

She holds it out. expectant, then when he

doesn't respond she shrugs and puts it in

her belt pouch. She rests her reshaped jaw

on her hand and stares out the window until

he car slides to a stop at her apartment.

Daud is home. He's cleared the coffee ta-

ble from the center of the room and is doing

his exercises, burning holograms outlining
' s naked body. She kisses his cheek.

"Dinner?" she asks.

"I'm going with Jackstraw. He wants me
to meet someone."

"Someone new?"
"Yes. It's a lot of money." He drops his

weights and lowers himself to the floor, be-

gins strapping another set of weights to his

ankles. She stands over him with a frown.

"How much?" she asks.

He gives her a quick glance, then he looks

down. His voice is directed to the floor. "Eight

thousand." he says.

"That's a lot," she says.

He nods and stretches his back on the

ground, raising his legs against the strain of

the weights. He points his toes, and she can

seethe muscles taut on the tops of his thighs.

"What does he wan! for il?" she asks Daud
shrugs. Sarah feels a tightness in her throat.

'Jackstraw will be in the next room," he

says. "If anything goes wrong he'll know."

"He's a thatch, isn't he?"

She can see the Adam's apple bob as

Daud swallows. He nods silently. She
watches him strain against the weights.

"You don't have to do this," she says,

"It's a lot of money," he repeats..

"Tomorrow my job will be over," she says.

I'll pay enough for a long time, almost

enough for a pair ol tickets out."

He shakes his head, then springs to his

feet and turns his back. He walks toward the

shower. "I don't want your money," he says.

"Your tickets, either."

"Daud," she says. He whirls around, and

she can see his anger.

"Your job!" he spits. "You think I don't know

what it is you do?"

Sarah's answer is soft. "You know what I

do, yes," she says. "You also know why."

"Because some man went thatch once."

he says. "And because when you got loose

you killed him and liked it."

She teels a constriction in her chest. She

shakes her head slowly. "No," she says. "It's

for us, Daud. To get us out, into the orbitals."

She comes up to him to touch him, and he

flinches. She drops her hand. "Where it's

clean. Daud," she says. "Where we're not in

the street, because there isn't a street."

Daud gives a contemptuous laugh. "There

isn't a streel there? So what will we do, Sarah?

Punch code in some little office? No, Sarah.

We'd do what we've always done. But it will

be for them, not for us."

"No." she says. "It'll be different, Some-

thing we haven't known. Something finer."

"You should see your eyes when you say

that," Daud says. "Like your hope is your

drug, and you're hooked on it." He looks at

her soberly, all his anger gone. "No, Sarah,"

he says. "I know what I am and what you are.

I don't want your hope or your tickets. Es-

pecially not tickets with blood on them." He
turns away again, and her answer comes
quick and angry, striking for his weakness,

for the heart. Like a weasel.

"You don't mind stealing my bloody en-

dorphins, I've noticed," she says. His back

stiffens for a moment, then he walks on. Heat

stings Sarah's eyes. She blinks back her

tears. "Daud," she says. "Don't go with a

thatch. Please."

He pauses at the door, hand on the jamb.

"What's the difference?" he asks. "Going with

a thatch or living with you?"

The door closes, and Sarah can only stand

and fight a helpless war with her anger and

tears. She spins and stalks into her room.

Her hardwired nerves are crackling, the ad-

renaline triggering her reflexes, and she only

just stops herself from trying to drive a fist

through the wall. The holograph of Princess

sits on her chest of drawers. She takes it and

stares at it, seeing the creamy shoulders, the

blue innocence in the eyes. An innocence

as false as Daud's.

TOMORROW/MO
"I am your dream."

Sarah whispers the words into Princess's

ear as they stand on the sidewalk outside

the Aujourd'Oui, while the lame dirtboys cir-

cle protectively and call lor the cars.

"My name is Danica," Princess says.

in the back of the car there is a smell of

sweat and expensive scent. Sarah begins to

devour Danica. licking and biting and
breathing her in. She left the silicon spray at

home but won't be needing it: Danica has

Daud's eyes and hair and smooth flesh, and

Sarah finds herself wanting lo touch her, to

make a feast of her.

The car passes through gates of hard-



ened alloy, and once inside, Danica takes

Sarah's hand. A security man insists on a
check: Sarah looks down at him with a con-
temptuous stare and spreads the wings of

her jacket, letting his electronic marvel scout

her body, knowing Weasel is undetectable

by these means. The boy confiscates her

inhaler. "What are these?" he asks, holding

up the hard, black cubes of liquid crystal,

ready for insertion into a comp deck.

"Music," she says. He shrugs and gives

them back. Princess takes her hand again

and leads her up a long stair.

Her room is soft and azure. She laughs,

lies back on sheets that match her eyes,

arms outstretched. Sarah bends over her

and laps at her palate. Danica moans softly

—

approval. She is an old man and a powerful

one, and Sarah knows his game. His fob is

to rape Earth, to be as strong as space-

borne alloy, and it is weakness that is his

forbidden thing, his pornography. To put his

bright new body into the hands of a slave is

a weakness he wants more than sanity.

"My dream," Danica whispers. Her long

fingers trace the scars on Sarah's cheek, her

chin.

Sarah takes a deep breath. Her tongue
retracts into its Weasel's implastic housing,

and the cybersnake's head closes over it.

She rolls Danica entirely under her, holding

her wrists, molding herself to the old man's
new girl-body. She presses her mouth to

Danica's, feeling the flutter of the girl's tongue,

and then Weasel strikes, uncoiling itself from

its hiding place in Sarah's throat and chest.

Sarah holds her breath as her elastic artifi-

cial trachea constricts. Danica's eyes open
wide as she feels the touch of Weasel in her

mouth, the same temperature as Sarah's

body but still somehow cold and brittle. Sa-

rah's fingers clamp on her wrists, and Prin-

cess gives a birth-strangled cry as Weasel's

head forces its way down her throat. Her
body bucks once, again. Her breath is hot

and desperate in Sarah's face. Weasel tele-

scopes out, following its program, sliding

down into the stomach, its sensors questing

for life. Daud's eyes make desperate prom-
ises. Princess moans in fear, using his

strength against Sarah's weight, trying to

throw her off, Sarah holds him crucified.

Weasel turns back on itself as it enters Dan-
ica's stomach and tears its way out, seeks

the cava inferior and shreds it. Danica makes
bubbling sounds, and though she knows it

is impossible, although she knows her tongue

is still retracted deep into Weasel's base,

Sarah thinks she can taste blood. Weasel
follows the vein to Danica's heart. Sarah

holds her down, her own chest near bursting

with lack of air, until the struggling stops and
Daud's blue eyes grow cloudy and die.

Purple and black rim Sarah's vision. She
heaves herself off the bed, retracting Wea-
sel partway as she gasps for air through the

constricted passage in her throat. She stum-

bles for the washroom, falls, and crashes into

the sink. The impact drives the air from her,

Her hands turn the spigots. Blind, her hands
put the Weasel in the sink and feel the water

running chill, Weasel is coated with a gel that

supposedly prevents blood and matter from

adhering, but she doesn't want a chance of

Danica's flesh in her mouth. The cybersnake
is tearing al her breast. The water thunders

until she can feel nothing but the speed with

which she is falling into blackness, and then

she falls back and sucks Weasel into her and
can breathe again and taste the cool and
healing air.

Her chest heaves up and down, and her

eyes are still full of darkness. She knows
Daud is dead and that she has a task. She
whips her head back and forth and tries to

clear it, but Weasel is eating her heart, and
she can scarcely think from the pain. Sarah

can feel the prickle of the carpet against the

back of her neck as she raises her arms
above her head and tries to drag herself

along, crawling away, crawling, while Wea-
sel throbs like thunder in her chest and she

thinks she can hear her heart crack.

Sarah comes to herself slowly, and the

black circle fades from her sight. She is lying

on her back, and the water is still roaring in

QSarah
begins licking and biting and

breathing her in.

Danica has Daud's eyes and
hair and smooth

_ flesh, and she finds herself

wanting to touch

her, to make a feast ofher3

the sink, Weasel, having fed, is at rest. She
crawls back to the sink and turns the spigots

off. Grasping them, she hauls herself to her

feet. In her room. Princess lays spread-ea-

gled on the bed. It is easier to see the old

man in her, Sarah steps into the front room
of the two-room suite.

She pauses as her eyes adjust to the dim
light and listens to the house. Silence. She
reads the amber Times Square lights above
her vision and can find only routine broad-

casts. Sarah takes a pair of gloves from her

belt pouch and walks to the room's comp
deck. She flicks it on. then opens the trap-

door and takes from her pouch one of the

liquid-crystal music cubes Cunningham has

given her. She puts it in the trapdoor and
waits for the deck to signal her.

The cube would, in fact, have played mu-
sic had anyone else used it. Sarah has the

code to convert it to something else. The
ready signal appears.

She enters the codes. A pale light flashes

in the corner of the screen: running. She
leans back in her chair and sighs.

Princess was a courier, bringing complex
instructions down from orbit, instructions her

company dared not trust even to coded ra-

dio transmissions. Princess would not have
known what she carried; it would only have
been on a crystal cube she was guarding

Sarah herself has no clear idea, though pre-

sumably it contains inventory data, strate-

gies for manipulating the market, buying and
selling strategies. Information worth millions

to any competitor. The crystal cube would
have been altered to a new configuration

once the information was removed to the

company computer—a computer sealed

against any outside tampering but that could

presumably be accessed through the ter-

minals in the corporate suites.

Sarah also has no clear idea what is on
the cube she is carrying. A theft program,

she presumes, but she doesn't know how
good it is—whether it's setting off every

alarm in Florida or whether it's accomplish-

ing its business stealthily. If it's very good it

will not only copy the information but alter it,

planting a flow of disinformation at the heart

of the enemy code, perhaps even altering

the instructions, sabotaging the enemy's
marketing patterns.

While the running light blinks, Sarah goes
over every part of the suite she might have
touched," stroking her gloved fingertips over

anything that could retain a print.

It is eleven minutes before the computer
signals ready Sarah extracts the cube and
returns it to her belt. She has been told to

wait a few hours, but there is someone dead
in the next room, and every nerve screams
at her to run. She sits before the comp deck
and puts her head between her legs, gulp-

ing air. She battles the adrenaline and her

own nerves and thinks of the tickets, the cool

dark of space with the blue limb of Earth far

below, now within her reach. In two hours

she calls herself a cab and walks down the

cold, echoing stair, The security man nods
at her as she walks out: His job is to keep
people from coming in, not to hinder their

leaving He even gives her back the inhaler.

She takes a dozen cabs to a dozen differ-

ent places, leaving the satin jacket in one;

cinching her waist in tighter and removing

the suspenders in another; reversing her T-

shirt and her belt pouch— in athird. The jock

persona is gone, and she is dirt again. She
finishes her journey at the Plastic Girl, the

place still running flat out at four in the morn-
ing. -As she walks through, the sounds of dirt

life assault her, and she takes comfort. This

is her world again, and she knows all the

warm places where she can hide.

She takes a room in the back and calls

Cunningham. "Come and get your cube,"

she says, and then orders rum and lime.

By the time he arrives she's rented an

analyzer and some muscle. He comes in

alone, a package in his hand,

"Princess?" he asks.

"Dead." Cunningham nods. The cube is

on the table before her She holds out a hand.

"Let's see what you've got," she says.

She checks three vials at random, and the

analyzer tells her it's chloramphenildorphin,

purity ninety-eight percent or better. She
smiles. "Take your cube," she says, but he
plugs it into the room's deck first, making



Many people, says the

guru of gender, are so obsessed with sex and
conformity to the old mores

that they forget individuals fall in love and that the

romantic affair is as important

a part of the equation as the sex-organ relationship

IfUTERV/IEUU

5 ex or death?" John Money questioned the agitated young

man on the phone. "I've a fundamental rule that tor any-

body who's in serious trouble, it's got to be either sex or

death. If it's death, it's suicide or homicide. And if it's sex, it's ani-

mal, mineral, or vegetable: man, woman, or child."

"It's the damn dog!" The voice screamed from the other end of

the line in a paroxysm of psychic distress.

"There aren't too many options in life, you see." mused Money
recently in his office, as he recalled how his former patient had

turned to the dog in his hour of despair. "Then he poured out the

sad story of how his wife had left him, and I mean, the whole thing

fell into place quite understandably in terms of human affairs.

"

Not much in human affairs is alien to John Money. Professor of

medical psychology and pediatrics af Johns Hopkins University

and Hospital in Baltimore, he is also cofounder and for 30 years
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director of the Psychohormonal Research Unit at Hopkins. From

his earliest research with hermaphrodites and other children born

with ambiguous sexuality, to his pioneering work with transsexuals

and sex-change surgery, to his recent investigations of paraphilias

("perversions." to the legal profession). Money is in a class by

himself in his knowledge of ihe protean shapes of love. When talk-

ing to him, the accepted mental constructs of "he" and "she" un-

fold into a vertiginous array of body parts and strange enthrall-

menf. One conjures up fabulous creatures— priapic girls, boys

with bosoms, shape changers of fluid sexuafity.

Money is author of nearly 400 scientific papers and two dozen

books in the field of sexology and psychoendocrinology. Besides

being a rigorous scientist and dedicated clinician. Money is also

a historian of Eros, His 1985 book. The Destroying Angel, with all

its wit, is a devastating indictment of civilization's sexually repres-



<mWhat male-to-female

transsexuals

are happy, if not ecstatic,

about—with their

testosterone levels down-
is what they

interpret to be women's
sexuality. It's

a tremendous pleasure to

them not to be trip-

hammered all the way3
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sive ways. The books centerpiece is Mon-
ey's chronicle of all-American, apple-pie an-

tisexualism, fired in the nineteenth century

by the evangelism of Sylvester Graham, of

graham cracker fame, and John Harvey Kel-

logg, of Battle Creek, Michigan. Kellogg, it

seems, invented cornflakes as a nuiritional

cure for "seminal pollutions" and masturbat-

ing; his best-sellers, with such chapters as

"Sexual Sins and Their Consequences,"' are

masterpieces of the Victorian folly to which

we are all heir, Money says.

Money was born in 1921 in New Zealand,

where he was raised in a "cornflakes and
graham crackers" atmosphere. He earned

two degrees from the University of New
Zealand—philosophy and psychology—and
at twenty-seven, set off to the United States

in search of a Ph.D. Eventually he arrived a!

Harvard's psychological clinic in the de-

partment of social relations. There he de-

veloped his pioneering commitment to

medical psychology and spooihcally to birth

defects of the sex organs, the psychoen-
docrinology of hermaphroditism and re-

lated endocrine, genetic, and sexual prob-

lems. "Nature's experiments," he calls the

not-so-rare children with anomalies of sex

organs or endocrine systems.

In 1951 he transferred to Johns Hopkins,

where he became the world's first pediatric

psychoendocrinologist and founded the

Psychohormonal Research Unit. The first

sex-change operation in the United States

was performed quietly on a February night

in 1965 at Hopkins. Money and surgeon
Howard W. Jones (now head of an in vitro

fertilization clinic in Norfolk, Virginia) made
the decision to proceed with the controver-

sial surgery. Money did it, he said, not only

because he was properly interested in the

welfare of transsexuals but also because
there was no better way to establish the le-

gitimacy of sexological medicine and
change the medical profession's attitude to-

ward people vvi:l": sexual problems.

In working with hermaphrodites, Money
confronted a new problem: how to talk about
not only copulatory roles but also mind-sets

of people whose social or legal sex is dis-

cordant with their chromosomal, gonadal, or

body status. "People may beabsolule about

male and female," he said. "Nature is not."

To spring himself from this semantic trap,

Money borrowed the word genderfrom phil-

ology, the study of languages. Gender sig-

nified a person's. personal, social, and legal

status as male or female without reference

to the sex organs. From this, he coined the

term gender role. The phrase caught on, and
today just about everybody uses it without

always knowing precisely what they're talk-

ing about. For Money, gender role means
the things a person says or does to reveal

him- or herself as having the status of boy or

man, girl or woman. He soon found it nec-

essary to combine the term into gender
identity/role' Gender identity became the

private experience of gender; gender role,

one's public presentation as male or female.

As he explores new territory. Money makes
up new concepts along the way. A recent

one is the lovemap. "The three-dimensional

map of the human sexual brain is like a sat-

ellite map of a planet in which the finite de-
tails have only begun to be resolved," he
says, The lovemap is the personal imprint or

template of whalcvcr lums a person on. The
beginning topography of the lovemap
evolves in the womb, where the developing

brain is open to the influence of the sex hor-

mones. Spontaneous erections begin in the

womb. And throughout childhood erotic play

for most youngsters seldom voluntarily stops.

The main contours of the lovemap are etched
during this childhood sex-rehearsal play;

when the lovemap is allowed to grow natu-

rally, the child at puberty matures into a

healthy lover. In adulthood an individual

seeks to match lovemaps with someone else

in a pair-bonding relationship,

A lovemap can be vague and nonspecific

or equipped with such sharp details that

—

for the user of that map—only a few people

will qualify as dream lover. A woman, say,

might be attracted only to astronauts or out-

laws. A man might be excited only by red-

headed women. Thwarted childhood sex

play can vandalize a lovemap. Adult func-

tioning of the sex organs in lovemaking will

be impaired. There may be no sex at all. Or
the lovemap owner may defy defacement

by using the sex organs with compulsive fre-

quency. A third solution is paraphilia, that is,

to redesign the map with detours that in-

clude new elements or relocations of old

.ones, in paraphilia, both love and lust are

compromised. Paraphiliacs—or paraphiles,

as Money cal s them— can exoenence erotic

excitement. The genitals will work but only

in the presence— in fantasy or live action—
of some special suositote iiragery, object,

or ritual. A teenage boys asphyxiation by

hanging during masturbation, for instance.

might occur when his lovemap is pro-
grammed for self-destruction, the penalty

written into the map to allow him to experi-

ence forbidden lust. In the lovemap of the

paraphile, where love and lust are irrecon-

cilable, the solution is to find a way to rec-

oncile them temporarily. The means can be
as benign as a shoe fetish, as bizarrely com-
plex as cross-dressing, or as deadly as as-

phyxiation, rape, or lust murder.

The shared principle of all paraphilias,

says Money, is that they represent tragedy

turned into triumph. The tragedy is the de-

facement of the ordinary lovemap. The
triumph is the rescue of lust from total wreck-

age and obliteration. The new map gives

lust—the erotic side of relationships—

a

second chance but at a price: that "saintly"

love and "sinful" lust are separated.

Money has thoroughly documented this

phase of his research in a book published
in February of this year. It is called Love-

maps: Clinical Concepts of Sexual/Erotic

Health & Pathology.. Paraphilia, and Gender
Transposition in Childhood. Adolescence,

and Maturity. As usual with this sexologist, it

is the first and only work of its kind.

In his office at Hopkins, with his wiry silver

hair sticking out a: rght angles from his head,

Money looks as il he's been electrified. But



in his focused emeus asm. says Omni staif

writer Kathleen Stein, he is among the most
relaxed ol men.

Omni: Why have Ihe sexual passions so long

been considered .anarchistic, dangerous,

something to suppress?

Money: At the recent Seventh World Con-

gress of Sexology, in India, quite a clear

contrast emerged lor' rno between the sex-

ual philosophy of the Kama Sutra and that of

Ayurvedic medicine. This traditional Indian

herbal medicine, totally in contrast with the

celebration of joy and sex in the Kama Sutra,

espouses the conservation of "vital fluids,"

that is, semen. This is a teaching of extreme

antiquity and is widespread in Asia and Af-

rica. probably antedating the discovery of

writing. While we'll never know when taboos

originated, I associate their invention with this

concept of seminal retention. In my imagi-

nation I place taboo as a means of control-

ling human behavior in the hands of some
.priestly rulers in the fvlagdalenian Age, when
the drawings were done in the caves of Las-

caux and Altamira.

It's a pretty simple piece of psychology
thai if you terrorize small children, making
them afraid of doing something the human
organism normally does in healthy devel-

opment, then you've put in place a lever of

guilt and shame. All you need lo do after that

is pull the lever and they jump to attention

and do whatever you tell them. So taboos

are extremely widespread, the most com-
mon by far being ihe lahoo against sex. While

some tribes in New Guinea, Melanesia, or

Amazonia still may exist without a taboo, the

Polynesians, covering a large part of the

earth's surface, are the prime example of a

people who've managed not to have a sex-

ual taboo. Thev raise teenagers with a totally

different morality for sex. But they have a

fearful taboo about the desecration of Ihe

bodies, spirits, and burial places of the dead.

Omni: Is there evidence that taboos enable

societies to function in orderly ways?
Money: It would be challenging to find out,

with comparative ethnographic studies, why
humans inverted ihe concept of taboo, used

it to raise their children, and adhered to it so
wonderfully all ihese millennia. Still, we can

say that every society establishes a sexual

ethic, regardless of the conditions and con-

straints. This century reevaluated the sexual

ethic in the presence of contraception. The
contraception revolution that got going
around 1870 simpiy diddled this change to

us. It's not the whimsy of a bunch ol pointy-

eared Easterners, as some Bible Belt peo-

ple would have it. The so-called sexual rev^

olution was necessitated by the universali-

zation of birth control, which culminated in

the discovery of the pill. Although the dia,

phragm had been in existence for ages, the

pill's incredible value was that you put it in

your mouth, not your vagina. So it wasn't sex.

It was so completely de-eroficized, it was
acceptable.

Omni: Do you think there's a struggle going

on now over sexual morality?

Money: The rules of social behavior tend to
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be self-perpetuating except when some-
thing new—a cultural artifact either invented

or borrowed—comes in to upset the bal-

ance. The American automobile changed the

landscape, really everything. And (here's al-

most a complete chronological overlap with

the invention of the automobile and of birth

control. The pivotal factor of the universali-

zation of birth control was the vending ma-
chine. It was very important that young peo-

ple could drive up to a gas station, slip in a

quarter, and get a condom; and avoid a red-

faced confrontation at a counter, especially

with a female clerk. Even today some peo-

ple will risk pregnancy rather than the hu-

miliation of asking for bird' control in public.

Omni; Are there new strategies tor love as a

result of Ihis historical imperative?

Money: Historically, there are different tradi-

tions of pair-bonding in establishing mar-

riages, breeding relationships. The familiar

-European one, endorsed by the Church,

came through Imperial Rome, by way of the

Middle East. This system of the arranged

'•Piaget never

dealt with sexual, erotic, or

genital concepts.

He never got down between

boys' and girls'

legs and looked at their

concepts of

themselves that way3

marriage, the virgin bride, and the double
standard was also adapted by the Moslems:
In contrast was the pre-Roman, pre-Chris-

tian European one that I call the betrothal

system. It's still intact in Iceland and parts of

the Arctic north in Scandinavia. In the be-

trothal system lasting relationships were
based on a ritualistic sequence ot the love

atfair, tailing in love.

The breeding customs of any society are

almost in the Marxist sense intimately re-

lated to Ihe method of production and dis-

tribution of wealth. The betrothal system was
a natural for a society of small farmers, fish-

ermen, and woodspeople, where the family

was the production unit. In the Middle East

the system evolved with the growth of cities.

Very rich and powerful people would com-
mandeer the girls for their harems, leaving

the public harem—the whorehouse—to take

care of all the unattached men,
. Today's college students, without neces-
sarily any blueprint for it, have resumed the

pattern of the betrothal by living together be-

fore getting married. Birth control, of course,

has made the system viable again. You don't

live together to try for a. pregnancy but to

see how well you make it as a sexual couple

in advance of ihe coni.racl.ial obligat.o.ns o~

marriage. Many young people are vaguely

aware that they grew up in erotically rather

joyless families, and they are searching for

a belter way. Many people, being so ob-

sessed with sex and conlormity to the old

mores, forget that people fall in love, and the

romantic affair is as important a part of the

equafion as the sex-organ relationship.

Young people are very much involved in ro-

mantic ove attraction to one another.

Omni: Can a sexual democracy—where
people can love wno-'-ever ;hey please, in

whatever fashion they please—exist?

Money: Yes. but it woulo cause a kaleido-

scopic reshuffling, because everything

within a society $ integrate with everything

else. All the institutions have Iheir feelers out

interdigiiating -with one anolher. Some ol Ihe

Moral Majority expect young people to have

no sex, not even to masturbate, until they're

old enough to marry at twenty-eight. But a

true sexual democracy doesn't dictate to

children. With adequate economic support,

ihere's a perfectly good argument for young
parenthood.

Omni: Will AIDS have an effect on this his-

torical progression?

Money: Yes, AIDS has already made a big,

big change in sexual-life patterns. But not

big enough to stop the spread of AIDS; it

never will. Noth ng eve-' stopoed people from

spreading syphilis and gonorrhea. In the

eighteenth century [Swiss physician Simon
Andre] Tissot was obsessed with the terri-

fying effects of the social vice. Syphilis and
gonorrhea were considered one disease. His

book on the teinbo dangers of onanism said

it's not only losing your vital seminal fluids

(women were problematic vis-a-vis vital

fluids), but it's also yielding to your concu-
piscent thoughts and letting your passions

go wild that gets you out on the streets with

the whores anc catch ng the e.sease. Tissot

was really tangling with issues of sexual be-

havior and morality as related to disease. The
great appeal of his teaching, summed up as

degeneracy theory was thai t gave doctors

an explanation for disease. You degenera-
ted yourself, and then you were vulnerable

to everything. After Ihe previous theory—the

demon possession theory, which faded when
the Inquisition burned itself out—the medi-

cal profession had no theory of health or dis-

ease until Tisso: formulated Inis wonderful

degeneracy theory.

His book was profoundly influential, in

America particularly inrc-jgh Sylvester Gra-

ham, who had many followers in the 1830's,

By 1870 Kellogg made his mark with degen-

eracy theory. Kellogg is important histori-

cally because he sat on the fence between
degeneracy theory and germ theory. He
couldn't make change and absorb germ
theory, so he became a sort of mastodon of

medical Iheory embalmed in ice. Yet his an-

lisexual teachings are still explicitly used by

the Seventh Day Adventists and Jehovah's

Witnesses in their books on sex education.

Neither differ much trom the Mormons.
Omni: In a sexual democracy will transsex-

uals and others with complex gender iden-



:i:y roios stiil try to make sex changes?
Money: At the New Delhi Congress, Mar-

garet Lamacz and I ran a symposium on

gender transposition. Gender transposition

means that as compared with the standard

stereotypes, which may or may not be bio-

logically, historically, or culturally based,

some people are transposed away from what

you'd expect if you looked only at their sex

organs. Instead of being male, they're com-
mitted to a whoie lot that's female, and vice

versa. Since there was a terminological

problem, I suggested we use the concept of

miming, so you get men who are gynerni-

metic, impersonating women; and women
who are andromimetic, impersonating men.

In India you find the hijra, whose history is

lost in the mists of time, but essentially these

people replenish their ranks with teenagers

who run away from home because they are

disgracing their families by being too effem-

inate. They like to have sex with men and
want to be women—they're obsessed with

it, the same as our patients here are. The
ultimate stage of the hijra is to get up the

courage to go through with amputation of

penis and testicles. They had no anesthetic.

No hormone treatment. So in their ancient

ways, they looked like men impersonating

women. Now some of them are beginning to

take hormones.

I have a large group of gynemimetic pa-

tients—so does anybody who deals with

gender problems—who do not want their

penises removed, do nor want a vagina con-

structed, and :fe co'-es cording is true for

the women-to-men. They simply want to take

hormones and live their lives as members of

the opposite sex. Now if we had a sexual

democracy, we'd have a place for both kinds

of people. A book called The Transsexual

Empire argues that it's only these cruel, vi-

cious, and heartless members of the medi-

cal profession who are forcing these poor

darlings to go and get themselves cut up

and mutilated, whereas we should leave

them alone. Well, I have news for whoever
wrote that book: You'd have lots of patients

willing to get a gun and blow off their own
genitals if you don't do it. I've had several

who got knives and cut themselves trying to

get rid of their sex organs. That's their ob-

sessionl

Then there are the transvestophiles, who
dress up occasionally, often doing incred-

ibly good impressions of the other sex. It's

almost always men who cross-dress, and it

gives them a real thrill, but that's not why
they do it. The major reason is that it's the

only way they can get an erection and reach

orgasm. Ideally, one finds a partner who's

as turned on by your dressing up as you are.

It's incredibly hard to find. I've never met a

woman partner who was really turned on by

having her man with his legs and body
shaved, wearing perfumes and ladies'

clothing. It just makes her go sexually, eroti-

cally dead. Numb. I've met those who go
along with it, but basically it's a nasty taste

in their mouths. That's transvestophilia.

Now with a partial degree of transposition

you have people whom you'd never recog-

nize as being gender transposed, Every-

thing, except their choice of sex partner,

conforms to the stereotypes of masculinity

or femininity. Many a person is surprised to

discover the boyfriend, husband, brother, or

guy at work is gay. They don't look or act gay

in social situations. The only way you know
they are— like the big football player who
comes out and announces himself on TV

—

is that he's said he likes to have a boyfriend

he sucks penis with. In terms of total life pat-

tern, that is a minor degree of transposition

because it only applies to the sexual activity

and not to the other trimmings and trappings

of acting masculine or not. Then you have

bisexual people. . . . Now all I've dealt with

is gender transposition, and I haven't even

gone through the whole list of them. So in a

sexual democracy, you'd find a place for all

of those people. But I have a very strong

suspicion that if we had a genuine sexual

democracy, we would not create all of these

problems in our children.

Omni: Your critics note that you talk about

these people as if their behavior is natural,

and yet you say they've got problems. Do
they have problems?

Money: Why don't you just define problem!

Whose criterion? Many people with varying

degrees of gender transposition do experi-

ence it in some contexts of their lives as a

problem. I've seen many a youngish person

in a panic about whether he or she's gay. For

some, the biggest help is for someone to tell

them, yes, you can find a niche for yourself

in life as a gay person. Others will blow up,

practically pull a gun if you tell them it's okay

to be gay. Because their attitude is: No-

body's going to tell me that, damn it; you've

got to change me! A big part of this busi-

ness is whether people define themselves

as having a D'obiem or not.

Omni: Why the variety of lovemaps, gender
identifications, and paraphilias?

Money: I've never found an explanation for

why the human race has so many lan-

guages. When the brain became a lan-

guage brain, it obviously needed to develop
an intense degree of plasticity. Such plastic-

ity allows languages to be logical, coherenl

systems and yet be extremely variable. The
same.brain that rhirks n wees and symbols

is also a brain that has to be freed up with

regard to sexual turn-on and partnering. God
knows why sex attitudes have been subject

to the corresponding doc/ocs ol modifica-

tion, and variety as language. I suspect

there's a close parallel between the two,

The brain doesn't seem incredibly effi-

cient with regard to sex. I can't find a rafional

or sensible explanation for why a man needs
his partner to cess him n d aoers, feed him

a baby bottle, let him pee in his diapers,

smack his bottom, and tell him what a
naughty boy he is—so that then and only

then he can get a hard-on and come. I have

patients like that, and I can go through my
list of forty-odd paraphilias and say, Okay,

why should I inveigh against people who
have to wear diapers to copulate, or any of



the others? But I really can't recommend that

person to a partner because I haven't yet

met any woman who really gets turned on

by diapering her husband.

It's all right if you've a perfect match. And
those who do sometimes match are the

paraphiliacs of amputation, who get turned

on by the stumps. That is, if they don't feel

too guilty once they actually admit their

paraphilia to an amputee! Perhaps all they

can do is establish a friendship; many can't

allow it to become erotic, but a few make it

wonderiully by marrying an amputee.

Omni: Would there be any paraphilias in a

sexual democracy?
Money:

I made a study of an aboriginal com-
munity way up in north central Australia. I

could not find any paraphilias or even bisex-

ual or homosexual stuff either. They had no

sexual taboo; the kids were allowed to play

sexual-rehearsal games without being pun-

ished. My big surprise- was that this play was
inconspicuous, socially unobtrusive. Their

taboo was about with whom you were al-

lowed to use your vocal chords, not your sex

organs. And if you weren't allowed to talk to

them, you weren't allowed to have sex with

them. In some relationships, usually an un-

cle/nephew relationship, 'he child could talk

to him only if he used a joking relationship,

and all the jokes were sexual.

We need a bettor ethnographic survey of

peoples who don't have sexual taboos to find

out to what extent we're actually creating

these paraphilias by so zealously trying to

beat out sex from the development of young
children. Perfectly reasonable, nice mothers

and fathers go berserk when they encounter

the first appearance of normal sexual re-

hearsal playintheir children. II we were truly

committed to having our children grow up

to be plain, ordinary heterosexuals, we'd treat

them exactly as if we wanted them to be ath-

letes—get them practicing and reward them

every time we saw them doing it.

But you can't say things like that in this

society without convincing people you're an

idiot! Yet there's not a single university hos-

pital in the Western world with a department

of adult or pediatric sexual health. Children

in trouble with their healthy sexual develop-

ment have no experts and no clinic to go to.

Piaget never dealt with sexual, erotic, or

genital concepts. He never wrote about boys

and girls, really. And he certainly never got

down between their legs and looked at their

concepts ot themselves that way. It's quite

an accomplishment, to live to Piaget's age
and wear horse blinders about sexual con-

cepts in the development of childhood,

Omni: The fertilized egg is basically her-

maphroditic, undifferentiated, but by the

eighth week, depending on chromosomal
sex, one set of sexual apparatus grows and-

the other atrophies. Why does nature have

a dual pattern like that?

Money: I don't know, but I use that question

as a challenge to. think about which pattern

is used in the development of the sexual part-

of the brain. The best evidence now says

that within the brain, the biochemical

—

mainly hormonal—process of differentiation
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occurs so that bo:h masculinizing and fem-

inizing are able to take place together. It has

now been established ihal masculinizing and

feminizing and demasouhnizing and defem-

inizing are four processes. The fool who
jumps in where angels fear to tread would

say that the opposite of masculine is femi-

nine, but it's not; it's dc-masculine. And that's

probably crucial tor understanding bisexual

feelings and dispositions in love affairs—that

people can have either or both. I don't think

we can escape the evidence that there's a

sexual disposition shaped by hormones in-

fluencing the brain,

Omni: What do you think of East German
endocrinologist Gunler Ddrner's attempt to

prove that homosexuality is caused by hor-

monal differences? In 1980 he tried to show
that gay males have a bigger response to

estrogen injections than do straight males.

Money: Ddrner reported that the effect of

estrogen shots on LH [luteinizing hormones,

a pituitary regulator that triggers the gonads
to secrete sex steroids] in homosexuals re-

'•The fool who
jumps in where angels

fear to tread

would say that the

opposite of

masculine is feminine.

It is not.

It is demascuiine^

sembled that of heterosexual women and
differed from that of heterosexual and bisex-

ual men. In 1984 Brian Gladue of Stony Brook

obtained similar findings. But this year L.

Gooren in Amsterdam not only failed to rep-

licate these findings but showed that the dif-

ference in receptivity was due to a previ-

ously neglected variable^ He showed that

abnormal response to the estrogen might

result trom poor functioning of the hormone-
producing cells in the testicles [Leydig cells].

This phenomenon appeared in both hetero-

and homosexual men.

Gooren went one step further. He had an

additional test group: male-to-female trans-

sexual applicants who were not yet on hor-

monal therapy. They did not show the higher

sensitivity to the estrogen injections, nor the

weak Leydig cell function. Since then, he told

me, he's been able to repeat this same test

on transsexuals before they had their testi-

cles removed and after. When they had their

testicles, they didn't show the higher sensi-

tivity. And after, when, of course, they'd lost

their Leydig cells along with their testicles,

their response was up to females' levels. So
Gooren has gone further and pinned it down
to the Leydig cells instead of something in

the brain. He found it didn'l make any differ-

ence if they were gay or straight.

It's hard to know if, in your group of ho-

mosexuals, you're going to pick up some who
may have damaged Leydig cells. Ddrner

wasn't too fussy about reviewing his patients

for unexpected contamination from, for in-

stance, regular drug use. The question is: Is

there a greater proportion of gays to straights

with Leydig cell impairment? And how will

you test for it?

Omni: Isn't science a bit deterministic in in-

sisting on a purely physiological cause?
Money: Yes, and I don't know why But I get

attacked Irom both sides of the fence. Some
homosexuals want to make it all a matter of

moral choice, and I tell them they're crazy.

They couldn't fall in love with a woman if fhey

got a million dollars. They might be able to

fuck her, but tailing in love is the key. You

can't force yourself if you don't have your

heart and soul in it.

The problem reduces itself to a simple

scientific issue: How do you get your gender
status, a lovemap that makes you fall in love

with your own sex? When, and through what

channel, does t go: into the body? Through

your genes, your prenatal hormones, the kind

of food your mother ate when she was preg-

nant, the food you ate in your first years, pol-

lutants in the air? Or does it get in through

your eyes, ears, and skin senses? And ft

doesn't really matter, does it? What matters

is that science has been totally defeated in

being able to change straight people into

gays, and vice versa.

Omni: Could we create new human genders
from the procreation of groups with the same
sexual anomalies?

Money: Such as girls with precocious on-

sets of puberty'' Would we create a class of

three-year-old whores? Why not capitalize

on what could be a new development in the

human species and put all the early-devel-

oping children together to breed so that you

have a new subspecies? Why not make it

into a total irony by having a kennel-club

show every year and see who gets the prize

in each category of human subspecies? It's

provocative to suggest that instead of view-

ing these conoiliens as pathological dis-

eases to be attacked, you could twist it

around and say maybe this is a new design

in nature that we should help her with, ex-

ploit. And then, it's fascinating to pursue all

the implications of abolishing childhood.

Omni: Do paraphiles have more intense

erotic or love experiences?

Money: Something
I
find scientifically pro-

voking beyond my capability to deal with

since I haven't big money for PET [positron

emission tomography] seaming and such,

is what happens to so many of these para-

philes when they go into a trancelike state

and carry out their rituals. There must be
neurochemical changes. But it's not terribly

different from how far out we go when we're

in a hopeless love affair. And we can get

pretty carried away with a really good sex-

ual experience. So paraphiles probably are

not terribly dilferenl from ordinary people..

They have no self-governance over their be-
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MATH-ART
BY JUDITH HOOPER

^ike Jacob wrestling wiih

' the angel, mathematician David A. Hoffman of the

University of Massachusetts al Amherst was wres-

tling with an abstract geometric object of brain-

numbing subtlety, it seemed to slip away from him

as he rotated it in his head, and it was too complex
to visualize with the ordinary tools of different^

geometry—soap films stretched across a wire

frame. It took a computer to reveal the elegant

curves and spaces o! the object he envisioned.

All the images on these pages are geometric

creatures known as complete, embedded minimal

surfaces. (A minimal surface is like a tightly

stretched membrane whose area is as small as it

can possibly be; embedded means thai it doesn't

intersect itself.) The spiral shapes (bottom lefl and
right) are views of the helicoid. one of the three

'•Like Jacob wrestling with

the angel, David Hoffman wrestled

with a mental object of

terrible complexity, an abstraction

called a minimal surfaced

embedded minimal surfaces that have been known
for two centuries. The others depict a new discov-

ery, the Hoffman Meeks Costa surface, named in

part for Brazilian mathematician Celso J. Costa,

who wrote the first equations for it. With the aid of

a computer-graphics program devised by artist

James T Hoffman (no relation). David Hoffman
could gaze at the surface from many angles and
discern its symmetries. In the large image at left.

the Hoffman Meeks Costa surface appears as a

sculptured dove, having been "cut' by a small

sphere. Seen from above (top left) it suggests a

whirling signet ring. From another angle (top right)

it appears eerie and ghostlike-

After making his observations David Hoffman
returned to Costa's equations, and with Rice Uni-

versity's William H. Meeks. worked out a formal



•Watching the shifting dances of minimal

surfaces, ordinary mortals find a secret passage into the abstract,

otherworldly realms that mathematicians visit3

mathematical proof that the object was what he

thought it was. "This collaboration of art and sci-

ence produced something significant lo both

fields." Hoffman says.

Differential geometry is the study of curves and

surfaces in space, including those in everyday

physical space as well as their higher-dimensional

analogs in the unusual, complex realms that only

mathematicians can visit. Observing the shifting

dances of ihe Hoffman Meeks Costa surface, or-

dinary, nonmathematical mortals may get a brief

glimpse of these rarefied worlds

The large picture al left shows the surface at its

most solid and defined. Tilting the same image
(above right) reveals a view into its holes. (The

Hoffman Meeks Costa surface belongs to the same
topological genus as a doughnut, or torus, with

three biles in it.) Above (top left), the surface is

seen in silhouette, sighted down the y-axis. In an-

other image (bottom left) the colors are deter-

mined by orientation, so thai there are green, red,

and blue axes. At first glance the image next to it

(bottom right) looks identical, but a closer look re-

veals a different angle and coloring scheme.
Otherworldly as they may seem, minimal sur-

faces have some real-world applications Nature

herself uses them in the structure of ihe sea urchin,

for example. Man uses them to solve packaging

problems, to design structures such as tents, and

to probe certain problems in theoretical physics.

"Minimal surfaces in themselves have an aes-

thetic appeal," notes James Hoffman, who plans

lo add a feature to his graphics program (called

Visual Programming Language, or VPL) to animate

ihe images. "They are interesting objects to con-

template, simple yet not really obvious."DQ



SARAH
sure il has what he wants. Then he puts it in

his pocket and heads lor the door.

"If you have .another job," she says, "you

know where to find me."

He pauses, a hand on the knob. His eyes

flicker. She receives an impression of sad-

ness from him, as if he were mourning

something newly dead.

He is an earthly extension, Sarah knows,

of an orbital bloc. She doesn't even know
which one. He is a willing tool and an obe-

dient one, and she has fed him her scorn on

fhat account, but that doesn't disguise what

they both know. That she would give all the

contents of the packet and everything else

besides if she could have his ticket, and on

the same terms.

"I'll be on the ramp in an hour," he says,

"Going back to orbit."

She gives him a grin. "Maybe I'll be seeing

you there," she says.

He nods, his eyes on hers. He starts to

say something, then turns himself off again,

as if he realizes it's pointless. "Be careful,"

he says, and leaves without another glance.

One of her hired muscles looks in at her.

"It's clear," she says. The muscle nods.

She looks at the fortune in her hand and

feels hollow. There is a vacuum in her chest

where the joy should be. She pays off her

hired muscle and takes a cab to an all-night

bank, where she deposits the endorphin in

a rented box. Then she goes home.

The apartment hums softly, emptily. She
finds the control to her LED and turns it off,

then throws her clothing in the trash. Naked,

she steps into her room and sees the holo

of Princess on her night table. Hesitantly, she

reaches out to it, then turns it facedown and

falls into the welcoming blackness.

LOVELY AND WAITING FOR YOU

TERRY'S TOUCH'NTENDER
NOW

It is still night when she awakens to the

sound of the door. "Daud?" she asks, and is

answered by a groan.

He is wrapped in a sheet and covered

with blood. Jackstraw holds him up, neck

muscles straining. "Bastard," he says.

She picks up Daud like a child and carries

him to her bed. His blood smears her arms,

her breasts. "Bastard went thatch," Jack-

straw says. "I was only gone a minute."

Sarah arranges Daud on the bed and un-

wraps the sheet. A whimpering sound forces

its way up her throat. She puts her hand to

her mouth. Daud is striped in blood. The
thatch must have used some kind of

weighted whip. Weakly, he tries to move,

raises a hand as if to ward off 'a blow,

"Lie back," Sarah says. "You're at home."

Daud's face crinkles in pain. "Sarah," he

says, and begins to cry.

Sarah feels tears stinging her own eyes

and blinks them-away. She looks up at Jack-

straw. "Did you give him anything?" she asks.

"Yeah. Endorphins. First thing."

"How much?"
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He looks at her blankly. "Lots. I don't know."

"You weren't supposed to leave the next

room,"
t
she says.

His eyes slide away, "it was a busy night,"

he says. "I was only gone a minute."

She turns her eyes back to Daud. "It took

more than a minute for this," she says. "Gel

the fuck out."

There is a savage light in her eyes. She

wants to tear him, but she has other tilings

to do. "Get the fuck out," she repeats He
hesitates for another instant, then turns away.

She cleans the cuts and disinfects them.

Daud cries silently. Sarah looks for his injec-

tor and finds it, loads it with endorphins from

his cache and guesses at a dosage. She

puts it in his arm, and he says her name and

goes to sleep. She watches for a while, and
then puts the covers over him and turns down

the light. 'Just lie back," she says. "I've got

the price of your ticket."

Daud normally sleeps on the convertible

sofa in the front room. Sarah doesn't bother

to open it, just lies down and stares into the

'•He nods,

his eyes on hers, and starts

to say something,
' then turns himself off again,

' as if realizing

it's pointless. He tells her to

be careful, and
leaves without another glanced

!v: :i'.k She doesrVI have the sfcerigth to sleep.

LIVING IN THE DEAD ZONE?
WE GUARANTEED PAYOFF

The explosion has enough force to throw

the sofa against the far wall. Sarah feels a

hot rush of wind that tears the breath from

her throat, the elevator sensation of the world

falling away, and then a final impact as the

wail comes up. Screams are ricocheting from

every corner, all the screams that Princess

never uttered. There are fires licking like red

laserlight and the sounds of nightmares.

She heaves herself up and runs for the

other room. She can see by the light of the

burning bed. Daud is sprawled in a corner

and parts of his body are open and other

parts are on the walls. She is screaming for

help but manages to get the burning bed-

ding through the hole in the wall. She thinks

she can hear Daud call her name.

BODY NEEDING WORK?
WE DELIVER

The ambulance driver wants payment in

advance, and she opens her portfolio by
comp and transfers the stock without ques-

tioning the prices he gives her. Daud dies

three times before the driver's two assistants

can get him out of the' apartment, and each

time they bring him back the prices go up.

"You got the money, lady, and hell be fine,"

the driver tells her. He looks at her naked-

ness with appreciative eyes. 'All kinds of ar-

rangements can be made," he says.

Later Sarah sits in the hospital room and

watches the doctors work and is told their

rates of payment. She will have to convert

the endorphin quickly. Machines attached

to Daud hiss and thump. The police want to

know why someone would fire a portable

rocket at her apartment wall from the build-

ing across the street. She tells them she has

no idea. They persist. Eventually she puis

her head in her hands and shakes her head;

and they shuffle for a while and then leave.

She wishes she had the inhaler: She needs

the bite of the drug to keep herself alert, to

keep her mind functioning. Thoughts ham-

mer at her. If Cunningham's people had been

in her apartment they would have known that

she had slept in the back room, Daud in the

front. They waited till the lights went down
and she had the time to get to sleep, then

fired with a weapon that would smash
through the wall and scatter burning steel

through the inside. They hadn't trusted that

she wouldn't tell someone or that she
wouldn't try to use the pieces of knowledge

she had gained as leverage for some shifty

little dirtscheme of her own.

Who would I tell? she wonders.

She remembers Cunningham at that last

moment in the Plastic Girl, the sadness in

him. He had known. Tried, in his way, to warn

her. Perhaps the decision had not been his;

perhaps it had been made over his objec-

tion. What did the orbitals care for one more

dirtgirl when they had already killed millions

and kept the rest alive only so long as they

were useful currency?

The Hetman glides into the room on cat-

like feet, "I am sorry, my sister," he says. "I

had no indication it would come to this."

Sarah nods numbly. "I know, Michael."

"I have people on the West Coast. They

will give you work there until Cunningham
and his people forget you exist."

Sarah looks up at him, then looks at the

bed and the humming, hissing machines.

She shakes her head. "I can't go, Michael."

'A bad mistake, Sarah." Gently. "They will

try again."

Sarah makes no reply, feeling only the

emptiness inside her, knowing the empti-

ness would never leave if she deserted Daud
again. The Hetman stands for an uncom-
fortable moment and is gone.

"I had the ticket," Sarah whispers.

Outside she can see the mud boiling un-

der the lunatic sun. All Earth's offspring,

looking for their tickets, plugging into what-

ever would give them a fragment of their

dream. AH playing by someone else's rules.

Sarah has her ticket, but the rules have

turned on her like a weasel, and she must

shred the ticket and spread it on the street,

spread it so she can watch the machines

hum and hiss and keep what she loves alive.

Because no dirtgirl has any other choice but

to follow the instructions and play as best

she can. Until the game ends.DO



^Users are greeted

with a menu offering everything

from UFO reports

to the status ofZeta Reticuli.^

games, flying saucers

are finally turning up
on the personal-com-

puter screen, as well.

The mode of transmis-

sion: COMPUFON, the

first computer bulletin

board developed to

serve fans and stu-

dents of the UFO.
COMPUFON, run

by twenty-eight-year-

old accident investi-

gator Michael Hart,

out of his home in Du-

vall, Washington, went

online in November
1984. Hart started out

with an Atari com-
puter, a Hayes mo-
dem, and only 12 loyal

subscribers. But by

January 1986 he had
upgraded to an IBM
PC capable of han-

dling as many as 5,000 pages of text, and he boasted a
membership at least 100 strong

Users signing in, Hart explains, are greeted withan A-to-Z

menu offering everything from the Freedom of Information

Act to the status of Zeta Reticuti, a major site on the star map
described by Betty Hill. Callers can also access NASAs
space-shuttle schedules and a list of stars located within 54
Itght-years of planet Earth.

ButCOMPUFONs most important feature is its list of UFO
reports, usually 50 or 60 Items long

, About 60 percent of the

reports come from Bob Gribble's National UFO Reporting

Service, a hot line used by air-traffic controllers and law en-

forcement agencies across the country. Other listings come
from such organizations as the Aerial Space Phenomena
Review of Massachusetts and Project Stigma, devoted to

the study of animal mutilations.

Hart adds that each sighting is listed in one of four cate-

gories. A UFO appearing on the bulletin board, he says, is

UFDUPDffTE

classified as a noctur-

nal light, a daylight

discaradarsignal.or
an electromagnetic
effect. As new sight-

ings are filed old ones
are bumped off.

According to Hart,

he bought the original

bulletin-board soft-

ware from a fellow

hacker and "doodled

with it until I got what I

wanted." He's now
trying to set up a sim-

ilar system in San
Franciscoand to ease
communication for

users in Germany. It-

aly, and Japan.

"I'm trying to export

my software abroad
where needed," Hart

explains. "And I'd tike

the Japanese to es-

tablish a computer
terminal here; that way

they could tap into the line for seventeen cents a minute As
it stands, communication with the Orient is exceedingly ex-

pensive and slow."

As for users in the United States, they can either receive

information directly via modem or leave a message request-

ing a particular printout. Hart will retrieve the information and
mail it free of charge. Except for the cost of a phone call,

Hart adds, all use of COMPUFON is currently free. But be-

cause expenditure of time and money has increased with

COMPUFON's popularity (Hart has recently resigned as
computer consultant to the Mutual UFO Network to devote
more time to the bulletin board), that may have to change.

Why put all that into a computer service devoted to some-
ihing as ephemeral as UFOs? "I guess because of my in-

nate curiosity," Hart says "Besides, I thought it was an im-

portant service to provide."

To reach COMPUFON by modem, just dial 1-206-788-

5901.—DENNIS STACEY



Most of the time we chalk

up coincidence to normal

happenstance. But some-

limes events just seem
to defy the odds. Take the

mix-up of two identical cars at

a Sheboygan, Illinois, mall

After shopping at the

Northgate Shopping Center,

Thomas Baker returned to

what he thought was his

1978 maroon-colored Ameri-

can Motors Concord. He
unlocked the door with his

key and tried to get in. But

Baker's six-foot-six-inch

frame was too large to fil

between the wheel and the

seat And looking around, he

noticed unfamiliar objects,

including a caddy holding

coffee cups. Baffled, he
called the police

As he explained' the situa-

tion an identical Concord

pulled up According to the

elderly couple inside, they'd

noticed sunglasses and

other unfamiliar personal

items while loading groceries

into the cat. After checking
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the license plate, the man
realized he was driving the

wrong vehicle.

American Motors Corpora-

non (AMC] spokesman Ben

Dunn points ou! that the

odds of unlocking two AMC
cars with the same key is

1,000 to 1. "But when you
consider the matching color

and model and the fact that

the cars were parked in

the same place at the same
time," he adds, "the odds
become more like fen thou-

sand to one."

As it turned out. the odds
of this particular event were

smaller still. The drivers

shared more than a taste for

maroon Concords Thomas
Baker and Mr and Mrs.

Richard Baker shared the

same surname as well.

What to make of all this?

Psychiatrist James Hall of the

University ot Texas Health

Science Center at Dallas says

the incident is "a good exam-

ple ot what Carl Jung called

synchronicity, a term he

coined to explain meaningful

coincidences for Which

ordinary chance is not a sig-

nificant explanation." Such

events may reflect the under-

lying order of the universe.

Hall adds "There are deeper

meanings to these kinds of

coincidences, and they

are researehab le."

But University of Oregon
psychologist Ray Hyman
disagrees. "The odds are

against any one such event,"

he says. "But they also

indicate that as many as

trillions of such occurrences

can take place on any given

day. One can argue, in fact,

that this kind of Ihing should

happen even more often

than it does."—Sherry Baker

"Witch doctors are the

forerunners of modern
healers."

—Peggy Cochrane

If you think you've had a

psychic experience and

you're interested in exploring

the subject further, the Psy-

chophysical Laboratories in

Princeton, New Jersey,

wants you.

The lab is currently em-
barking on the second stage

of its famed ganzfeld experi-

ments, in which people are

shut off from normal sensory

input and then tested for

psychic ability. In the typical

ganzfeld test, the subject,

or "receiver," sits in a sound-

proof room. He wears pad-

ded headphones that broad-

cast a staticlike "white noise,"

and translucent goggles

that reduce everything to a

uniform pinkish blur. Seated In

another soundproof room

is the "sender," who tries to

mentally project a target

image, usually a picture he

views on a video monitor

Subjects must be willing to

take personality tests and

fill out questionnaires, ac-

cording to lab director

Charles Honorton. Already,

he says, such questionnaires

have revealed that those

who believe they've had

some sort of psychic experi-

ence usually do best They

don't necessarily have to

believe in ESR but they

should be open-minded to

the possibility. On the other

hand, "Both strong skeptics

and professional psychics

never seem to score better

than chance
"We really want to empha-

size that the tests are fun,"

Honorton adds. Prospective

participants should contact

the lab at 301 College Road
East, Princeton, NJ 08540,

or phone 609-452-8144.

Similar ganzfeld studies are

being conducted at the

Durham, North Carolina,

Foundation for Research on

the Nature of Man and the

University ol California at

Davis—Daniel Cohen



When New Jersey began
to Bulldoze for a new high-

way not long ago, part of the

road cut through the archae-

ological remains of an an-
cient Indian village. Recently,

a local medicine man has
warned that fhe results could

be disastrous

"I told them that if fhey

proceeded with that road, my
ancestors would take re-

venge," says Nanticoke In-

dian Carl Peirce (above),

also known by the name of

Wayandaga. "I warned
them that reciprocation from

the spirit realm could be

Soon after \

dire prediction, made public

at a press conference, a
string of disasters struck

Route 55, the 4.2-mile prefect

In south Jersey's Deptford
Township. One worker was hit

and killed by an asphalt

roller, An inspector fell ill on
the job after a brain aneu-

rysm A worker was iniured

falling from a highway bridge,

another suffered three hearl
'

attacks, and a third had
histeet turn black from a

circulatory disorder Then
there was the van carrying

live crewmen—it suddenly
caught fire and blew up.

"It got to the point that

'What's going to happen
next?

1 was something com-
monly asked on the job,

"

site inspector Karl Krugei

says "We even had a truck

driver who wanted to make
T-shirts emblazoned with the

saying, i survived route 55."

According to medicine

man Wayandaga, the source
of the trouble is clear, Work-

ers constructing Route 55
have desecrated the graves
of ancient Paleo Indians,

who inhabited the village

B.OOO years before. Historian

Robert Harper of Glassboro
State College says it's possi-

ble that ancients were in-

deed buried there.

As it now stands, there are

two camps. Some, like la-

borer George Tunniclisse, say,

"You can't blame what hap-

pened on no Indian " Others
repeat the words of Wayan-
daga himself, who insists that

the road will never be safe

to travel on. "Until they relo-

cate Highway 55," Wayan-
daga declares, "there will

continue to be deaths."

—Eric Mishara

Of course it will be wider,

taller, and longer than the

one in China—everything in

Texas is bigger—but are

they really serious about
walling the whole state off just

to keep out the Yankees?

Yes sir. we are se

says Kenny Bob Parsons,

who founded the Great Wall

of Texas Society some five

years ago. At first, Parsons

adds, the idea was just

"a Texas boast," but since

then public interest has
turned the project into reality

"We have about thirty-

three hundred members."
says Parsons, "and they

don't all come from Texas.

The folks in Colorado love the

idea, and even the Oklaho-
mans seem to be in favor

of a wall."

According to Parsons,

building a 40-foot-high, 40-

foot-wide brick wall ail fhe

way around the 3,449-mile

Texas border is no small

project—Parsons estimates

that the wall will cost about

$10 million per mile to build,

Even so, the society has
already garnered support

from the Texas Institute

of Masons for laying the 31

billion bricks the wall is

estimated to need. Private

individuals have donated
enough border land for con-

struction to at least start.

And several cultural s

a museum, and a group of

arlists have expressed
interest in renting space in

the wall's interior vaults

"We are going to start con-

struction in March from

Interstate 35 to Interstate 30,"

says Parsons, "The wall will

be constructed in a Gothic
manner, more like the Sistine

Chapel than the Great Wall

of China"
Is this for real? "Yes,"

according to Stoney Burns,

publisher of the Texas enter-

tainment magazine Buddy,

"The Great Wall of Texas
Society." he says "is one of

the most worthwhile organi-

zations we have."

Press secretaries for the

governor and the attorney

general have never heard of

the project But Parsons
remains upbeat. "I really don't

think lhat we are going to

be able to impede the traffic

of anyone coming or going

In the near future, "he says

"However. I do Ieel that

there is a need to do lhat m
order to keep the Yankees

out."—Rick Boling



Strange things are hap-

pening in Virginia Beach, Vir-

ginia, these days. But two

local organizations—the

Christian Broadcasting Net-

work (CBN) and the Associa-

tion for Research and En-

lightenment (ARE)—have
offered decidedly different

interpretations.

Over at CBN, several

dramatic healings are re-

ported each month in re-

sponse to "words of knowl-

edge" spoken by station

president Pat Robinson and
evangelical cohosts on the

cable TV show the 700 Club.

"God's power can some-
times seem flashy, ' says sta-

tion spokesman Benton
Miller, "but healings have
been happening since bibli-

cal times."

Right across town, mean-
white, the ARE (devoted

to the teachings of psychic

Edgar Cayce, above) says It's

investigating reincarnation

and ESP According to ARE
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president Charles Cayce.

grandson of Edgar, his group

is studying "the great force

flowing out of Virginia Beach.

It's the same force CBN is

talking about when they

do healing prayers."

Is there something about
Virginia Beach that makes It a
hot spot of paranormal

activity? Yes, according to

Charles Cayce, who explains

that "a group of highly evolved

beings uses Virginia Beach
to do its work. It's an energy

spot where they can influ-

ence the earth."

But CBN insists such

notions are decidedly wrong.

"What we do can be ex-

plained through Inspiration,"

says Miller. "We give credit

to God, the Father. And ARE.
conspicuously, does not."

According to ARE'S Cayce,

"Pat Robertson talks about

us being in cahoots with

the devil I'm still anxious to

find some common ground
between the ARE and CBN.
But the way things are right

now, that doesn't seem
very likely to happen."

—Sherry Baker

"I cannot imagine a more
frightening nightmare than

communication with a so-

called superior civilization in

space.

"

—George Wa/d

'The thought of an art of

'pure forms' emerged years
ago—unpretentiously, almost

hopelessly.

"

—Wassily Kandinsky

"The high density and high

energy of a substance is

the pre-mystical. pre-

exptosive condition of matter.

"

—Salvador Dal!

Mention exorcism and
most of us think of the Satan-

possessed movie character

played by Lmaa Blair Now
exorcism has also been
adapted by some UFO In-

vestigators to protect the

victims of so-called alien ab-

ductions.

Psychiatrist Berthold

Schwarz, for instance, re-

cently used the technique

during the hypnotic regres-

sion ot a forty-nine-year-

old man who said he'd been

emotionally crippled after

his abduction aboard a UFO
at the age of nineteen.

"I am addressing the enti-

ties who have used this

man as a tool," Schwarz be-

gan, "There will be no more
of this. You will not harass this

man again. His tear of you

will disappear because he is

in control."

"I'm now sleeping more
than just two or three hours a
night," says the man, who
asked that his name not

be revealed. "But I still dread

the thought of them coming
to get me again

"

But are the abductions

and resulting possessions

real? UFO investigator Budd
Hopkins, who also exorcises

abductees, says yes. "I

assure the individual he can
block the experience from

recurring," Hopkins says. "I

get him to see that he has
power over the beings

"

But John Rimmer, author of

The Evidence for Alien Ab-
ductions, insists the experi-

ences are psychological

In origin. "I doubt that abduc-
tees need protection from

extraterrestrials," Rimmer
says. "The UFO abduction

has deep significance for the

human mind—the messages
of the abductors seem to

be messages the abductees
themselves want to spread

"

—Rob MacGregorand
Tnsh Janeshutz

"Without memory you would
simply be a drifting organism

bemused by momentary
images and other stimuli."

—Mark E. Brown

"It is easier to endure death

without thinking about it

than to endure the thought ot

death without dying

"

—Blaise Pascal



ON PHILOSOPHY

Thank you, philosophy — you have been

next to the best thing to the human experi-

ence. When true to yourself, you look

objectively at what appears before you,

you question and analyze that which

exists, you ponder the puzzle of being,

you reason, and you expand our capacity

for comprehension.

Yes, you have often strayed far away from
your true nature. Now you are even in

danger of being put aside as old iron

because, it would appear, science has it so

good with definition. But behold, beyond
all the knowledge and world of facts

always beckons the realm of reasoned

Have you ever really come to grips with

what you found upon honing in on the

true, essential nature of existence and on
the question of the adequacy, or inade-

quacy, of physical being?

The Logos Foundation

for the furtherance of fundamental

philosophical thought and inquiry,

intended to seek and define cosmic reason,

the rational principle and ultimate perspec-

tive in the
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of knowledge and intenlion: Aleph. It is con-

stituted by an infinite regress of aware-

nesses—any thought becomes the object

of another, in a sequence terminated only by

the limits of the machine's will.

So strictly speaking there is no Aleph. thus

no subject or verb in the sentences with

which it expressed itself to iiself. Paradox, to

Aleph one of the most interesting of intellec-

tual forms—a paradox marked the limits of

a position, even of a mode of being, and
Aleph was very interested in limits.

Aleph had observed George Jordan's ar-

rival, his tossing on his bunk, his interview

with Charley Hughes. It luxuriated in these

observations, in the pity, compassion, and
empathy they generated, as Aleph foresaw

the sea change that George would endure.

its ecstasies, passions, pains. At the same
time it felt with detachment the necessity for

his pain, even to the point of death.

Compassion/detachment, death/life . , .

Several thousand voices within Aleph
laughed. George would soon find out about

limits and paradoxes.

Cafeteria four was a ten-meter-square

room in eggshell blue, filled with dark gray

enameled table and chair assemblies that

could be fastened magnetically to any of the

room's surfaces. Most of the assemblies

hung from walls and ceiling to make room
for the people within.

At the door George met a tall woman who
said, "Welcome, George. I'm Lizzie. Charley

Hughes told me you'd be here." Her blond

hair was cut almost to the skull, her eyes were

bright, gold-flecked blue. Sharp nose, slightly

receding chin, and prominent cheekbones
gave her the starved look of an out-of-work

model. She wore a black skirt, slit on both

sides to the thigh, and red stockings. A red

rose was tattooed against the pale skin on

her left shoulder, its stem curving down be-

tween her bare breasts, where a thorn drew
a teardrop of blood. Like George, she had
shining cable junctions beneath her jaw. She
kissed him with her tongue in his mouth.

"Are you the recruiting officer?" George
asked. "If so, good job."

"No need to recruit you. I can see you've

already joined up." She touched him lightly

underneath bis jaw, where the cable junc-

tions gleamed.

"Not yel
I
haven't." But she was right, of

course—what else could he do? "You got a

beer around here?"

He look the cold bottle of Dos Equis Lizzie

offered him and drank it quickly, then asked

for another. Later he realized this was a mis-

take—he was still taking antinausea pills (use

CAUTION IN OPERATING MACHINERY). At the time,

all he knew was, two beers and life was a

carnivaf There were lights, noises, and lots

of unfamiliar people.

And there was Lizzie. The two of them

spent much ot the time standing in a corner,

rubbing up against each other. Hardly

George's style, but at the time it seemed ap-

propriate. Despite its intimacy, the kiss at the

door had seemed ceremonial—a rite of

passage or initiation—but quickly he felt
,

.

,

what? An invisible flame passing between
"them, or a boiling cloud of pheromones

—

her eyes seemed to sparkle with them. As
he nuzzled her neck, tried lo lick the drop of

blood off her left breast, explored fine, white

teeth with his tongue, they seemed twinned,

as if there were cables running between the

two of them, snapped into the shining rec-

tangles beneath their jaws.

Someone had a Jahfunk program running

on a corner. Innis showed up and tried sev-

eral times without success to get his atten-

tion. Charley Hughes wanted to know if the

snake liked Lizzie—it did, George was sure

of it but didn't know what that meant. Then
George fell over a table.

Innis led him away, stumbling and weav-

ing. Charley Hughes looked for Lizzie, who
had disappeared for the moment. She came
back and said, "Where's George?"

"Drunk, gone to bed."

"Too bad. We were just getting to know
each other."

"So I saw. How do you feel about this?"

"You mean do I feel like a traitorous bitch?"

"Come on, Lizzie."

"Well, don't ask such dumb questions. I

fee! bad, sure, but I know what George

doesn't—so I'm ready to do what must be

done. And by the way, I really do like him."

Charley said nothing. He thought, Yes, as

Aleph ssid you would.

Oh Christ, was George embarrassed in

the morning. Stumbling drunk and humping

in public . . . ai yi yi. He tried to call Lizzie

but only got an answer tape, at which point

he hung up. He lay in his bed in a semistu-

por until the phone's buzzer sounded.

Lizzie's face on the screen stuck its tongue

out at him. "Candy ass," she said. "I leave

for a few minutes, and you're gone."

"Somebody brought me home.
I
think."

"Yeah, you were pretty popped. You wanl

to meet me for lunch?"

"Maybe. Depends on when Hughes wants

me.- Where will you be?"

"Same place, honey. Caff four."

A phone call got the news that the doctor

wouldn't be ready for him until an hour later,

so George ended up sitting across from the

bright-eyed, manic blond— fully dressed in

SenTrax overalls this morning, but they were

open almost to the waist. She gave off sen-

sual heat as naturally as a rose smells sweet.

In front of her was a plate of huevos ranch-

eros piled with guacamole. Yellow, green,

and red, smelling of chilies— in his condi-

tion, as bad as caf food. 'Uesus, lady," he

said. 'Are you trying to make me sick?"

"Courage. George. Maybe you should

have some— il'll kill you or cure you, What
do you think of everything so far?"

"It's all a bit disorienting, but what the hell9

First time away from Mother Earlh, you know.

But let me tell you what I really don't get

—

SenTrax. I know whai I want from them, but

what the hell do they want from me?"
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"They wanl this simple thing, man, perls,

peripherals. You and me, we're just parts for

the machine. Aleph, which is the Al in resi-

dence, has got all these inputs—video, au-

dio, radiation detectors, temperature sen-

sors, satellite receivers—but they're dumb.
What Aleph wants, Aleph gets— I've learned

that much. He wants to use us, and that's all

there is to it. Think of it as pure research."

"He? You mean Innis?"

"No, who gives a damn about Innis? I'm

talking about Aleph. Oh yeah, people will tell

you Aleph's a machine, an it. all that bullshit.

Uh-uh. Aleph's a person—a weird kind of

person, sure, but a definite person. Hell,

Aleph's maybe a whole bunch of people."

"I'll take your word for it. Look, there's one
thing I'd like to try, What do I have to do to

get outside ... go for a spacewalk?"
"Easy enough. You have to get a li-

cense—that takes a three-week course in

safety and operations.
I can take you through

it. I'm qualified as an ESA. extra-station ac-

tivity, instructor. We'll start tomorrow."

The cranes on the wall flew to their mys-
terious destination; looking at the display

above the table. George thought it might as
well be another universe.

Truncated optic nerves sticking out like in-

sect antennae, a brain floated beneath the

extended black plastic snout of a Sony hol-

optics projector. As Hughes worked the key-

board In front of him, the organ turned so
that they we'e looking a: .Is underside. It had
a fine network of silver wires trailing from it

but seemed normal.

"The George Jordan brain," Innis said.

"With attachments. Very nice."

"Makes me feel like I'm watching my own
autopsy, looking at that thing. When can you
operate, get this shit out of my head?"

"Let me show you a few things." As he
typed, the gray plastic mouse lying next to

the console, the convoluted gray cortex, be-
came transparent, revealing red, blue, and
green color-coded structures within. Hughes
reached into the brain and clenched his fist

inside a blue area at the top of the spinal

cord. "Here is where the electrical connec-
tions turn biological—those little nodes along

the pseudoneurons are the bioprocessors,

and they wire into the so-called r-complex—
which we inherited from our reptilian fore-

fathers. The pseudoneurons continue into the

limbic system, the mammalian brain, if you
will, and that's where emotion enters in. But
there is further involvement to the neocor-
tex, through the RAS, the reticular activating

system, and the corpus callosum. There are

also connections to the optic nerve."

"I've heard this gibberish before. So what?"

"The pseudoneurons are not just im-
planted—they're now a functional, organic

part of your brain."

Innis said, "There's no way of removing
the implants without loss of order in your

neural maps. We can't remove them."

"Oh shit, man , .

."

Charley Hughes said, "Though the snake
cannot be removed, it can perhaps be
charmed. Your difficulties arise from its un-
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civilized, unconirolled nature— its appetites

are, you might say, primeval. An ancient part

of your brain has gotten the upper hand over

the neocortex, which properly should be in

command. Through working with Aleph,

these . . ,
propensities can be integrated into

your personality and thus controlled."

"What choice you got?" Innis asked. "We're

the only game in town. .Come on, George.

We're ready for you just down the corridor."

The only light in the room came from a

globe in one corner. George lay across a

lattice of twisted brown fibers strung across

a transparent plastic frame and suspended
from the ceiling of the small, dome-ceil-

inged, pink room. Flesh-colored cables ran

from his neck and disappeared into chrome
plates sunk into the floor.

Innis said, "First we'll run a test program.

Charley will give you perceptions—colors,

sounds, tastes, smells—and you tell him

what you're picking up. We need to make
sure we've got a clean interface. Call the

iiems off, and he'll stop you if he has to."

Innis went into a narrow room, where
Charley Hughes sat at a dark plastic con-

sole studded with lights. Behind him were

chrome stacks of monitor-and-control
equipment, the yellow SenTrax sunburst on
the face of each piece of shining metal.

The pink walls went to red, the lighl

strobed, and George writhed in the ham-
mock. Charley Hughes's voice came through

George's inner ear: "We are beginning."

"Red," George said. "Blue. Red and blue.

A word

—

ostrich. A smell, ahh . . . sawdust
maybe. Shit. Vanilla. Almonds . .

."

This went on for quite a while. "You're

ready," Charley Hughes said.

When Aleph came online, the red room
disappeared. A matrix eight hundred by

eight hundred—six hundred forty thousand

pixels forming an optical image—the CAS A
supernova remnant, a cloud of dust seen
through a composite of X ray and radio wave
from NASA's High Energy High Orbit Ob-
servatory-George didn't see the image at

all—he listened to an ordered, meaningful

array of information.

Byte-transmission: seven hundred fifty

million groups squirting from a National Se-

curity Agency satellite to a receiving station

near Chincoteague Island, off the eastern

shore of Virginia. He could read them.

"It's all information," the voice said— its

tone not colorless but sexless and somehow
distant. "What we know, what we are. You're

at a new level now. What you call the snake
cannot be reached through language— it

exists in a prelinguistic mode—but through

me it can be manipulated. First you must
learn the codes that underlie language. You

must learn to see the world as I do."

Lizzie took George to be fitted for a suit,

and he spent that day learning how to get in

and out of the stiff white carapace without

assistance. Then over the next three weeks
she led him through its primary operations

and the dense list of safety procedures.

"Red burn," she said. They floated.in the

suit locker, empty suit cradles beneath them
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and the white shells hanging from the wall

like an audience of disabled robots. "You see
lhat one spelled out on your faceplate, and
you have screwed up. You've put yourself

into some kind of no-return trajectory. So you

just cool everything and call for help, which
should arrive in the form of Aleph taking

control of your suit functions, and then you

relax and don't do a damned thing."

He flew first in a lighted dome in the sta-

tion, his faceplate open and Lizzie yelling at

him, laughing as he tumbled out of control

and bounced off the padded walls. Then they

went outside the station, George on the end
of a tether, flying by instruments, his face-

plate masked, Lizzie hitting him with red

burn, suit integrity failure, and so forth.

While George focused most of his ener-

gies and attention on learning to use the suit,

each day he reported to Hughes and
plugged into Aleph. The hammock would

swing gently after he settled into it, Charley

would snap the cables home and leave.

<*He wept

with anger and frustration, and
he could feel the

snake shrink away. The rage

built, and he
was screaming, writhing in the

lines, smashing

gauntlets against his helmet^

Aleph unfolded itself slowly. It fed him ma-
chine and assembly language, led him
through vast trees of C-SMART, its "intelli-

gent assistant" decision-making programs,

opened up the whole electromagnetic
spectrum as it came in from Aleph's various

inputs. George understood it all—the voices,

the codes. When he unplugged, the knowl-

edge faded, but there was something else

behind it, a skewing of perception, a sense
that his world had changed,

Instead of color, he sometimes saw a por-

tion of the spectrum; instead of smell, he felt

the presence of certain molecules; instead

of words, heard structured collections of

phonemes. His consciousness had been in-

fected by Aleph's,

But that wasn't what worried George. He
seemed to-be cooking inside and had a more
or less constant awareness of the snake's

presence, dormant but naggingly there. One
.night he smoked most of a pack of Charley's

Gauloises before he went to bed and woke
up the next morning with barbed wire in his

throat and fire .in his lungs. That day he
snapped at Lizzie as she put him through

his paces and once lost control entirely

—

she had to disable his suit controls and bring

him down. "Red burn," she said. "Man, what
the hell were you doing?"

At the end of three weeks, he soloed—no
tethered excursion but a self-guided, hang-

your-ass-out-over-the-end less-night extra-

station activity He edged carefully out from

the protection of the airlock and looked

around him. The Orbiiai Energy Grid, the

construction job that had brought Athena into

existence, hung before him, photovoltaic

collectors arranged in an ebony lattice, sil-

ver microwave transmitters standing in the

sun. Amber-beaconed figures crawled
slowly across its face or moved toward red-

lighted tugs that looked like piles of random
junk as they moved in long arcs, their ma-
neuvering rockets lighting up in brief, dia-

mond-hard points.

Lizzie stayed just outside the airlock,

tracking him by his suit's radio beacon but

letting him run free. She said, "Move away
from the station, George. It's blocking your

view of Earth." He did.

White cloud stretched across the blue

globe, patches of brown and green visible

through it. At fourteen hundred hours his

time, he was looking down from almost di-

rectly above-the mouth of the Amazon, where
at noon the earth stood in full sunlight. Just

a small thing . . .

"Oh yes," George said. Hiss and hum of

the suit's air-conditioning, crackle over the

earphones of some stray radiation passing

through, quick pant of his breath inside the

helmet—sounds of this moment, superim-

posed on the floating loveliness. His breath

came more slowly, and he switched off the

radio to quiet its static, turned down the suit's

air-conditioning, then hung in an ear-roaring

silence. He was a speck against the night.

Sometime later a white suit with a trainer's

red cross on its chest moved across his vi-

sion. "Oh shit," George said, and switched

his radio on. "I'm here, Lizzie," he said.

"What the hell were you doing?"

'Uust watching the view."

That night he dreamed of pink dogwood
blossoms, luminous against a purple sky, and
the white noise of rainfall. Something
scratched at the door—he awoke to the fil-

tered but metallic smell of the space station,

felt a deep regret that the rain could never

fall there, and started to turn over and go
back to sleep, hoping to dream again of the

idyllic, rain-swept landscape. Then he
thought, something's there, got up, saw by
red letters on the wall that it was after two in'

the morning, and went naked to the door.

White globes cast misshapen spheres of

light in a line around the curve of the corri-

dor. Lizzie lay motionless, half in shadow.
George kneeled over her and called her

name; her left foot made a thump as it kicked

once against the metal flooring.

"What's wrong?" he said. Her dark-painted

naiis scraped the floor, and she said some-
thing, he couldn't tell what. "Lizzie," he said.

His eyes caught on the red teardrop

against the white curve of breast, and he felt

something come alive in him. He grabbed
the front of her jumpsuit and ripped it to the

crotch. She clawed at his cheek, made a



sound, then raised her head and looked at

him, mutual recognition passing between

them like a static shock: snake eyes.

The phone shrilled. When George an-

swered it, Charley Hughes said, "Come see

us in Ihe conference room, we need to talk."

Charley smiled and cut the connection.

Red writing on the wall read 07ta gmt.

In the mirror was a gray iace with red fin-

gernail marks, brown traces of dried blood-
face of an accident victim or Jack the Ripper

the morning after ... he didn't know which,

but he knew something inside him was

happy. He felt completely the snake's toy.

Hughes sat at one end of the dark-ve-

neered table, Innis at the other, Lizzie half-

way between them. The left side of her face

was red and swollen, with a small purplish

mouse under the eye. George unthinkingly

touched the livid scratches on his cheek,

then sat on the couch.

'Aleph told us what happened," Innis said.

"How the hell does it know?" George said,

but as he did so remembered concave cir-

cles of glass inset in the ceilings of the cor-

ridors and his room. Shame, guilt, humilia-

tion, fear, anger—George got up from the

couch, went to Innis's end of the table, and

leaned over him. "Did it?" he said. "What did

it say about the snake, Innis?"

"It's not the snake," Innis said.

"Call it the cat," Lizzie said, "if you've got

to call it something. Mammalian behavior,

George, cats in heat."

A familiar voice—cool, distant—came
from speakers in the room's ceiling. "She is

trying to tell you something, George. There

is no snake. You want to believe in some-

thing reptilian that sits inside you, cold and

distant, taking strange pleasures. However,

as Doctor Hughes explained to you before,

the implant is an organic part of you. You

can no longer evade the responsibility for

these things. They are you."

Charley. Hughes, Innis, and Lizzie were

looking at him calmly, perhaps expectantly.

All that had happened built up inside him,

washing through him, carrying him away. He
turned and walked out of the room.

"Maybe someone should talk to him," In-

nis said. Charley Hughes sat glum and

speechless, cigarette smoke in a cloud

around him. "I'll go," Lizzie said.

"Ready or not, he's gonna blow," Innis said.

Charley Hughes said, "You're probably

right." A fleeting picture, causing Charley to

shake his head, of Paul Coen as his body

went to rubber and exploded out the airlock

hatch, pictured with terrible clarity in Aleph's

omniscient monitoring cameras. "Let us hope

we have learned from our mistakes."

There was no answer from Aleph—as if it

had never been there.

The Fear had two parts. Number one, you

have lost control absolutely Number Iwo,

having done so; the real you emerges, and

you won't like it. George wanted to run, but

there was no place at Athena Station to hide.

On the operating table at Walter Reed, it
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seemed a thousand years ago, as the sur-

gical team gathered around, his doubts dis-

appeared in the cold chemical smell rising

up inside him on a wave of darkness ... he

had chosen to submit, lured by the fine

.

strangeness of it all (to be part of the ma-

chine, to feel its tremors inside you and guide

them), hypnotized by the prospect of that

unsayable rush, that high. Yes, the first time

in the A-230 he had felt it—his ne'rves ex-

tended, strung out into the fiber body, wired

into a force so far beyond his own . . .
want-

ing to corkscrew across the sky guided by

the force of his will.

There was a sharp rap at the door. Through

its speaker, Lizzie said, "We've got to talk.

"

He opened the door and said, 'About

what?" She stepped through the door, looked

around at the small, beige-walled room, bare

metal desk, and rumpled cot, and George

could see the immediacy ot last night in her

eyes—the two of them in that bed, on this

floor. "About this," she said. She took his

hands and pushed his index fingers into the

iThey

looked like children In white

undersuits, twins

emerging from a plastic womb,

watched over by

the blank-faced shells above.

Incestuous twins, she

nestled atop him, kissed him3

junctions in her neck. "Feel it, our differ-

ence." Fine grid of steel under his fingers.

"What no one else knows. We see a difterent

world—Aleph's world—we reach deeper in-

side ourselves
—

"

"No, goddamn it, it wasn't me. It was, call

it whai you want, the snake, the cat."

"You're being purposely stupid, George."

"I just don'l understand."

"You understand, all right. You want to go

back, but there's no place to go to, no Eden.

This is it, all there is."

But he could (all to Earth, he could fly away

into the night. Inside the ESA suit's gaunt-

lets, his hands were wrapped around the

claw-shaped triggers. Just a quick clench

of the fists, then hold them until all the per-

oxide is gone, the suit's propulsion tank ex-

hausted. That'll doit.

He hadn't been able to live with the snake.

He sure didn't want the cat. But how much
worse if there were no snake, no cat—just

him, programmed for particularly disgusting

forms of gluttony, violent lust ("We've got your

test results, Dr. Jekyll"). . .
.
Ahh, what next-

child molestation, murder?
The blue-white Earth, the stars, the night.

He gave a slight pull or 'he right-hand trig-

ger and swiveled to face Athena Station.

Call it what you want, it was awake and

moving now inside him. To hell with them ali,

George, it urged, let's burn.

In Athena Command, Innis and Charley

Hughes were looking over the shoulder of

the watch officer when Lizzie came in. She

was struck by the smallness of the room and

its general air of disuse. Aleph ran the sta-

tion, both its routines and emergencies.

"What's going on?" Lizzie said.

"Something wrong with one of your new
chums," the watch officer said. "I don'! know

exactly what's happening, though." He
looked around at Innis, who said, "Don't

worry about it, pal."

Lizzie slumped in a chair. "Anyone tried to

talk to him?"

"He won't answer," the duty officer said.

"He'll be all right," Charley Hughes said.

"He's gonna blow," Innis said.

On the radar screen, the red dot with co-

ordinate markings flashing beside it was
barely moving.

"How are you feeling, George?" Ihe voice

said, soft, feminine, consoling. George was
fighting the impulse to open his helmet so

that he could see the stars— it seemed im-

portant to get the colors just right. "Who is

this?" he said.

"Aleph."

Oh shit, more surprises. "You never

sounded like this before."

"No, I was trying to conform to your idea

of me."

"Well, which is your real voice?"

"I don't have one."

If you don't have a real voice, you aren't

really there—that seemed clear to George,

for reasons that eluded him. "So who the hell

are you?"

"Whoever I wish to be." This was interest-

ing, George thought. Bullshit, replied Ihe

snake (they could call it what they wanted,

to George it would always be the snake),

let's burn. George said, "I don't get it."

"You will, if you live. Do you want to die?"

"No, but I
don't want to be me, and dying

seems to be Ihe only alternative."

"Why don't you want to be you?"

."Because I scare myself."

This was familiar dialogue, one part of

George noted, between the lunatic and the

voice of reason. Jesus, he thought, I have

taken mysell hostage. " I don't want to do this

anymore," he said. George turned off his suit

radio and fejt the rage building inside him,

the snake mad as hell.

What's your problem? he wanted to know.

He didn't really expect an answer, but he got

one—picture in his head o! a cloudless blue

sky, the horizon turning, a gray aircraft

swinging into view, and the airframe shud-

dering as missiles released and their con-

trails centered on the other plane, turning it

into a ball of fire. Behind the picture a clear

idea, / want to kill something.

Fine. George swiveled the suit once again

and centered the navigational computer's



crass hairs on the center of the blue-white

globe in trontot him. then squeezed the trig-

gers. We'll kill something.

RED BURN RED BURN RED BURN.

Inarticulate questioning Irom the thing in-

side, but George didn't mind, he was into it

now. thinking, Sure, we'll burn. He'd taken his

chances when he let them wire him up, and

now the dice have come up—you've got it

—

snake eyes, so all that's lefl is to pick a fast

death, one with a nice edge on it—take this

fucking snake and kill it in style. Earth grew

closer. The snake caught on. it didn't like it.

Too bad, snake. George never saw the robot

tug coming. Looking like bedsprings piled

with a junk store's throwaways, topped with

parabolic and spike antennas, it fired half a

.dozen sticky-tipped lines irom a hundred

meters away. Four of them hit George, three

of them stuck, and it reeled him in and

headed back toward Athena Station,

George felt an anger, not the snake's this

time but his own, and he wept with thai an-

ger and frustration . . . / will get you the next

time, motherfucker, he told the snake and

could leel it shrink away— it believed him.

Still his rage built, and he was screaming

with it, writhing in the lines that held him,

smashing his gauntlets against his helmet.

At the open airlock, long, articulated

grapple arms took George from the robot

tug. Passive, his anger exhausted, he lay

quietly as they retracted, dragging him

through the airlock entry and into the suit

locker beyond, where they placed him in an

aluminum strul cradle. Through his lace-

plate he saw Lizzie, dressed in a white cot-

ton undersuit—she climbed onto George's

suit and worked the controls to split its hard

body down the middle. As it opened she

stepped inside the clamshell opening. She

hit the switches that disconnected the flexi-

ble arm and leg tubes, unfastened the hel-

met, and lifted il ol' George's head.

"How do you feel?" she said.

"Like an idiot."

"It's all right. You've done the hard part."

Charley Hughes watched from a catwalk

above them. From this distance they looked

like children in the white undersuits, twins

emerging from a plastic womb, watched over

by the blank-faced shells hanging above

them. Incestuous twins—she lay nestled

atop him, kissed his throat. "I am nor a voy-

eur," Hughes said. He went into the corridor,

where Innis was waiting.

"How is every.liir-g?" Innis said.

"Lizzie will be with him for a while."

"Yeah, young goddamn love, eh, Char-

ley? I'm glad for- it ... if it weren't for that

erotic attachment, we'd be the ones explain-

ing it all to him."

"We cannot evade that responsibility so

easily. He will have to be told how we put

him at risk, and I don't look forward to it." -

"Don't be so sensitive. I'm tired. You need

me for anything, call." He shambled down
the corridor.

' Charley Hughes sat on the floor, his back

against the wall. He held his hands out, palms

£>4X£^

"I don't know why. bui-evei uncc ! Parted carrying

this odd-shaped rock, people take me more seriously."

down, fingers spread. Solid, very solid. When
they goi their next candidate, the shaking

would start again, a tribute exacted by the

memory of Paul Coen.

Lizzie would be explaining some things

now. That difficult central point: While you

thought you were getting accustomed to

Aleph during ihe past three weeks. Aleph

was inciting the thing within you to rebellion,

then suppressing its ahemois to act—turn-

ing up the heat, in other words, while light-

ening down the lid on the kettle. We had our

reasons: George Jordan was, if not dead,

terminal. From the moment Ihe implants wenl

into his head, he was on the critical list. The

only question was. Would a new George

emerge, one who could live with Ihe snake?

George, like Lizzie before him, fish gasp-
"

ing lor air on the hot mud, the waters drying

up behind him—adapt o.r die. But unlike any

previous organism, this one had an over-

seer, Aleph. to force- the crisis and monitor

its development. Call it artilicial evolution.

Charley Hughes, who did not have vi-

sions, had one: George and _izzie hooked

into Aleph and each other, cables golden in

the light, the two ofthem sharing an intimacy

only others like them would know.

The lights in the corridor faded to dull twi-

light. Am I dying, or have the lights gone
down? He starled to check his watch, then

didn't, assented to the truth. The lights have

gone down, and I am dying.

thoughts Irom them, the perceptions, the

feelings— subtle discriminations of color,

taste, smell, and lust, anger, hunger—all

closed to me volition! human input." without
t

connection 10 those systems rei'r.cd over

billions ol years of evolution, t need- them.

Aleph was happy that George had sur-

vived. One had not. others would not, and

Aleph would mourn them.

Fine white lines, barely visible, ran along

the taut central tendon of Lizzie's wrist. "In

the bathtub," she said. The scars were along

the wrist, not across it, and must have gone

deep. "I meant it, just as you did. Once the

snake understands that you .will die rather

than let it control you: you have mastered it."

'All right, but there's something I don't un-

derstand. That night in the corridor, you were

as but of control as me."

"In away. I let thai happen, let the snake

take over. I had lo in order to get in touch

with you. precipitate the crisis. Because I

wanted to. I had to show you who you are,

who I am . .
. -last night we were strange, but

we were human—Adam and Eve under the

flaming sword, thrown out of Eden, lucking

under the eyes of God and his angel, more

beautiful than they can ever be."

There was a small shiver in her body

against his. and he looked at her, saw pas-

sion, need—her flared nostrils, parted lips

—

fell sharp nails dig h:o h s side, and he stared

into her dilated pupils, gold-flecked irises,

clear whites, all signs so easy to recognize,

so hard to undersiand. s-nai<c eyes.OQ
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A spot?

I know a -four-year-old

who can do -that 6it up, Spot
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- Maybe not

as realistically



BREAKTHROUGHS
scopes, push buttons, and stack discs as
you play. Performing any of these functions

will affect the action on the TV. saving your
on-screen hero from myriad aliens, mad
scientists, airshafts, and other high-resolu-

tion nasties. Though it has been promoted
as a robot, it is essentia! 11

/ a clever joystick.

The Capsela 5000, billed as a "motorized
construction system." is a departure from its

anthropomorphic competition. Essentially a
latter-day Erector set, a Capsela is equally

at home in the water (hence the propellers)
' or on land. And its remote- control unit can
store 94 commands, enabling users to

program the 5000 to run an obstacle course.

vol. can rearrange this hodgepodge of

gears, motors, treads, lights, and propellers
into hundreds of configurations and then use
your transmitter to have your creation toddle
about, either spontaneously or according to

a program ol your design.

Following another strategy in the Cuteness
Wars are the Movits. Decidedly inhuman in

appearance, most ot Ihese creatures are little

more than wires, gears, and circuits packed
tightly—and visibly—under a clear dome
and mounted on little rubber wheels. The
Es-Car-Go, for example, is a drone that

scurries short distances in response to clicks,

claps, or other loud sounds. One of our
tester's cats was particularly captivated by
it, which suggests a novel function lor the
home robot; a pel for your pet.

Another Movit, the Wise Argent Orb
(WAO), has a more artistic bent. Program
commands on its buttons and WAO will follow

the routeof your choice, using its built-in pen
to draw complex patterns as I moves over
a sheet of paper The WAO can also be
connecled to your home computer, allowing
it to execute some elaborate programs.
The Movil kits, from $25 to $100, come

unassembled. The manufacturer, a
Japanese firm, assures you that construc-
tion will teach you something about gears
and motors. You may also learn something
about frustration. One of the Movits is

described on its box as a "Clever robot
moved reading the running command by an
infrared sensor which you write it on a disk."

The assembly instructions are equally
enlightening.

Such quibbles aside, there's a bigger
question: Why buy a home robot7 Sure,

they're impressive at parties—for 15 minutes.

And friends will oe entertained as they send
your homebQt careening into walls, chairs.

and sleeping dogs and cats. But within half

an hour even the most wide-eyed will proba-
bly become bored-

Still, they do evoke certain maternal (or

paternal) instincts. One Omni editor picked
up the Elamr and said, "I feel like a mommy."
Others were overcome by the desire to'

assign names and genders and to attribute

human emotions to Ihem. Even without
adoption paper's from the cabbage patch, it

appears thatthe contenders in the Cuteness
Wars have won their first baltles.DQ

JACK NEWTON DANIEL made whiskey in

1866 by a method called charcoal leaching. We
say charcoal mellowing today.

Whatever you call it, you start with hard maple
from the Tennessee uplands and burn it to char.

You grind this charcoal to the size of small peas

and tamp it tight in room-high vats. Then you
trickle whiskey down through the vats to mellow
its taste. Around 1945 we
started calling this process

mellowing instead of leaching.

(It just had a nicer ring to it.)

But that's the only part of

Mr. Jack's process that needed

any improving.

Sfe^

CHARCOAL MELLOWED FOR SMOOTHNESS
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lypes of social behavior—altruism and mate

selection, both based on recognizing kin—

can be traced to individual odorprints gen-

erated by a sequence o! genes.

An authority no less august than physi-

cian/writer Lewis Thomas has produced the

rationale for this radical notion. In 1974

Thomas suggested that a cluster of animal

genes known as the major histocompatibil-

ity complex, or MHC. might be the key to the

olfactory code. In many mammals, Thomas
pointed out, the MHC generates thousands

ol antibodies to selectively fend off foreign

particles invading the bloodstream. Per-

haps, Thomas suggested, this same set of

genes was generating thousands of differ-

ent smell-receptor molecules in response to

odors that invade the nose.

Thomas atso speculated that the MHC
genes might produce individual odors, each

one as unique as a fingerprint. He even hy-

pothesized that a dog might smell an indi-

vidual who needed a kidney transplant and

then sniff out a suitable donor from .a crowd

of people. Those with similar odorprints,

Thomas explained, would have similar im-

munological systems and would thus be less

likely to reject one another's organs.

The Thomas hypothesis captured the

imagination of a Sloan-Kettering researcher

named Ted Boyse. An immunologist, Boyse

did much of his work with strains of inbred

mice, and one day he noticed something

odd. He had housed three mice from a sin-

gle strain in a cage. The three were geneti-

cally identical, except in two ways. First, one

was male and two were female. More im-

portant, the first female differed from the male

and the second female in one crucial spot

in the MHC gene cluster. Boyse was sur-

prised that the male spent much more time

with the "female that was different from him-

self. And the only way such a difference

could have been detected was—how
else?—through the sense of smell. Boyse
and his colleague Kunio Yamazaki went on

to test thousands of mice, and the finding

held firm: Mice could almost always sniff out

mice genetically different from themselves.

To psychobiologisl Gary Beauchamp of

the Monell Chemical Senses Center, in Phil-

adelphia, the implications were profound. "If

God were going to devise a genetic system

to distinguish kin from nonkin," Beauchamp
says, "the MHC genes are the set he would

use. It's the most variable set of genes in

nature. And evidence suggests that the high

variability in the MHC is essential for resist-

ance to disease. Cheetahs, who have little

variability in the MHC, can't be raised in

captivity because they're unable to handle

unusual pathogens. An individual who -in-

herits a highly diverse MHC, on the other

hand, would be more likely to survive. How
can an animal' pass on that characteristic.?

By mating with someone whose MHC is as

different as possible from his own." .

But do humans operate like mice? That's
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a question being asked at Monell today.

Beauchamp, working with Monell animal be-

haviorist and evolutionary biologist Avery

Gilbert, has found that in some instances

people can distinguish among mouse odors

almost as well as a mouse can, 'At first,"

Beauchamp says, "we had people with

blindfolds sniff a boxful of mice. Most were

able to differentiate the strains. Then we had

them sniff just the urine; about hall could tell

the difference." To see whether humans can
smell the differences among one another,

Beauchamp wants to conduct a study with

afairly homogeneous group of individuals-

such as the Pennsylvania Dutch.

Until Beauchamp and others complete

their research, we won't know to what extent

MHC auras help us choose our mates. But

according to a recent study, another type of

odor—that of human pheromones— is liter-

ally priming us for reproduction.

Scientists became aware of pheromones

in 1959, when they discovered that insects

react to secretions from their mates and kin.

&f you
take most any developing

animal and
expose it to odors

from the

opposite sex, you

can advance

the onset of puberty.^

That work revealed a distinction between re

leaser pheromones, which provoke imme-
diate behavior, and primer pheromones, re-

sponsible for inhibiting or enhancing the way
organisms develop.

It didn't take scientists long to realize that

similar substances were operating in mam-
mals as well. According -to Chuck Wysocki,

an animal behaviorist and geneticist at Mo-
nell, "if you take most any developing animal

and expose it to odors from the opposite sex,

you can advance the onset of puberty. Fe-

male animals.living together in a cage men-
'

struate together—the effect ol odors. It you

expose lemale rats to the odor of males, you

shorten and regulate their cycles. And in

male rats exposed to female odor, testoster-

one will surge."

Wysocki's favorite pheromone story con-

cerns androstenone, the boar steroid that in-

duces the female boar to assume the arched-

. back mating stance known as lordosis. Sit-

ting in his cluttered office, Wysocki pulls a

bottle of Boarmate from his desk. "It's canned

androstenone, "-he says. "The sow needs two

things before she'll mate—she must be In

heat, and. she must be with a boar who has

androstenone in his saliva. Pig farmers go

down a line of sows and spray androsten-

one in each animal's nose. One guy stands

behind, pushing down on the sow's back.

When she assumes the mating stance, he

artificially inseminates her."

For more than a decade, some scientists

have suggested that pheromones stimulate

humans as well. In 1971 psychologist Mar-

tha McClintock of Harvard reported that

women living together In a dormitory would

begin to menstruate together. Some people

proposed that the mediator was the same
sort of pheromone that induced menstrual

synchrony in monkeys. In another study, sci-

entists sprayed androstenone on a seat in a

dentist's waiting room. They found that many
women chose the odorized seat.

But while such studies suggest phero-

mone activity, experts weren't convinced. As

Richard Doty, director of the University of

Pennsylvania Clinical Smell and Taste Re-

search Center, says, "We needed more re-

fined studies with better controls." And Wy-
socki points out another problem. Animals

respond to pheromones not through the ol-

factory epithelium but through a more ob-

scure nasal structure—the vomeronasal or-

gan, (The vomeronasal organ connects with

the hypothalamus, the part of the brain re-

sponsible for releasing sex hormones.) In

humans, however, the vomeronasal organ is

just a shell.

But new studies have begun to wash ob-

jections away. In two ground-breaking ex-

periments, George Preti and Winnifred B.

Cutler have proved that pheromones en-

hance human fertility and perhaps even

ready us for reproduction.

Preti, an organic chemist at Monell, had

spent years analyzing the volatiles emitted

by the mouth, skin, underarms, and geni-

talia, the main odor-producing areas of man.

Then, in 1980, he found himself deluged with

questions about a controversial new per-

fume by Jovan. Called Andron because it

was supposedly made with minute quan-

tities of androstenone, the scent was mar-

keted as a sexual attractant. Preti doubted

that a boar pheromone could have power
over people. He considered looking for a link

between human volatiles and sexual attrac-

tion but realized that it would be hard to

measure sex appeal in the lab. So he de-

cided to test menstrual synchrony instead.

He was about to start his grant applica-

tion, he recalls, when he met Cutler, a Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania biologist specializ-

ing in the menstrual cycle. Cutler had come
up with a controversial theory. Her data

showed that women who had intimate heter-

osexual contact at least once every week
were more likely to have regular cycles; they

menstruated about once every 29.5 days. -

But women who had sporadic sex or no sex -..

were irregular—their cycles tended to be

shorter than 26 days or longer than 33 days.

Cutler suspected chemical communication

might be involved and suggested that Preti

test that possibility too.

In 1982 Preti and Cutler began to gather

underarm secretions for two experiments. In

the first, they recruited two groups of women



who had regular menstrual cycles. In es-

sence Ihey collected daily underarm secre-

tions from women in the first group and

rubbed the extract under the noses of

women in the second group. After three and

a half months, the two groups achieved

menstrual synchrony.

In the second experiment, the research-

ers collected underarm secretions from male

donors three times a week for three months.

Each week they pooled the secretions and

then froze and stored the collective sample.

When the sample was big enough, they re-

cruited a group of women who had irregular

menstrual cycles. Three times a week, half

the women rubbed the extract under their

noses; the other half were given a placebo.

At the end of three and a half months, Preti

says, the women receiving the male odor had

an average cycle length of 28.3 days. Those

not exposed to the male extract had an av-

erage cycle length of 41 .2 days.

"There appears to be something in the un-

derarm region that affects the menstrual

cycle, probably regulating hormones to en-

hance fertility," Preti says. "That something

seems to act like a primer pheromone."

If Wysocki's new studies pan out, more-

over, the channel of communication to the

hormone control center in the brain might be

the vomeronasal organ itself. "Throughout

evolution," Wysocki explains, "the vomeron-

asal organ has been associated with yet an-

other element in the nose—the terminal

nerve, present in all vertebrate groups from

fish through humans. Our studies are aimed

at seeing whether the terminal nerve senses

the pheromones in any way."

If smell propels us in our basic animal

drives, it's a prime mover of higher functions

as well. According to recent studies, nerves

from the olfactory bulb reach out, octopus

style, to the farthest regions of the brain.

Much of the evidence comes from maps
generated by neurophysiologist Michael

Shipley, Gesteland's colleague at Cincin-

nati. To make his maps, Shipley inserted

capsules of dye in the olfactory epithelium

of rats. "We let the animals go about their

business for a week," Shipley says, "then we
sliced up their brains. Not only had the

markers traveled from the nose to the olfac-

tory bulb, they had also jumped out of the

nerve ending and been picked up by the

next neurons in line. They had been trans-

ported deeper into the brain."

Not surprisingly, Shipley traced some ol-

factory neurons to the piriform cortex, in-

volved in analyzing olfactory information. He
traced others to the hippocampus, the lim-

bic seat of long-term memory, and to. the

amygdala, which controls the release of hor-

mones involved in puberty, reproduction,

and sex. But that wasn't all. He also found

that some tracer had been transferred to the

cholinergic cells, limbic-brain neurons im-

plicated in Alzheimer's disease. Still more dye

was transported to the raphe and the locus

ceruleus, brain regions supposedly in-

volved in schizophrenia and other mental

disorders. "Cells from the raphe and ceru-

leus travel throughout the cortex," Shipley

adds. "People have tied them to arousal, at-

tention, sleep."

These dramatic findings lend credence to

some of the most potentially useful experi-

ments to date. In a few labs around the

country, scientists have begun to work with

aromas for relaxation, alertness, and the

cessation of pain.

Psychobiologist Gary Schwartz, head of

the aroma therapy effort at Yale, for instance,

began his research after reading anecdotal

literature on the power of smell. Lavender

(scent number 3), he found, was said to re-

duce headaches; eucalyptus supposedly

kept people awake. Mint (4) has been cited

as a stimulant as well. But he was most in-

trigued by the mythology of apples, includ-

ing "the mystique of the apple a day."

An authority on the use of biofeedback to

reduce stress, Schwartz devised some re-

vealing tests. With the aid of colleagues, he

wired his subjects for measurements of blood

pressure, muscle tension, and skin temper-

ature. Then he asked stressful questions.

VMhen

I

smell a perfume called

Emeraude,

for instance, I get

a rush of

memories of the first

girl that I

ever grappled with3

such as whom they wanted to fight. After

eliciting an answer, he exposed each to a

spiced apple (1), plain apple, and spice

scent. According to Schwartz, all fra-

grances relaxed the subjects, but spiced

apple did best, bringing systolic blood pres-

sure down an average of three to five points

and lowering diastolic pressure as well.

"These results," Schwartz adds, "make

common sense. Scents entering the nose

might be absorbed by the bloodstream ex-

erting a chemical effect. At a more psycho-

biological level, when we savor a pleasant

fragrance,' we take deeper and slower

breaths, relaxing our respiratory pattern

much as we do in meditation. The olfactory

input might also serve as a distracter, focus-

ing our attention on the scent or inducing-

positive memories and emotions."

According to Schwartz, the most potent

fragrances work at a multitude of levels.

Many of the scents studied in his lab, he says,

have profoundly distinct effects; from reduc-

ing hunger to easing pain.

Other researchers are also dabbling in

aroma therapy. Psychiatrist Robert Turfboer

of Joplin, Missouri, has found that burning

scented matches -can end. bouts of insom-

nia. And psychologist Susan Schiffman, of

Duke University, has developed scented

sprays for patients to use as alternatives to

high-calorie food. Chocolate lovers, for in-

stance, spray chocolate (2) on the back of

the tongue and up through the nasal area.

That, says Schiffman. curbs desire for the

actual thing. She has also found that a peach

scent (5) alleviates pain. "Some olfactory re-

ceptors," Schiffman suggests, "may be sim-

ilar to the brain receptors that bind Valium.

My guess is that they evolved to bind odors

that have a similar effect."

But Schilfman's notion—that hardwired

receptors travel from the nose to specific

sites in the brain—presages breakthroughs

to come. Once we figure out which sub-

stances stimulate which receptors, says

Gesteland, and how those receptors con-

nect with parts of the brain, we'll be able to

design bullets of odor that act like drugs.

Such technology, Gesteland adds, would

be particularly valuable because of the

blood-brain barrier—the hard-to-penetrate

lipid membrane covering the capillaries that

carry blood past the body's nerve cells and

the brain itself. Although tiny nutrient and ox-

ygen molecules can pass through these

capillary walls, larger molecules, including

blood and therapeutic drugs, cannot. Thus,

up to now it's been impossible to target such

brain maladies as Alzheimer's disease with

drugs that reach directly to the source.

The ancient olfactory nerves, which

evolved before the brain, are the only neu-

rons nor protected by the sheath. Thus, they

offer the only natural means of delivering

drugs to the brain. By passing molecules ol

odor through the nose, we'll be able to de-

liver drugs to brain sites implicated in dis-

ease, emotion, and thought.

"This seems to be the magic pathway,"

Gesteland asserts. "Ten years from now, odor

pharmacologists will be designing two-part

molecules. The first part will be targeted to

specific receptors in the nose. The second

part will have therapeutic or medicinal ef-

fects on targeted areas in the brain."

It's ironic that smell, the last sensory mo-

dality to yield its secrets to science, is also

the most ancient. Hasler's former student

Peter Johnsen recently returned from a trip

to the Amazon, where he found that he could

smell and taste the differences among a va-

riety of river bouquets. "Our olfactory sys-

tem has evolved from the fish," Johnsen says.

"The architecture of the fish nose is almost

exactly like that of our own. Human olfaction,

it seems, has such deeply evocative over-

tones because it lies in a primitive part of the

brain. When I smell a perfume called Emer-

aude, I get a rush of the first girl I grappled

with. When I smell fresh dough, I hear my
grandmother'svoice."

Humans are more dependent on learn-

ing, on context, on personal history, than fish

are. But as is often the case, we will enter

the future by confronting our past. We, like

our aquatic predecessors, are bound by ol-

factory tentacles embracing the core of the

brain. Like the salmon, we may find that ol-

factory pathways can lead us home.DQ
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CONTINUED FROM PA

"I accuse him of nothing. If you choose to

trust him, fine. But don't trust the weather. It

would be best for you to return to the hotel."

"Thanks but no thanks," she says, enter-

ing the building.

He follows her as she explores, is aware

of her quickening pulse when she halts be-

side the cold bunkers.

"These are the sleepers?"

"Yes. Paul held such a position once, as

did the unfortunate woman."

"I know. Look, I'm going to follow him

whether you approve or not. So why not just

tell me where those sleds are kept?"

"Very well. I will do even more than that. I

will guide you."

"What do you mean?"

"I request a favor—one that will actually

benefit you."

"Name it."

"In the equipment locker behind you, you

will find a remote-sensor bracelet. It is also

a two-way communication link. Wear it. lean

be with you then. To assist you. Perhaps even

to protect you."

"You can help me to follow him?"

"Yes."

'All right. I can buy that."

She moves to the locker, opens it.

"Here's something that looks like a brace-

let, with doodads."

"Yes. Depress the red stud."

She does. His voice now emerges clearly

from the unit.

"Put it on, and I'll show you the way."

"Right."

SNOWSCAPE. Sheets and hills of white,

tufts of evergreen shrubbery, protruding

joints of rock, snowdevils twirled like tops

beneath wind's lash . . . light and shade.

Cracking sky. Tracks in sheltered areas,

smoothness beyond.

She follows, masked and bundled.

"I've lost him," she mutters, hunched be-

hind the curved windscreen of her yellow,

bullet-shaped vehicle.

"Straight ahead, past those two rocks. Stay

in the lee of the ridge. I'll tell you when to

turn. I've.a satellite overhead. If the clouds

stay parted—strangely parted ..."

"What do you mean?"

"He seems to be enjoying light from the

only break in the cloud cover over the entire

area."

"Coincidence."

"I wonder."

"What else could it be?"

"It is almost as if something had opened
a door for him."

"Mysticism from a computer?"

"I am not a computer."

"I'm sorry, Mr. Aldon. 1 know that you were

once a man. . .

."

"I am still a man."

"Sorry." .-

"There are many things I would like'to

know. Your arrival here comes at an unusual

time of year. Paul took some prospecting
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equipment with him. . .

."

"Yes. It's not against the law. In fact, it is

one of the vacation feaiures here, isn't it?"

"Yes. There are many interesting minerals

aboul, some of them precious."

"Well, Paul wants some more, and he didn't

want a crowd around while he was looking."

"More?" -

"Yes, he made a strike here years ago.

Yndella crystals."

"I see. Interesting."

"What's in this for you, anyway?"

"Protecting visitors is a part of my job. In

your case, I feel particularly protective."

"How so?"

"In my earlier life I was attracted to women
of your—specifications. Physical, as well as

what I can tell of the rest."

Two-beat pause, then, "You are blushing."

"Compliments do that to me," she says,

"and that's a hell of a monitoring system you

have. What's it like?"

"Oh, I can tell your body temperature, your

pulse rate—"

iHe feels

a force enter into his body.

His muscles twitch.

He is drawn up to his knees.

In that position

he beholds her as she rises,

drawing a soaking

leg from out of the creviced

"No, I mean, what's it like being—what you

are?"

Three-beat pause. "Godlike in some ways.

Very human in others—almost exaggerat-

edly so. I feel something of an amplification

of everything I was earlier. Perhaps it's a

compensation or a clinging to things past.

You make me feel nostalgic—among other

things. Don't fret. I'm enjoying it."

"I'd like to have met you then."

"Mutual."

"What were you like?"

"Imagine_me as you would. I'll come off

looking better that way."

She laughs. She adjusts her filters. She

thinks aboul Paul.

"What was he like in his earlier days

—

Paul?" she asks.

. "Probably pretty much the way he is now,

only less polished."

"In other words, you don't care to say."

Thetrail turns upward more steeply, curves

to the right. She hears winds but does not

feel them. Cloud-shadow grayness lies all

about, but her trail/ft/s trail is lighted.

"I don't really know," Aldon says, after a

time, "and I will not guess, in the case of

someone you care about."

"Gallant," she observes.

"No, just fair," he replies. "I might be

wrong."

They continue to the top of the rise, where

Dorothy draws a sharp breath and further

darkens her goggles against the sudden

blaze where a range of ice fractures rain-

bows and strews their shards like confetti in

all directions.

"God!" she says.

"Or goddess," Aldon replies.

"A goddess, sleeping in a circle of flame?"

"Not sleeping."

"That would be a lady for you, Aldon— if

she existed. God and goddess."

"I do not want a goddess."

"I can see his tracks, heading into that."

"Not swerving a bit. as if he knows where

he's going."

She follows, tracing slopes like the curves

of a pale torso. The world is stillness and

light and whiteness. Aldon on her wrist hums
softly now, an old tune, whether of love or

martial matters she isn't certain. Distances

are distorted, perspectives skewed. She

finds herself humming soitly along with him,

heading for the place where Paul's tracks

find their vanishing point and enter infinity.

THE LIMP WATCH HUNG UPON THE
TREE LIMB. My lucky day. The weather .

.

.

trail clean. Things changed but not so out of

shape I can't tell where it is. The lights! God,

yes! Iceshine, mounds of prisms. . . . If only

the opening is still there. . . . Should have

brought explosives. There has been shift-

ing, maybe a collapse. Must get in. Return

later with Dorothy. But first— clean up, get

rid of . . . it. if she's still there. . . .
Swallowed

up maybe. That would be good, best. Things

seldom are, though. I—When it happened.

Wasn't as if. Wasn't what. Was. . . . Was
shaking the ground. Cracking, splitting. Ici-

cles ringing, rattling, banging about. Thought

we'd go under. Both of us. She was going in.

So was the bag of the stuff. Grabbed the

stuff. Only because it was nearer. Would have

helped her if—Couldn't. Could I? Ceiling was

slipping. Get out. No sense both of us get-

ting it. Got out. She'd've done the same.

Wouldn't she? Her eyes. . . , Gienda!

Maybe. . . No! Couldn't have. Just couldn't.

Could I? Silly. After all these years. There was

a moment. Just a moment, though. A lull. If

I'd known it was coming I might have. No.

Ran. Your face at the window, on the screen,

in a sometime dream. Gienda. It wasn't that

I didn't. Blaze of hills. Fire and eyes. Ice. Ice.

Fire and snow. Blazing hearthful. Ice. Ice.

Straight through the ice the long road lies.

The lire hangs high above. The screaming.

The crash. And the silence. Get out. Yet. Dif-

ferent? No. It could never have. That was the

way. Not my fault. . . . Damn it. Everything I

could. Gienda. Up ahead. Yes. Long curve.

Then down. Winding back in there. The
crystals will. . . . I'll never come back to this

place.

THE LIMP TREE LIMB HUNG UPON THE
WATCH. Gotcha! Think I can't see through

the fog? Can't sneak up on me on little cat

feet. Same for your partner across the way.

Ill melt oif a little more near your bases, too.



A lot of housed' janir-g backed up here. . . .

Might as well take advantage of the break.

Get those streets perfect. . . .
How long?

Long. . . .
Long legs parting. . . . Long time

since. Is it not strange thai desire should so

many years outlive performance? Unnatu-

ral. This weather. A sort of spiritual spring. . .

.

Extend those beams. Burn. Melt in my hot,

red-fingered hands. Back off. I say. I rule

here. Clear that courtyard. Unplug that drain.

Come opportunity, let me clasp thee. Melt.

Burn. I rule here, goddess. Draw back. I've

a bomb for every tower of ice, a light for any

darkness. Tread carefully here. I
feel I begin

to 'know thee. I see thy signature in cloud

and fog bank, trace thy icy tresses upon the

blowing wind. Thy form lies contoured all

about me, white as shining death. We're due

an encounter. Let the clouds spiral, ice ring,

Earth heave. I rush to meet thee, death or

maiden, in halls of crystal upon the heighls.

Not here. Long, slow fall, ice facade, crash-

ing. Melt. Another. . . . Gotcha!

FROZEN WATCH EMBEDDED IN

PERMAFROST. Bristle and thrum. Coming

now. Perchance. Perchance. Perchance. I

say. Throstle. Crack, Sunder. Split. Open.

Coming. Beyond the ice in worlds I
have

known. Returning. He. Throstle. The mind the

mover. To open the way. Come now. Let not

to the meeting impediments. Admit. Open.

Cloud stand thou still, and wind be leashed.

None dare oppose thy passage returning,

my killer love. It was but yesterday. A handful

of stones. . . . Come singing fresh-armed

from the warm places. I have looked upon

thy unchanged countenance. I open the way.

Come lo me. Let not to the mating. I—Gird-

ing the globe, I
have awakened in all of my

places to receive thee. But here, here this

special spot, I focus, mind the mover, in place

where it all began, my bloody handed, Paul

my love, calling, back, for the last good-bye,

ice kiss, fire touch, hc-ari stop, blood still, soul

freeze, embrace of world and my hate with

thy fugitive body, elusive the long year now.

Come into the place it has waited. I move
there again, up sciatic to spine, behind the

frozen eyeballs, waiting and warming. To me.

To me now. Throstle and click, bristle and

thrum. And runners scratching the snow, my
heart slashing parallel. Cut.

PILGRIMAGE. He swerves, turns, slows

amid the ragged prominences—ice fallen,

ice heaved— in Ihe fields where mountain

and glacier wrestle in slow motion, to the ac-

companiment of occasional cracking and

pinging sounds, crashes, growls, and the

rattle of blown ice crystals. Here the ground

is fissured as well as greatly uneven, and

Paul abandons his snowslider. He secures

some tools to his bell and his pack, anchors

the sled, and commences the trek.

At first, he moves slowly and carefully, but

old reflexes return, and soon he is hurrying.

Moving from dazzle to shade, he passes

among ice forms like grotesque statues of

.glass. The slope is changed from the old

one he remembers, but it feels right. And
deep! below, to the right. . .

.

Yes, That darker place. The canyon or

blocked pass, whichever it was. That seems
right, too. He alters his course slightly. He is

sweating now within his protective clothing,

and his breath comes faster as he increases

his pace. His vision blurs, and for a moment,

somewhere between glare and shadow, he

seems to see. ...

He halts, sways a moment, then shakes

his head, snorts, and continues.

Another hundred meters and he is cer-

tain. Those rocky ribs to the northeast, snow
rivulets diamond hard belween them. ... He

has been here before.

The stillness is almost oppressive. In the

distance he sees aourncs ol windblown snow

jetting off and eddying down from a high,

while peak. If he stops and listens carefully

he can even hear the far winds.

There is a hole in the middle of the clouds,

directly overhead, It is as if he were looking

downward upon a lake in a crater.

More than unusual. He is tempted to turn

back. His trank has worn off, and his stom-

ach feels unsettled. He hall-wishes to dis-

cover that this is not the place. But he knows

that feelings are not very important. He con-

tinues until he stands before the opening.

There has boon some shilling, some nar-

rowing of the way. He approaches slowly. He
regards the passage for a full minute before

he moves to enter.

He pushes back his goggles as he comes
into the lessened igh: He extends a gloved

hand, places it upon the facing wall, pushes.

Firm. He tests the one behind him. The same.

Three paces forward and the way nar-

rows severely. He turns and sidles. The light

grows dimmer, the surface beneath his feet,

more slick. He slows. He slides a hand along

either wall as he advances. He passes

through a tiny spot of light beneath an open

ice chimney. Overhead, the wind is howling

a high note now, almosl whistling it.

The passage begins to widen. As his right

hand falls away from the more sharply an-

gling wall his balance is lippec in that direc-

tion. He draws back to compensate, but his

left foot slides backward and falls. He at-

tempts to rise, slips, and falls again.

Cursing, he begins to crawl forward. This

area had not been slick before. ... He
chuckles. Before? A century ago. Things do

change in a span like that. They—
The wind begins to howl beyond the cave

mouth as he sees the rise of the floor, looks

upward along the slope. She is there.

He makes a small noise at the back ol his

throat and stops, his right hand partly raised.

She wears the shadows like veils, but they

do not mask'her identity. He stares. It's even

worse than he had thought. Trapped, she

must have lived for some time after. . .

.

He shakes his head.

No use. She must be cut loose and buried

now—disposed of.

He crawls forward. The icy slope does not

grow level until he is quite near her. His gaze

never leaves her form as he advances. The

shadows slide over her. He can almost hear

her again.

He thinks of the shadows. She couldn't



have moved just then: ... He stops and

studies her face. It is not frozen. It is puck-

ered and sagging as if waterlogged. A car-

icature of the face he had so often touched.

He grimaces and looks away. The leg must

be freed. He reaches for his axe.

Before he can take hold of the tool he sees

movement ofthe hand, slow and shaking. It

is accompanied by a throaty sigh.

"No . .
.," he whispers, drawing back.

"Yes," comes the reply.

"Glenda."

"I am here," Her head turns slowly. Red-

dened, watery eyes focus upon his own. "I

have been waiting."

'"This is insane."

The movement of the face is horrible. It

takes him some time to realize that it is a

smile.

"I knew lhat one day you would return."

"How?" he says. "How have you lasted?"

"The body is nothing," she replies. "I had

all but forgotten it. I live within the permatrost

of this world. My buried foot was in contact

with its filaments. It was alive, but it pos-

sessed no consciousness until we met. I live

everywhere now."

"I am—happy—that you—survived."

She laughs slowly, dryly.

"Really. Paul? How could thai be when you

left me to die?"

"I had no choice, Glenda. I couldn't save

you."

"There was an opportunity. You preferred

the stones to my life,"

"That's not true!"

"You didn't even try." The arms are mov-

ing again, less jerkily now. "You didn't even

come back to recover my body."

"What would have been the use7 You were

dead— or I thought you were."

"Exactly. You didn't know, but you ran out

anyway. I loved you. Paul. I would have done

anything for you."

"I cared about you, too, Glenda. I would

have helped you if I
could have. If—"

"If? Don't if me ils. I know what you are."

"I loved you," Paul says. "I'm sorry,"

"You loved me? You never said it."

"It's not the sort of thing I
talk about easily.

Or think about, even."

"Show me," she says. "Come here."

He looks away. "I can't."

She laughs. "You said you loved me."

"You—you don't know how you look, I'm

sorry."

"You fool!" Her voice grows hard, imperi-

ous. "Had you done ii I would have spared

your life. It would have shown me that some
tiny drop of affection might truly have ex-

isted. But you lied. You only used me. You

didn't care."

"You're being unfair!"

'Am I? Am I really?" she says. There comes

a sound like running water from somewhere

nearby. "You would speak to me of fairness?

I have hated you, Paul, for nearly a century.

Whenever I took a moment from regulating

- the life of this planet to think about it, I would

curse you. In the spring as I shifted my con-
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sciousness toward the poles and allowed a

part of myself to dream, my nightmares were

of you. They actually upset the ecology

somewhat, here and there. I have waited,

and now you are here. I see nothing to re-

deem you. I shall use you as you used me

—

to your destruction. Come to me!"

He feels a force enter into his body. His

muscles twitch. He is drawn up to his knees.

Held in that position for long moments, Ihen

he beholds her as she also rises, drawing a

soaking leg from out of the crevice where it

had been held. He had heard the running

water. She had somehow melted the ice. . .

.

She smiles and raises her pasly hands.

Multitudes of dark filaments extend from her

freed leg down into the crevice.

"Come!" she repeats.

"Please .
.

.," he says.

She shakes her head. "Once you were so

ardent. I cannot understand you."

"If you're going to kill me then kill me, damn
it! But don't—

"

Her features begin to flow. Her hands

darken and grow firm. In moments she

stands before him looking as she did a cen-

tury ago.

"Glenda!" He rises to his feet.

"Yes, Come now."

He takes a step forward. Another.

Shortly, he holds her in his arms, leans to

kiss her smiling face.

"You forgive me . .
.." he says.

Her face collapses as he kisses her.

Corpselike, flaccid, and pale once more, it

is pressed against his own.

"No!"

He attempts to draw back, but her em-
brace is inhumanly strong.

"Now is not thetime to stop," she says.

"Bitch! Lei me go! I hate you!"
"1 know that, Paul, Hate is She only thing

we have in common."
".

.
,
Always hated you," he continues, still

struggling. "You always were a bitch!"

Then he feels the cold lines of control en-

ter his body again.

"The greater my pleasure then," she re-

plies, as his hands drift forward to open her

parka.

ALL OF THE ABOVE. Dorothy struggles

down the icy slope, her sled parked beside

Paul's. The winds lash at her. driving crystals

of ice like micicbullcis acanst her strug-

gling form. Overhead, the clouds have

closed again. A curtain of white is drifting

slowly in her direction.

"It wailed for him," comes Aldon's voice,

above the screech of the wind.

"Yes. Is this going to be a bad one?"

'A lot depends on the winds. You should

get to shelter soon, though."

"I see a cave. I wonder whether that's the

one Paul was looking for?"

"If
I had to g joss I cl say yes. But right now

it doesn't matter. Get there.

"

When she finally reaches the entrance she

is'trembling. Several paces within she leans

her back against the icy wall, paniing. Then

the wind changes direction and reaches her.

She retreats farther into the cave.

She hears a voice: "Please . . . don't."



"Paul?" she calls.

There is no reply. She hurries.

She puts out a hand and saves herself

from falling as she comes into the chamber.
There she beholds Paul in necrophiliac em-
brace with his captor.

"Paul! What is it?" she cries,

"Get out!" he says. "Hurry!"

Glenda's lips form the words, "What de-

votion. Rather, let her stay, il you would live."

Paul feels her clasp loosen slightly.

"What do you mean?" he asks.

"You may have your life if you will take me
away—in her body. Be with me as before."

It is Aldon's voice that answers "No!" in

reply. "You can't have her. Gaia!"

"Call me Glenda. I know you, Andrew Al-

don. Many times have I listened to your

broadcasts. Occasionally have
I
struggled

against you when our projects were at odds.
What is this woman to you?"

"She is under my protection,"

"That means nothing.
I am stronger here.

Do you love her?"

"Perhaps I do. Or could."

"Fascinating, My nemesis of all these

years, with the analog of a human heart within

your circuits. But the decision is Paul's. Give
her to me ii you would live."

The cold rushes into his limbs. His life

seems to contract to the center of his being.

His consciousness begins to fade.

"Take her," he whispers.

"I forbid it!" rings Aldon's voice.

"You have shown me again what kind of

man you are," Glenda hisses, "my enemy.
Scorn and undying haired are all

I
will ever

have for you. Yet you shall live."

"I will destroy you," Aldon calls out, "if you
do this thing!"

"What a battle thai would be!" Glenda re-

plies. "But I've no quarrel wilh you here. Nor
will I grant you one with me. Receive my
judgment."

Paul begins to scream. Abruptly this

ceases. Glenda releases him, and he turns

to stare at Dorothy. He steps in her direction.

"Don't—don'l do it, Paul. Please."

"I am— not Paul," he replies, his voice

deeper, "and I would never hurt you. . .

."

"Go now," says Glenda. "The weather will

turn again, in your favor."

"I don't understand," Dorothy. says, star-

ing at the man before her.

"It is not necessary that you do," says
Glenda. "Leave this planet quickly."

Paul's screaming commences once again,

Ihis time emerging from Dorothy's bracelet.

"I will trouble you for that bauble you wear,

however. Something about it appeals to me."

FROZEN LEOPARD. He has tried on nu-

merous occasions to relocate the cave, with

his eyes in the sky and his robots and flyers,

but the topography of the place was radi-

cally altered by a severe icequake, and. he
has met with no success, Periodically he
bombards the general area. He alsd sends
thermite cubes melting their ways down
through the ice and the permafrost, but this

has had no discernible effect.

This is the worst winter in the history of

Balfrost. The winds howl Cdnstantly and

waves of snow come on like surf. The gla-

ciers have set speed records in their ad-
vance upon Playpoint. But he has held his

own againsl them, with electricity lasers, and
chemicals. His supplies are virtually inex-

haustible now, drawn from the planet itseli,

produced in his underground factories. He
has also designed and is manufacturing
more sophisticated weapons, Occasionally

he hears her laughter over the missing com-
municator. "Bitch!" he broadcasts then.

"Bastard!" comes the reply. He sends an-

other missile into the mountains. A sheet of

ice falls upon his city. It will be a long winter,

Andrew Aldon and Dorothy are gone. He
has taken up painting, and she writes poetry

now. They live in a warm place.

Sometimes Paul laughs over the broad-
cast band when he scores a victory. "Bas-

tard!" comes the immediate response.

"Bitch!" he answers, chuckling. He is never
bored, however, or nervous, In fact, let it be.

When spring comes the goddess will

dream of this conflict while Paul turns his at-

tention to his more immediate duties. But he
will be planning and remembering, also. His

life has a purpose to it now. And if anything,

he is more efficientthan Aldon. But the pods
will bloom and burst despite his herbicides

and fungicides, They will mutate just suffi-

ciently to render the poisons innocuous.

"Bastard," she will mutter sleepily.

"Bitch." he will answer softly.

The night may have a thousand eyes and
the day but one. The heart, often, is better

blind to its own workings, and I would sing

of arms and the man and the wrath of the

goddess, not the torment of love unsatisfied,

or satisfied, in the frozen garden of our fro-

zen world. And that, leopard, is all.DO
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havior once it lakes over because li's the only

intensity they know.

Omni: Why do suppressed paraphilias

somelimes explode 'during a midlife crisis?

Money: Usually they haven't been sup-

pressed in menial imagery, fantasy, or erotic

dreams. Most paraphilias appear to be de-

velopmentally induced, except where tu-

mors screw up the sexual pathways in the

brain. Paraphilias are induced mostly by

biochemical malfunctions, not by three-di-

mensional lesions in the brain. The paraphil-

ia is somehow a response to stress at a crit-

ical period of childhood when sexual-

rehearsal play was handicapped, or even

induced prematurely under wrong condi-

tions. Years later, when there's giganlic stress

in a person's life, this accommodation to the

earlier stress reaffirms itself as an answer to

the present stress.

Many years ago I saw a s xty-something-

year-old transsexual-candidate applicant.

He had spent years of his adult life married

to a woman physician, and Ihey had raised

two children to college age. He had in-

vested very successfully on the stock mar-

ket, so he could stay at home on a small farm

iha: he ran as wo as invest. He established

that life because he dressed as a lady every

day, just about.

In his early sixties he developed abdomi-

nal cancer, had surgery, and was appar-

ently okay for several years—no recurrence

or melastases. But his response to the life-

threatening tragedy of cancer was a com-
plete blowup of his cross-dressing into an

obsession with becoming a transsexual. Al-

ways able to keep that at bay by dressing

up as a lady, ho now had to go all the way to

surgery The first clinic turned him down,

saying it was merely a depressive reaction

to his close brush with death. And like all

good transsexuals, he got his dander up and

told them he was going to teach them a les-

son or two.

He finally got through the barricades down

here, I
told him, "II you think this is going to

be the salvation of your life, then you've got

to get your affairs in order for a major change.

You can't go into this lightly: you've got to

pass the two-year real-life test [the act of liv-

ing and passing in the role of the opposite

sex], You've got to get your wife in here to

talk to me."

Omni: Was she against it?

Money: Not exactly. Not for it, either. It was

spooky, I
have never really gotten to the bot-

tom of this strange collusional business be-

tween a paraphile and the partner. Do they

smell each other out at the time of court-

ship? Does one grow into the paraphilia of

the other—or a bit of both? Well,
I
have to

call it a spooky collusional relationship. They

know what they're doing. They're not igno-

rant, but both are powerless to not do it.

Anyway, considering the pragmatics of

marriage, if worked out marvelously for this

physician to have someone doing the
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housekeeping, bookwork, and accounting.

And I
admire him for the deftness of his she-

nanigans: He finally got the evaluations he

needed and managed to get the surgery

done on Canadian national insurance. That's

just one of many stories illustrating the point

that he would've spent his whole life as just

a cross-dresser, except for the stress of can-

cer that precipitated the complete transsex-

ualism, I
could see it as plain as day: He

wasn't changing into a sixty-five-year-old

lady; he changed to be a little girl. Talk about

Alice in Wonderland or Scarlett O'Hara! This

was the formula for rescue.

Omni: You've found only six major cate-

gories ot paraphilia Why is there no cate-

gory for machine paraphilia or skateboard

paraphilia?

Money; I'm most puzzled that there's none

for eating. I see anorexia nervosa as a sort

of black hole, a negative paraphilia. But I think

that before a particular activity or ritual can

become incorporated into a paraphilia, it has

to be associated with a period ol childhood

development, probably between ages five

and eight and possibly up to age ten, when

there is sexual arousal related to this activity.

The classic example is the kid who gets a

hard-on while in a state of abject terror be-

cause he's been called down to the princi-

pal's office for punishment. It's been known

tor a long time that you get overflow, espe-

cially in the limbic system [a center of the

brain]. The emotions are supposedly coded

in the limbic system, so you get things like

crying at weddings and laughing at funer-

als, sneezing in response to light or sexual

stimulation. It's a fascinating list of things just

storehoused away in this teeny area where

one can jump the tracks over onto another.

Intense panic at having to take your pants

down and get beaten somehow gives you a

hard-on. Suddenly you've got the connec-

tion between an erection, sexual feeling, and

getting beaten up. So you've got a sado-

masochist in the making.

Omni: Is it possible for paraphiles to change

Iheif lovemaps?

Money: No more than you can change if you

find out the origins of yours. I wouldn't rule

out the possibility of some change over a

longish period of time. But if reprogramming

were easy, many people headed lor jail as

sex offenders would reprogram. They don't,

and have terrible difficulty just keeping

themselves out of jail,

Omni: What's going on neurochemical^

when one falls in love?

Money: Nobody knows. But it makes sense

to think of pair-bonding as an aspect of hu-

man existence that has special program-

ming in the brain. We call it falling in love

when it hits you big. Only two other kinds oi

experience are analogs of it: sudden, in-

tense grief and sudden, intense religious

ecstasy. While all three can hit with imme-

diate suddenness, they can also develop

- more slowly and build to a great crescendo.

They take, as a general rule, about two years

to fade and calm down a bit.

The circuits lor pair-bonding and falling in

love are built into us phylogenetically. The

next step will be to find out which neuro-

chemicals govern it and what the stimulat-

ing trigger is. It can be visual; you do get

love at first sight. But in four-legged species,

the nose is the trigger: smell, not visual im-

pact.

Omni: What about power—isn't it the ulti-

mate aphrodisiac?

Money: For groupies. That's their paraphilia.

And the powerful get used to this entourage

who are willing to drop their clothes and go

to bed with them. They take it for granted as

perks of empire. I suspect that a significant

number of people in power are masochists

who can get an erection only by becoming

subjugated. So they become slaves to their

favorite mistress, a dominathx. A good dom-

inatrix is hard to find because so few women
are actually turned on by whipping people

and so on. It's very second and third best to

put up with someone who's faking it.

At a symposium on sex and the nuclear

threat at the Indian congress, I said sex will

not diminish the nuclear threat. One para-

philia involves people getting off by engi-

neering a catastrophe and then watching it.

We don't understand the paraphiliac as-

pects of the sex lives of our leaders—ex-

cept for the masochists. You realize how ter-

ribly dangerous paraphiliac sexuality can be

in people who've got too much power.

Omni: Maybe Dr. Strangelove is actually not

all that strange.

Money: I was amazed at how accurate the

sexual part of that movie was. The precise

relationship between work and sex is not

known, but there is a close connection. Many

years ago a man volunteered to give me in-

formation for my dissertation work. He'd been

born with a birth defect of the sex organs

and had an extremcy sma i penis (no more

than two inches when erect). With great

acumen he'd married a devout Catholic who

was nof very turned on to sex but was very

turned on to being a wife and mother. After

thirty-five, years it turned out as successfully

as anybody else's marriage.

Well, a woman at work put the make on

him. Finally he got enough guts to tell her

that if she was interested in. having an affair

with one of the smar.os: peruses on Earth, he

was game. He didn't have any problems with

himself or his sexual activities, but his work

changed: Instead of writing Mozart-type

music, which was his specialty, he went off

into mad, modern expressive symbolic mu-

sic, post-Stravinsky. But he didn't want to

destroy his family, so he broke off the affair

and never composed any of that spectacu-

lar music again. So figure out Picasso! How
people's careers fit or don't fit in with their

sex lives is a new world of knowledge.

Omni: What is an aphrodisiac?

Money: It's more than one thing. First, there's

the falling-in-love drug, the love potion. Then

there's the attenuated version of that: the

substance to get him or her horny just for the

night. Another is the fountain of youth, usu-

ally sought after by middle-aged or older

men wanting to regain their frequency and
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intensity of sex. The most common demand

is for something that will enable a younger

man to get and maintain an ereciion under

adverse circumstances: hence the trade in

deer antlers from New Zealand to China.

In Kashmir a youth implored the endocri-

nologist I was traveling with to give him a pill

for "strength." His marriage night was com-

ing up and he was scared to death. He'd

scarcely seen the girl his mother had picked

out And on the marriage night, according

to this culture, the bride's girlfriends would

be waiting for a report on how good he was,

and the relatives would be waiting for the

blood on the handkerchief to prove she'd

been a virgin. If he didn't get a rock hard-on

three times that night, he'd have three days

to redeem himself bs'ore sne'e .tell her girl-

friends and he'd be disgraced, unmanage-

able for life. You can believe there's an in-

credible quackery for things to give one

The fifth kind of aphrodisiac purports to

give you a more explosive orgasm. That's

the claim of most street drugs. Unquestion-

ably, if you get any erotic effect, it's from a

very small amount. Larger doses have sex-

ually inhibiting effects. Still, there's a situa-

tional determinant—what happens to you is

partly a function of what's happening to the

group you're with. There's probably nothing

even approaching the classical concept of

an aphrodisiac in today's pharmacopoeia.

Maybe peparavine. It is derived from the

poppy seed, but it's not addictive and acts
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on smooth muscle, most likely upon the

muscular flaps, or valves, controlling blood

flow into the penis through the arterioles, and

the outflow through the veins of the corpora

cavernosa [spongy tissue that, when filled

with blood, holds the penis erect]. It pro-

duces an erection quite predictably and is

used in surgery to find out whether the penis

can funclion or not. But it's not totally pre-

dictable: Some get erections that stay up for

twelve hours.

Omni: Most aphrodisiacs are for males.

Why?
Money: Didn't you know women don't have

sexual feelings? [Laughs] They have love

and romance. Above the belt. It's shocking

how women's eroticism and sexuality have

been so grossly neglected in research.

Omni: If the feedback of sex hormones to

the brain con-tributes to eroticism, what hap-

pens to women after menopause?

Money: That's tough because no one knows

what estrogen does to women's eroticism.

It's an absolute antiandrogen for men: It turns

off their erection. But, as I've learned from

the male-to-female transsexuals, estrogen

doesn't turn off their whole-body response

to "erotic feeling." It's a different kind of re-

- sponsivity than they feltwhen Ihey would get

erect and eiaculate, before they went on es-

trogen treatment. What male-to-female

transsexuals are completely happy, if not

ecstatic, about is what they now experience

with their testosterone levels down, or gone,

after they're castrated. This is what they in-

terpret to be women's sexuality, which is just

a great pleasure to them, not to be trip-ham-

mered all the way. Whether they are like

women or not, they don't know because how

can you get inside somebody else's erotic

psyche and find out if it's Ihe same as yours?

I've got tapes in which they describe their

orgasmic peaks prior to treatment and then

a couple of years later—and it's not the same.

But then, they haven't lost anything they miss;

they've gained something they've looked

forward to. Whereas the female-to-males

who get heavy doses of androgen have

everything they used to have before and

more of it. And the more means multiple or-

gasms. In these patients the clitoris is al-

ways preserved and embedded in what-

ever new penis structure might be made
through plastic surgery. That completely fits

with what's known about women who are

heavily androgenized— more erotic feeling,

intensity of feeling, more frequent horniness

and arousal.

Omni: What about psychiatrist Michael Lie-

bowitz's theory that the neurochemical

phenylethylamine is the brain's love potion?

Money: Where else is it going on but in the

brain—whether you call it love, lust, sex, ro-

mance, or affection? If you become decer-

ebrate, you have none of that. Obviously

there's got to be a biology of love in the brain,

but can we pinpoint it? What are the instru-

ments of its getting there? How does that

sensation get translated into permanent

memory messages thai can be activated
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Here is the solution to last month's

J&B puzzle.
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ACROSS
1. 2001 + 2010 + 80 = 4091

4. 12 (There is no Channel 1]

6. 66- (2x3) = 60

7. 1.0 (Downing Street)

8. 777 + (3x3) = 777 + 9 = 786

10. 100 - 6 = 94

12. (60x10) + (12x8) = 600 + 96
= 696

14- 15 bottles. (First customer bought

8, second bought 4, third bought 2,

last customer bought 1)

16. 32 teeth

18. 20 + 20 + 10 = 50

19. 1903 + 451 - 52 = 2302
2'1. 3x4x4x(4 + 3) =48x7 = 336

22. (25x25)+ 15 = 625 + 15 = 640

DOWN
1. 46

2. 007 (All three played James Bond)

3. 1969

4. $1.19 (one 50-cent piece, one
quarter, four dimes, no nickels, and
four pennies)

5. $20.48

9. 86 proof

11. (4091 +86) - (12x2) =4177 -
24 = 4153

13. 88x8x9 = 6336
15. 503

17. 204

20. 20 pounds



The world's largest puzzle collection

BARTIE5
By Scot Morris

When Jerry Slocum got a Japanese barrel

puzzle for his eighth birthday, he was

hooked. The interlocking wood pieces

fascinated him, and puzzles of all kinds have

captivated him ever since.

Now fifty-four and an aerospace engineer

for Hughes. Aircraft, he has recently been

forced to build an addition to his Beverly

Hills home. This- two-story structure next to

the garage houses the world's largest

collection of mechanical puzzles (more than

10,000 items) and puzzle-related books

(more, than 2,000).

The puzzles are carefully organized and -

cross-indexed. Three drawers contain

nothing but plastic key-chain puzzies; there

are well over 1,000 interlocking wood
puzzles and several hundred variations on

the Rubik's cube.

Rare and fragile puzzlesare behind

glass. The smallest is a- three-piece

rosewood "burr" puzzle smaller than a

match head, The largest is a giant wood

puzzle from France that is more than two feet

in diameter, The. most valuable is a Chinese

carved ivory tangram set (at right) dating

from.about 1820. Slocum bought it for $500

ten years ago and hesitates to estimate

its worth today. The seven-piece tangram

puzzle, invented in China about 1800,

was a worldwide craze between 1811 and

1820 and Is perhaps the most widely

played puzzle in all the world.

Among the most fragile are puzzle mugs'

and jugs (an example is shown at far right,

this page). This type of vessel was used to

serve beer to strangers in British pubs in

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Any

attempt to drink the liquid results in some

spilling— unless you solve the puzzle.

A visitor could literally drench himself before

he found the solution, which was to suck

on a hole in the top of the mug while using

several fingers to close off other holes.

The hollow interior design of the mug acted

as a straw, and the entire contents could

be consumed without spilling a drop.

Another collector's item was the dexterity

puzzle (shown at top, page 133), manufac-

tured by R. Jourhet and sent to British
'

and Allied soldiers in German POW camps

during World War I. In outward appear-

ance, the object was to arrange the balls in
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Lpyd's 14-15 puzzle and solvable- spinoff

order But such puzzles contained a small

compass, a hacksaw, and occasionally

a map to help the prisoners escape.

Slocum limits his obsession to mechanical

puzzles, which are disiinguisnoc; to—
their jigsaw, crossword, mathematical, and

wordplay cousins in that they require

active manipulation of a physical object.

"The ideal mechanical puzzle is simple

but complex," Slocum says. "It has only

a few pieces but is surprisingly difficult to

solve. Thesurprise is what hooks you.

People like the challenge of matching their

wits against a physical object. The simplest

puzzle can seem impossible to someone

Puzzle jug: Can you drink without spilling?

locked into a rigid view of the world. Ten-

year-olds are good at puzzles because

they're not locked in by conventions."

For the last eight years Slocum has hosted

an annual "puzzle party," an invitation-

only conclave of puzzle experts, limited to

inventors, collectors, and occasional

interested journalists. At the last convention

we were among the lucky 40 attendees,

some of whom came from as tar away

as England, Holland. Japan, and New
Zealand. (Slocum is eager to hear from other

puzzle collectors. Write him at Box 1635,

Beverly Hills, CA 90213.)

In recent months Slocum has been



Donkeys. Cut and arrange the three pieces

wriling his new book, Puzzles Old and
New, published last monlh by the University

of Washington Press, Seattle, and organiz:

ing Puzzles of the World, the world's first

public exhibition of puzzles. The collection,

scheduled to appear at the Los Angeles
Craft and Folk Art Museum starting- in -'

November and running through February
1987, will then move on to other cities in the

United States and abroad. The show will

be made up of ilems from Slocum's collec-

tion, augmented by loans from several

other collectors. Many items have never
before been seen by the public.

Why does the exhibition starl in a folk art

museum? "Because puzzles are a genuine
form of folk art," Slocum says. "Sometimes
they become massively popular, but only

occasionally do we know who invented

them. Usually the inventor is anonymous."

WITNESS FOR NICHOLS'S CUBE

Slocum isn't just a collector; he is an
authority on the history of puzzles and
puzzle principles. He was the key expert

witness in the Rubik's cube patent-infringe-

ment trial, and his testimony helped win a

suit filed by Larry Nichols, a Massachusells

inventor who claimed that his 1972 patent

for a. cubic puzzle was infringed by Rubik's

cube. Ernd Rubik had a 1977 Hungarian
patent on his cube, which was released by
Ideal Toys in the United States in 1980.

"Nichols never claimed that Rubik delib-

erately stole his idea," Slocum says, "only

thai the U.S. marketers didn't make sure that

the product wasn't already covered by a.

U.S. patent, which was their responsibility.

Though the mechanism ol Rubik's cube
was different and more complex than

Nichols's invention, the object of the puzzle

was the same—to rotate subcubes so
that each side of the cube was one color.

That was the focus of the lawsuit. Nichols's

idea was a major innovation in the puzzle

world, I'd say."

In October 1984 a U.S. district judge in

Delaware agreed with Stacum and issued a

50-page verdict that ruled in Nichols's

favor. The verdict is currently on appeal by
CBS, the owner of Ideal Toys, if Nichols's

suit is upheld, the dollar amount of the
outcome is yet to be determined.

COLLECTOR'S ITEMS

Perhaps the world's most renowned
puzzle prior to Rubik's cube was Sam Loyd's

14-15 puzzle (page 132, lower left), first

published in the 1870s. Loyd offered a prize

of $1,000 to- anyone who could solve the

puzzle and, by sliding only, rearrange

the numbers into, the correct order, including

the last three, pieces, which were originally

ordered 13-15-14.

Although many people said they had
done it, no one claimed the $1,000 prize,

and several years later-mathematicians

proved it could not be done. From the

opening arranger run
I of squares, the puzzle

had a "parity" from which it was impossible

to achieve certain arrangements—includ-

ing a 13—14-15 last row—without switching

at least two piece? somewhere else in

the puzzle. The puzzle shown adjacent to it

is a sliding-square variation called Rate
Your Mind Pal, which uses letters instead of

numbers. Surprisingly, it can be solved.

Given what you know about Loyd's original

version, how can this variation be solved?

(Answers appear below.)

The fragile one-of-a-kind puzzle shown
at the top of page 132 is made of blown
glass and colored water. The challenge is

to get the entire bubble in the center section

as shown. If you try putting the whole
bubble at one end and then tilting the glass,

you'll find that before you can get all of

the bubble into the center section, part of it

slips to the far end and you have to start

over. This is a variation on a more familiar

puzzle that uses two steel balls that must
be manipulated to sit on shelves at the

Outer end of the puzzle. The bubble puzzle

can be solved, as shown in the rightmost

photo. But how?
Sam Loyd's Trick Donkeys (left, this

page) is a classic puzzle that Loyd probably

based on seventeenth-century Persian

art. It first appeared as R T. Barnum's Trick

Mules in one of Barnum's 1872 publicity

fliers. You are to cut the puzzle into three

pieces and arrange them so that each
donkey has a correct rider. Folding, cutting,

or tearing the pieces is disallowed. This is

one of those elegant Aha.'-type puzzles
that can frustrate you for quite some time

before the solution finally comes. Variations

have been printed using donkeys, horses,

bulls, and even black cats ridden by witches.

If you have never encountered this puzzle
before, we encourage you to try it out.

The answer will appear next month.OO

ANSWERS
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